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ABSTRACT
Financial statements are one of the means by which
accounting information is transmitted to individuals
interested in the financial affairs of a city.

The order

in which data is presented determines, to some extent,
the totals and subtotals that are included in a financial
statement and, consequently, may affect the "messages"
conveyed to the readers of the statement.
This study was conducted primarily to determine
whether the use of alternative presentation formats for
the GAAP-based general government operating statement
influences the perceptions of preparers and users of city
financial reports concerning the impact of current-year
operations on the well-offness of cities.

Also, the

study was intended to provide insight into the opinions
of these individuals with regard to (a) the meaning of
the term "operating results" and (b) the relative
usefulness of several presentation formats for the GAAPbased operating statement for the general government
activities of cities.
The data, obtained from a mail survey of 1,200
preparers and users of city financial reports, was
ahalyzed by means of multivariate analysis of variance
ix

techniques.

The results are consistent across respondent

types and clearly indicate that the use of alternative
presentation formats does influence the perceptions of
financial statement readers with regard to whether a city
is better off or worse off as a result of current-year
general government operations.

Also, these results

suggest that financial report readers are fixated on the
negative aspects of reported revenue-expenditure
deficits.
The results also indicate that preparers and users
of city financial reports consider the general fund to be
the most important of the governmental fund types and
that the comparison of total resource inflows with total
resource outflows best describes or defines the term
"operating results" for the general government activities
of cities.

Further, the results indicate that these

individuals (1) prefer operating statements that are
presented in a columnar format, (2) prefer formats that
provide information on a fund-by-fund basis, and (3)
consider the aggregation of information for the operating
funds to be useful provided it does not replace the fundby-fund information.
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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH SETTING
Overview
A basic objective of external financial reporting is
to communicate information that will assist users of
financial reports in making decisions [Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB), 1978; National Council
on Governmental Accounting (NCGA), 1982].

In order for

users to make informed decisions with regard to a
particular entity, they must be provided with financial
reports that they can understand and that allow them to
evaluate the entity's financial condition and compare it
with that of other entities [FASB, 1980a; NCGA, 1982].
This research is concerned with external financial
reporting for cities.

It focuses on the Combined

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund
Balances—All Governmental Fund Types, the GAAP-based
(prepared in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles) operating statement for the
general government activities of state and local
governmental units (SLGs).

The research is divided into

two major parts, the first of which is an empirical
investigation of the following issues: (1) the extent to

which the use of alternative presentation formats for the
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes
in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types affects
reader perceptions regarding the impact of current-year
general government operations on the financial condition
of cities and (2) the extent to which preparers and users
and different types of users of city financial reports
differ in their perceptions of how the current-year
general government activities of a city affect its
financial condition.
The first of these issues represents the primary
focus of the study—an inquiry into whether the use of
different presentation formats conveys different
"messages" or "signals" to readers of city financial
reports.

Two commonly used presentation formats are

considered, one that includes two major subtotals—
(1) Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures and
(2) Excess of Revenues and Other Sources of Financial
Resources Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses—and
another that includes only the second of these subtotals.
The second issue deals with whether preparers and
users and different types of users of city financial
reports view the effect of current-year operations on
financial condition in the same way.

No attempt is made

to determine how these individuals arrive at their
decision; rather, the research is concerned with whether

these different types of readers of city financial
reports have different opinions regarding how a city's
financial condition is affected by its current-year
general government activities.
Two general hypotheses are tested in this first part
of the research.

These hypotheses, stated in null form,

are:
The format used to present the GAAP-based operating statement for the current-year general
government activities of a city will have no
effect on the evaluation of the impact of these
activities on the city's financial condition.
and
The evaluation of the impact of current-year
general government operations on the financial
condition of a city will not vary between preparers and users nor among different types of
users of city financial reports.
The second part of the research is divided into
three subsections, referred to as Part IIA, Part IIB, and
Part IIC, respectively.

It is exploratory in nature and

no hypotheses are tested in this portion of the study
other than that required to determine whether preparers
responded differently than did users and whether there
were differences in responses among user types.

Part IIA

inquires into the perceptions of preparers and users of

city financial reports regarding (a) the relative
importance of the governmental fund types and (b) the
relative usefulness of various information items in
evaluating the operating results of the general
government activities of cities.

Part IIB determines the

opinions of preparers and users of city financial reports
regarding the relative usefulness of several operating
statement presentation formats in evaluating the
operating results of the general government activities of
cities.

Finally, Part IIC investigates the extent to

which preparers and users of city financial reports use
these reports to assist them in making decisions
concerning various aspects of city operations.
Backqround
Business Organizations
The financial condition of a business entity
generally is measured by its net worth—the difference
between assets and liabilities.

The operating results of

these entities can be evaluated by referring to the net
income for the period.

There is a general presumption

that, for a given amount of capital, higher net income is
equivalent to better performance.
The operating statement for business entities, the
Income Statement, is standardized as to content^nd
format.

Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)

are very specific with regard to the components of income
to be reported, the totals and subtotals to be presented,
and the order of data presentation.

For example, the

results of continuing operations must be separated from
those of discontinued operations, extraordinary items,
and the cumulative effect of certain accounting changes.
Also, any gain or loss from the disposal of a segment of
a business must be reported separately from the segment's
operating results.

Further, GAAP specify criteria for

identifying extraordinary items and prescribe the manner
in which certain accounting changes are to be reported.
Although some flexibility in the presentation of the
components of net income is permitted (for example,
single-step versus multiple-step format), practice is
reasonably uniform in the presentation of the income
statement for business organizations.

Net income is well

defined and understood, and generally is accepted as the
"bottom line" in evaluating the financial performance of
business enterprises.
The Accounting Principles Board (APB) identified the
income statement as the primary operating statement for
business enterprises and defined the term "results of
operations" in 1970, when it issued APB Statement No. 4.
"Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying
Financial Statements of Business Enterprises" (APB 4 ) .
The Board also defined the basic elements of the results

of operations—revenues, expenses, and net income—and
discussed the interrelationship of results of operations
and financial position.
In 1971, with the issuance of APB Opinion No. 19,
"Reporting Changes in Financial Position" (APB 19), the
APB recognized that information concerning the flow of
"funds" is also important for users of business financial
statements and required that a Statement of Changes in
Financial Position (SCFP) be presented as a basic
financial statement for each period for which both an
income statement and a balance sheet are presented.
Under the provisions of APB 19, management may choose to
interpret "funds" to mean working capital or cash (or
cash equivalents); however, regardless of the basis
chosen for the SCFP, net changes in each element of
working capital must be disclosed either in the statement
or in a separate schedule accompanying the statement [APB
19, para. 12]. Also, the effects of financing or
investing activities that did not directly affect the
flow of funds, however defined, must be disclosed
individually [APB 19, para. 13]. Despite the emphasis
placed on the SCFP, the Board made it clear that this
statement is intended to supplement and not to replace
the income statement as the primary operating statement.
Also, the APB reemphasized the fact that net income is to
be considered the primary measure of operating results.

The FASB is currently considering replacing the SCFP
with a Statement of Cash Flows [FASB, Exposure Draft,
July 1986].

The proposed statement would focus on cash

and cash equivalents and would require that cash flows be
classified in three categories—operating, financing, and
investing.

The proposed statement would no longer allow

management to determine the meaning of "funds" and would
require the presentation of cash flows in a specified
format.
Thus, although some flexibility in format and
content is allowed under generally accepted accounting
principles, the financial statements used to convey
information concerning changes in the financial condition
of business enterprises are reasonably standardized.
Also, there exists a generally accepted measure of
performance for the current-year operations of these
organizations.
Governmental Entities
The financial condition of a governmental entity
does not refer to its net worth; rather, it refers to its
general well-being or financial health and is a function
of several factors.

For example, Groves [1980] lists 12

factors—classified as environmental, organizational, and
financial—that affect financial condition.

He suggests

that general economic conditions, changes in population
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size and mix, contractions or expansions of its tax base,
the condition of its infrastructure, changes in citizens'
demands for services, and even the occurrence of natural
disasters affect the financial condition of a
governmental entity.

Because the factors that affect

financial condition are so diverse, no single, welldefined measure of operating performance is available for
governmental entities.

Therefore, information regarding

financial condition and changes therein must be obtained
from a variety of sources.
Business-tvpe Activities
Under the provisions of Statement 1, "Governmental
Accounting and Financial Reporting Principles" (NCGASl),
published in 1979, the National Council on Governmental
Accounting (NCGA) specified that SLGs must account for
their business-type activities (for example, public
utilities) in proprietary funds and stated that the
income determination measurement focus of these funds
"limits the acceptable all-inclusive operating statement
formats to those that are comparable to those of similar
business enterprises" [NCGASl, p. 23]. Therefore, the
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in
Retained Earnings (or Equity)—All Propriety Fund Types
must report certain components of income and must include
specific totals and subtotals similarly to the income
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statement of business enterprises.

Further, SLGs must

present a Statement of Changes in Financial Position—All
Proprietary Fund Types in a format comparable to that
used by similar business enterprises [NCGASl, p. 24].
Whether the FASB will replace the SCFP with a Statement
of Cash Flows for business enterprises remains to be
seen.

If so, there is no guarantee that SLGs will be

required to do the same although the GASB usually defers
to the FASB on matters of business-type fund accounting
and financial reporting.

Regardless of the final

disposition of the SCFP issue, it is clear that the
manner in which SLGs must report the operating results of
their business-type activities is standardized and that
net income is the accepted performance measure for these
activities.
General Government Activities
In NCGASl, the NCGA specified that SLGs must account
for their "general government" activities and operations
(for example, administration, public safety, public
welfare, and parks and recreation) in governmental funds
and identified the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—All
Governmental Fund Types as the primary GAAP-based
operating statement for these activities.

The Council

indicated that the statement must include the following
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elements:
1.

Revenues

2.

Expenditures

3.

Other Sources and Uses of Financial
Resources (primarily long-term debt issue
proceeds and operating transfers to and
from other funds)

4.

Residual Equity Transfers to and from
other funds

5.

Beginning Fund Balance—including any
restatements

6.

Ending Fund Balance

Contrary to its position regarding proprietary fund
statements, the Council did not prescribe a specific
format for this statement or specify the order in which
the above elements are to be presented.

Indeed, the

Council noted that:
The data in all-inclusive operating statements may be arranged in one of several alternative presentations. The order of data presentation is relativelv unimportant since
proper implementation of the all-inclusive
approach assures that the requisite data
appears on the face of the statements.
[p. 22, emphasis added.]
The Council outlined three formats in the body of
NCGASl, illustrated one of these formats in the
nonauthoritative appendix, and suggested that yet other
formats may be equally acceptable.

The only restrictions
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with regard to format are that: (1) the same format
should be used to present the GAAP-based statements for
the governmental fund types (a different format is
permitted for the budget-based statements) in order to
facilitate the preparation of the Combined Statement of
Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—All
Governmental Fund Types, and (2) residual equity
transfers should be reported after the results of
operations and after beginning fund balance.

The Council

also recommended that data in this combined statement be
displayed in a series of columns—with or without a total
column presented with or without interfund eliminations.
However, if interfund transactions are eliminated, the
eliminations must be made apparent either in the total
column heading or in the notes to the financial
statements.
Although the NCGA identified the primary GAAP-based
general government operating statement and specified the
items to be included therein, the Council did not
prescribe a standard format for this statement.

Also, in

spite of the fact that, in NCGASl, the Council often
mentioned "results of operations" or "operating results"
(these terms will be used interchangeably throughout this
report) and implied that the term referred to "Excess of
Revenues and Other Financing Sources Over Expenditures
and Other Uses," no well-defined and generally understood
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measure of operating performance for the general
government activities of SLGs is found in the
authoritative literature.
SLG Accountina and Financial Reporting
Although there are many similarities between
governmental entities and profit-seeking enterprises,
there are significant differences between them that
result in differences in accounting and reporting
objectives.

A brief discussion of SLG accounting and

financial reporting principles and procedures is included
here in order to provide a framework within which to
consider this research.

(See, for example, Concepts

Statement No. 1, GASB [1985], and Lynn and Freeman [1983]
for a thorough discussion of these issues.)
State and local governments operate in an
environment in which there is no profit motive and in
which there are no shareholders to whom management is
responsible.

The goal of government is not to maximize

income, but rather to provide as many services as
possible with limited resources while complying with
legal and contractual restrictions.

The function of

management in a governmental entity is one of stewardship
over the financial resources entrusted to its care, and
its responsibility is to use these resources to achieve
the objectives of the entity.

Therefore, control of and
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accountability for expendable financial resources are
major concerns of SLG accounting and financial reporting.
In order to provide for this emphasis on control and
accountability, SLGs employ a fund accounting system and
make extensive use of budgets and budgetary accounting.
Funds and Account Groups
In NCGASl, the Council noted that the diversity of
governmental operations coupled with the need for SLGs to
demonstrate legal compliance make it virtually impossible
for governmental entities to account for their activities
in a single accounting entity.

The Council recommended

that accounting systems be operated on a fund basis and
defined a fund as:
a fiscal and accounting entity with a selfbalancing set of accounts recording cash and
other financial resources, together with all
related liabilities and residual equities or
balances, and changes therein, which are segregated for the purpose of carrying on specified
activities or attaining certain objectives in
accordance with special regulations, restrictions, or limitations. [pp. 5-6]
Under the fund accounting concept the activities of state
and local governmental units are accounted for in three
broad fund categories—Governmental, Proprietary, and
Fiduciary.

The governmental fund types (General, Debt

Service, Special Revenue, Capital Projects, and Special
Assessment) are used to account for the entity's general
government activities.

SLG activities that are similar
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to those engaged in by some profit-seeking enterprises
are accounted for in the proprietary fund types (Internal
Service and Enterprise).

The fiduciary fund types (Trust

and Agency) are used to account for those activities in
which the entity functions as a trustee or agent.
In addition to the fund types noted above, an
accounting system designed to conform with the principles
outlined in NCGASl includes two account groups—the
General Fixed Assets Account Group (GFAAG) and the
General Long-Term Debt Account Group (GLTDAG).

These

account groups are accounting entities (self-balancing
sets of accounting records); but they are not fiscal
entities, and thus they are not funds.

The GFAAG

consists of a list of the entity's general fixed assets—
fixed assets not related to specific proprietary or trust
funds—offset by a list of the revenue sources from which
they were acquired.

The GLTDAG contains a list of the•

unmatured principal of the entity's general long-term
liabilities—those secured by the full faith and credit
of the entity and not accounted for in specific proprietary, special assessment, or trust funds—offset by
amounts currently available and to be provided in the
future for the retirement of these liabilities.
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Interfund Transactions
Since funds are distinct accounting and fiscal
entities, transactions or events that have an impact on
the financial resources of two or more funds must be
recognized in the records of all the funds and account
groups affected.

For example, if a governmental unit

maintains a central garage to service and repair all
vehicles owned by the unit, the activities of this
central garage probably would be accounted for in a
separate fund—an internal service fund.

Charges for

repairs or services performed on vehicles used by a
department whose activities are financed through the
general fund should be recognized in the records of both
the internal service fund and the general fund.
Interfund transactions generally are characterized
as: (1) loans and advances, (2) transfers, (3) quasiexternal transactions, and (4) reimbursements.

Loans and

advances represent amounts transferred from one fund to
another that eventually will have to be repaid.
Transfers represent shifts of financial resources between
funds and are classified as either "operating" transfers
or "residual equity" transfers.

"Operating" transfers

represent recurring or periodic shifts of resources and
"residual equity" transfers are nonrecurring interfund
resource shifts.
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Interfund transfers are distinguished from revenues,
expenditures, or expenses in the operating statements of
the various funds.

In governmental fund operating

statements, operating transfers are reported in the
"Other Financing Sources (Uses)" section while residual
equity transfers are reported as additions to or
deductions from beginning fund balance; in proprietary
fund statements, operating transfers are reported in the
"Operating Transfers" section, residual equity transfers
to the fund are reported as additions to the contributed
capital of the fund, and residual equity transfers from
the fund are reported as reductions of retained earnings
or contributed capital.
Reimbursements represent amounts paid or owed to a
fund as reimbursement for expenditures made from that
fund that were properly chargeable to another fund.

The

.reimbursement is recorded as an expenditure in the
records of the payor fund and as a reduction of the
expenditures of the payee fund.
Quasi-external transactions are transactions that
would result in the recognition of revenue, expenditures,
or expenses if they occurred between the governmental
unit and some external organization—the general fund/
internal service fund transaction described above is an
example of a quasi-external transaction.

These are the

only interfund transactions for which fund revenues,
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expenditures, or expenses are recognized even though they
are not revenues, expenditures, or expenses of the
governmental unit as a whole.
Budgets and Budgetary Accounting
The NCGA emphasized the need for budgeting to
provide proper planning, control, and performance
evaluation.

The Council indicated that SLGs should

prepare an annual comprehensive budget for all fund types
and that the accounting system should be designed to
provide effective budgetary control and accountability.
The Council further noted that budgeting and budgetary
accounting are especially important for the governmental
funds and made the following specific recommendations
with regard to these funds: (1) that an annual operating
budget be formally adopted for the General, Special
Revenue, and similar funds, (2) that estimated revenues
and appropriations (authorized expenditures) be recorded,
(3) that committed expenditures in process (encumbrances)
be recorded, and (4) that budgetary comparison statements
and schedules be prepared.
Measurement Focus/Basis of Accounting
Although "measurement focus" and "basis of
accounting" are very closely related, they are not the
same and must be distinguished.

"Measurement focus"

refers to what is being measured—revenues, expenditures,
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expenses, etc.—while "basis of accounting" refers to
when these items are recognized in the accounts.
The measurement focus for governmental funds and
expendable trust funds currently is on the flow of
expendable financial resources—resources available for
expenditure.

Revenues, expenditures, and other sources

and uses of financial resources are recognized on a
modified accrual basis. Under this basis of accounting,
revenues, interfund transfers in, and proceeds of general
long-term obligations are recognized in the period in
which they become both measurable and available to
finance current period fund expenditures.

"Available" is

defined to mean "collectible within the current period or
soon enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of
the current period" [NCGASl, p. 11]. Expenditures
(decreases in fund net assets other than those resulting
from transfers to other funds) and transfers generally
are recognized in the period in which the related fund
liability is incurred, if measurable.
The measurement focus for proprietary funds and
nonexpendable trust funds is on revenues (financial
resources earned) and expenses (financial resources
consumed).

These are recognized on the accrual basis;

that is, transactions regarding revenues and expenses are
recorded in the period in which they occur.
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Annual Financial Reporting
The NCGA emphasized that SLGs should publish a
comprehensive annual financial report encompassing all
the activities of the unit.

The Council stated:

Eyery governmental unit should prepare and publish, as a matter of public record, a comprehensive annual financial report (CAFR) that
encompasses all funds and account groups. The
CAFR should contain both (1) the qeneral purpose financial statements (GPFS) by fund type
and account group, and (2) combining statements
by fund type and individual fund statements.
The CAFR is the governmental unit's official
annual report and should also contain introductory information, schedules necessary to demonstrate compliance with finance-related legal
and contractual provisions, and statistical
data. [NCGASl, p. 19]
In considering how best to meet SLG reporting objectives
the Council adopted a "pyramid" concept of financial
reporting (Figure 1.1). Under this concept, the
financial section of the CAFR is viewed as a "pyramid"
consisting of four basic levels (levels (1) through (4))
containing financial statements and schedules.

These

basic levels are supported by two levels of the pyramid
that constitute additional or supplementary information
and are not within the scope of GAAP-based financial
reporting: highly detailed transaction data (level (5))
that is contained in the accounting system and highly
aggregated, consolidated statements (level (0)) that
generally provide summary information about the
activities of the governmental unit taken as a whole.
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(0)

CONDENSED SUMMARY DATA

(1)

GENERAL PURPOSE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(COMBINED STATEMENTS - OVERVIEW)

(2)

COMBINING STATEMENTS - BY FUND TYPE

(3)

INDIVIDUAL FUND AND ACCOUNT GROUP STATEMENTS

(4)

SCHEDULES

(5)

TRANSACTION DATA

Level
(0)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Description
Highly aggregated, consolidated statements.
The GPFS—a summary of the financial position
of all funds and account groups and of the
operating results of all funds, presented in a
columnar format.
If a governmental unit has more than one fund
of a particular type, these statements combine
the activities of all funds of that type in a
columnar format. The total columns included in
these statements should agree with the amounts
presented in the GPFS.
These statements provide information on the
individual funds and account groups. They
should be presented if the governmental unit
has only one fund of a particular type or if
sufficient detail is not contained in the
combining statements.
These are presented to demonstrate financerelated legal and contractual compliance, to
provide details of the data summarized in the
statements, or to present other useful
information. They are not required for
reporting in conformity with GAAP unless
specifically referenced in the notes to the
financial statements.
The accounting system.
Figure 1.1
Financial Reporting Pyramid
Levels of Reporting
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In NCGASl, the Council indicated that the reporting
focus of the CAFR should be on individual funds and
account groups and that the report need include only as
many basic levels of the pyramid—in terms of increasing
levels of detail—as are necessary to ensure adequate
disclosure in conformity with GAAP and to demonstrate
compliance with finance-related legal and contractual
requirements [p. 20]. The Council concluded that levels
(1) and (2) constitute the minimum content of the CAFR
and that SLGs should rely on professional judgment to
determine the extent to which levels (3) and (4) are
included in the report [NCGASl, p. 21]. The Council also
provided that the GPFS (level (2)) may be issued
separately for inclusion in official statements

for

securities offerings or for general distribution to
individuals requiring less detail than is contained in
the CAFR—provided the GPFS clearly indicate that the
CAFR is available for individuals who require more
detailed information.
The Council specified that the GPFS should include
the following financial statements (and notes thereto):
1.

Combined Balance Sheet—All Fund Types and
Account Groups

2.

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,
and Changes in Fund Balances—All Governmental
Fund Types
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3.

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,
and Changes in Fund Balances—Budget and
Actual—General and Special Revenue Fund Types
(and similar governmental fund types for which
annual budgets have been legally adopted)

4.

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and
Changes in Retained Earnings (or Equity)—All
Proprietary Fund Types

5.

Combined Statement of Changes in Financial
Position—All Proprietary Fund Types

Trust Fund activities may be reported in statements 2, 4,
and 5 above, as appropriate to the nature of the
particular fund (expendable or nonexpendable), or may be
reported separately [NCGASl, p. 25].
The reporting focus of the GPFS is on fund type and
account group financial information.

The Council stated

that the information contained in this section of the
CAFR constitutes fair presentation in conformity with
GAAP (provided that it includes the above-mentioned
statements and notes thereto) and that the GPFS
constitute the minimum acceptable scope of annual audits
[NCGASl, p. 25].
Scope. Purpose. and Contribution
This research concentrates on external financial
reporting for the general government activities of
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cities.

It is limited to financial statements prepared

in conformity with GAAP and does not consider budgetbased statements or budgetary comparison statements and
schedules.

Specifically, the research focuses on the

Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes
in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types.
This general government operating statement is
presented in a two-dimensional format—a horizontal
dimension consisting of columns (one for each fund type)
and a vertical dimension consisting of line items,
subtotals, and totals.

A review of the literature

revealed a number of studies that focused on the effect
of aggregating information across columns in SLG and NFP
financial statements (for example, Patton [1978], Howard
[1978], Weiss [1979], Ramanathan and Weiss [1981], and
Kamnikar [1982]); however, no studies relating to the
vertical dimension of these statements were found.

Part

I of this research is a first attempt to assess the
effect of varying the order in which the individual line
items are presented and, accordingly, varying the
subtotals that are included in this statement.

The major

purpose of this portion of the research is to investigate
the extent to which this variation influences the
evaluation of the effect of current-year operating
results on the financial condition of cities.

In

particular, this part of the research provides evidence
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on whether the highlighting of revenue-expenditure
deficits results in a more negative evaluation of the
impact of current-year general government operations on
the financial condition of cities; that is, this part of
the research inquires into whether a city's general
government operations are perceived to be less successful
when revenue-expenditure deficits are underscored by the
inclusion of the "Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures" subtotal in the GAAP-based governmental
fund operating statement.
This portion of the research also inquires into
whether preparers, users, and different types of users of
city financial reports differ in their evaluation of the
impact of current-year general government operations on
financial condition.

The research provides information

on whether these individuals interpret current-year
operating results in the same way.

For instance, do

users of financial reports receive the same messages
regarding the current-year general government activities
of cities as do the preparers of these reports?

Also, do

all types of users have the same perceptions regarding
the impact of current-year operations on financial
condition or do some user types view current-year
operations differently than do others; for example, do
investors interpret current-year operating results
differently than do concerned citizens?
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Another area of concern in this research is the lack
of a well-defined measure of operating performance for
the general government activities of cities.

Part IIA of

the study explores the perceptions and opinions of
preparers of city financial reports as well as those of
investors, oversight officials, and concerned citizens
regarding the relative importance of the governmental
fund types and the relative usefulness of seven
information items in evaluating current-year operating
results for the general government activities of cities.
The information items considered consist of some items
that usually are presented in governmental fund operating
statements and others that ordinarily are not found in
these statements.
The possible effect of alternative presentation
formats on the evaluation of current-year operating
results and the lack of a well-defined performance
measure for the general government activities of cities
suggest the possible need for new types of financial
statements to report the results of these activities.
Part IIB of the research inquires into the opinions of
preparers and different types of users of city financial
reports regarding the relative usefulness of several
alternative presentation formats—some that currently are
acceptable under GAAP and others that may be considered
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experimental—in evaluating the operating results of the
general government activities of cities.
Further, several studies have been conducted in an
effort to determine the information needs of users of
governmental financial reports.

Part IIC of this

research adds to the existing body of knowledge in this
area in that it inquires into why certain individuals use
city financial reports and the extent to which they use
them in making decisions about the general government
operations of cities.
In its September 1984 Action Report, the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board noted:
The major subproject of the financial reporting
project entails a complete review of the financial reporting model. It embraces such issues
as nature and extent of aggregation and consolidation, display of budget vs. actual, orqanization and content of the financial statements.
and potential new financial statements. [p. 3,
empha s i s added.]
In October 1985, GASB Chairman James F. Antonio listed
the Financial Reporting Project as one of the three most
important projects currently being undertaken by the
Board [Liebtag, 1985].

Further, in its 1985 Research

Report. the GASB stated:
The GASB encourages further research about user
needs. We suggest, for example, that research
using illustrative reporting formats would
enable financial report users to articulate
their needs more clearly. Additional research
that focuses on a single type of information
would also be beneficial, particularly for
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cases in which no clear consensus about usefulness is apparent from our study.
[pp. iii-iv]
The information provided by this study is directly
related to the issues under consideration in the GASB's
financial reporting project and should, therefore, be
useful to the Board in its deliberations with regard to
external financial reporting for cities.
Order of Presentation
This chapter provides a general background for the
study, a brief description of current SLG accounting and
financial reporting principles, and a discussion of the
scope, purpose, and expected contributions of the
research.

The remainder of this study is divided into

six chapters.

Chapter II contains a brief discussion of

the evolution of generally accepted accounting and
reporting principles for SLGs. A conceptualization of
the problem and some theoretical considerations related
to the research are presented in Chapter III.

Chapter IV

contains a discussion of the data collection techniques
employed.

The data analysis and research results related

to Part I of the study are contained in Chapter V; and
Chapter VI contains the analysis of the data and a
discussion of the results for Part II.

Chapter VII

summarizes the findings and presents recommendations for
future research.

CHAPTER II
EVOLUTION OF GENERALLY ACCEPTED
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES FOR
STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
The Earlv Years
1894-1934
The interest in the development of generally
accepted accounting principles for SLGs can be traced
back to the turn of the century.

The National Municipal

League, founded in 1894, was a prime mover, along with
the United States Census Bureau, in the establishment of
accounting and reporting standards for local governments
in the early 1900s.

The work of these organizations was

directed primarily toward bringing uniformity into
municipal accounting and financial reporting, principally
as an effort to eliminate the graft and corruption that
were thought to be the cause of fiscal crises in many
large American cities in the late 1800s.

Between 1901

and 1904, largely as a result of the League's efforts,
many American cities were publishing annual reports that
followed League guidelines, and by 1906 three states.
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Massachusetts, New York, and Ohio, had enacted
legislation regarding uniform accounting and reporting.
During this same period, a number of individuals
expressed the opinion that the antiquated accounting
practices then employed by many cities allowed graft and
corruption to go undetected for long periods of time, and
made it difficult, if not impossible, even for wellintentioned city officials to foresee impending financial
problems and take proper corrective action.

The general

tenor of the criticisms was that, because accounting
systems were designed almost exclusively to maintain
control over expenditures in order to prevent departments
from exceeding their appropriations, no information was
available for the preparation of reports that presented
an accurate picture of financial condition.

Further, it

was argued that current accounting policies made it
virtually impossible for city officials to discharge
their managerial responsibilities because no records were
kept of what a city owned, what it owed, and whether
revenues were sufficient to defray the cost of current
services and provide for future replacement of permanent
assets.

For example, in an article published in the June

1906 issue of The Journal of Accountancv.

H. W. Wilmot

wrote:
It is generally admitted by students of
municipal finance that the accounting methods
of most cities of the United States are
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deplorably behind the times, and that similar
methods could not be tolerated for a day in any
successful commercial corporation. These
methods may possibly have met the local
requirements when the cities were smaller, but
as municipal affairs have become more complex
the multiplication of matters to be recorded
has rendered these antiquated accounting systems entirely inadequate. [p. 97]
Stephen A. Ulman, in an article that appeared in the May
1908 issue of the Journal. was particularly critical of
the "Appropriation Account" used by most municipalities
to maintain control over expenditures; he wrote:
Revenue from taxation, licenses, interest,
fines, permits, etc. is appropriated to the
credit of the various departments or funds and
when disbursed is charged against those departments or funds. Thus the account closes out
and nothing remains to tell what the money went
for. . . .
Thus the appropriation account by affording a grave-like place for cash disbursements
constitutes a serious evil in public life. It
has hidden more official irregularities in the
past than any other device known—except perhaps burning the books. [p. 270]
Frederick A. Cleveland
One of the more vocal critics of the municipal
accounting and reporting practices in use in the early
1900S was Professor Frederick A. Cleveland of the
National Municipal League.

He prepared numerous

articles, papers, and addresses in which he decried the
existence of graft and corruption in American cities and
chastised the American public for not playing a more
active role in the administration of cities and for not
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demanding greater accountability from elected and
appointed officials.

Several of his writings were

published in Chapters on Municipal Administration and
Accountinq in 1909 (hereafter cited as Chapters).

In a

paper published in the Political Science Ouarterlv in
September 1904, he wrote:
To successfully carry these two business principles [fidelity and economy] over into politics, it is not enough for the citizen body to
retain to itself the legal powers of control
over its official trustees, but it must also
provide itself with the means of exercising
intelligent supervision over the administrative
acts of its representatives and agents. . . .
To meet this last condition is what American citizenship has failed to do. [Chapters,
pp. 101-102]
In an address to the Schoolmen of New York in November
1906, he said:
It is not the creature [the grafter] that is to
be charged with immorality for adapting himself
to conditions which are favorable to his
growth; rather the responsibility lies with
those who may be held chargeable with those
conditions. [Chapters. p. 14]
Although Cleveland was critical of the public apathy that
allowed graft to prosper, he recognized that antiquated
and inefficient accounting practices also were to blame
for its existence.

In an article published in the May

1905 issue of Leslie's Weeklv he wrote:
Even in the best organized and best
equipped municipalities there seems to be a
lack of information which either will aid the
officer in the performance of duty or enlighten
the citizen (the stockholder) as to the doings
of his agents. . . .
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The remedy for graft must have to do with
institutional methods, rather than with the
treatment of individual cases. The method must
be one of intelligent control over the functions of public corporate activity, and the
enforcement of responsibility for its proper
direction. . . .
Intelligent control can come only through
a complete understanding of the facts. . . . As
institutional affairs become too large for personal inspection, for lack of evidence direct
control over integrity and administrative efficiency has been lost. To cope with this situation it is necessary that improved methods of
administrative accounting may be devised—
methods of obtaining currently information as
to the presence of conditions favorable to
graft—that the institutional parasite may be
rendered incapable of harm. rchapters. pp. 2124]
In an article appearing in the June 1906 issue of the
Journal of Accountancy. he wrote:
Coming down from prior practice and from
department custom [in the City of New York]
there are at the present time instances of
duplication, triplication, and even quadruplication of accounts representing the same transactions, in each case closing with the same
appropriations and funds, but in no case
reflecting financial condition or administrative economy. Much of this energy is worse
than wasted. [p. 113]
Cleveland was a strong advocate of the use of a
general all-inclusive balance sheet for municipalities
and was critical of those who considered the preparation
of such a balance sheet to be both unnecessary and
undesirable.

In a September 1908 article appearing in

The Government Accountant. he wrote:
That the administrative significance of the
balance sheet has not been considered by those
who deny its usefulness, cannot be more
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conclusively shown than by the analysis of the
accounts and the financial statements of municipalities to which such a method has not been
applied. In the city of New York, for example,
its officers hold in trust properties and
equipment which have cost not less than
$1,000,000,000, without an account being carried on the books to represent the present cost
of any property, or even to preserve a list of
the real estate, buildings, and equipment which
the city owns; as a result of which it has more
than once paid for properties of which it has
already acquired a title. . . . The administrative significance of accounting and reporting
has been in a large measure lost sight of, and
ninety-five per cent of all our American municipalities are in the same dilemma. It is
therefore urged that accounts through which
information may come to the public in balance
sheet form is one of the most urgent needs of
modern municipal affairs.
rchapters. pp. 153-154]
In an article published in the October 1910 issue of the
Journal of Accountancv. he again recommended that
municipal accounting systems provide information related
to the corporate or proprietary nature of cities as well
as to their function as service providers and custodians
of the resources entrusted to their care.

With regard to

the corporate aspects of cities, he stated:
With respect to municipal Proprietorship
it is assumed that it is desirable clearly to
separate the assets and liabilities which are
available for or have grown out of current
operation from those which are available for
and have grown out of the acquisition of
permanent properties and improvements. . . .
Intelligent consideration of financial
condition requires not only that an instantaneous photograph be taken from time to time
showing what the corporation owns and what it
owes, but also that this be supplemented by a
biographic picture. The administrator must see
the institution as a going concern. It is not
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enough to know present condition; information
must be available which will enable him to
account for this condition, whether it be
favorable or unfavorable. [pp. 404-406]
He proposed the use of a "two-section" or "double"
municipal balance sheet containing a "Current Account"
and a "Capital Account."

The "Current Account" contained

the assets related to the operations of the current
period, the liabilities to be met by current resource
inflows, and the resulting surplus or deficit; while the
"Capital Account" displayed the capital assets, the
liabilities to be met out of these assets, any excess (or
deficit) of available assets over (under) liabilities,
the cost of permanent improvements, and the bonded debt.
He noted that sinking funds were excluded from the
balance sheet in the interest of simplicity but that
accounts necessary for control over sinking funds should
be maintained in the general ledger.

Further, Cleveland

emphasized that operation and surplus accounts should be
maintained—on a revenue and expense basis—in the
general ledger in order to provide information necessary
to explain any changes in financial condition that may
occur from one accounting period to the next.

Although

Cleveland indicated the need to maintain records on an
individual fund basis, he did not propose a fund by fund
classification of assets and liabilities in his balance
sheet.
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Cleveland's "Current Account" is similar to the
modern-day General Fund and his "Capital Account"
includes much the same information as is contained in the
other funds and account groups found in present-day
municipal accounting systems.

Because of these and other

similarities, his fund accounting system has been
considered a forerunner of the modern-day municipal
accounting and financial reporting model [Potts, 197 6;
Rees, 1982].
Herman A. Metz
Another individual who had a significant impact on
the development of SLG accounting standards is Herman A.
Metz, who served as Comptroller of the City of New York
from 1905 to 1909.

During his tenure in office he

prepared, in cooperation with the Bureau of Municipal
Research, a "Manual of Accounting and Business Procedure
for the City of New York."

Metz later made a monetary

contribution to the Bureau for the establishment of a
fund—later known as the Metz Fund—of which $10,000 per
year for a period of three years was made available to
assist municipalities in improving their accounting and
reporting practices.

The Fund published a number of

"Short Talks on Municipal Accounting and Reporting" and
distributed them to interested parties throughout the
country.

The material contained in these "Talks" was
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collected and published, in 1913, by the Bureau as the
Handbook of Municipal Accountinq. which became known as
the "Metz Fund Handbook."

The Handbook has been

acclaimed by many as the most significant contribution of
the early 1900s to the field of municipal accounting.
Indeed, Morey [1948] wrote:
The most significant contribution of the
1910 decade was the publication of the Handbook
of Municipal Accountinq by the New York Bureau
of Municipal Research. . . . It brought
together for the first time many of the basic
characteristics and requirements of municipal
accounting, and outlined methods of appropriate
treatment. [p. 227]
The Handbook emphasized the similarities between
private and public corporations with regard to the
purpose and methods of accounting and financial
reporting.

The following points were made in the

introduction:
For both the private and public institutions
the principles which govern the technique of
accounting are the same. . . .
. . . it may be said that there is
scarcely a function or activity of a municipality that may not and has not been performed
by a private corporation. . . .
In any municipal corporation the bulk of
transactions may be exactly similar to the
transactions of a private corporation. . . .
The citizens and officer of the public corporation are entitled to the same completeness, the
same accuracy, the same lucidness of statement
about public affairs as are the shareholders
and officer of the private enterprise.
[pp. xi-xviii]
Further, the advantages of maintaining accounts on a
revenue and expense basis and the need for articulation
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between financial statements were stressed.

In the

recommendations regarding the type of information needed
by city officials, the following was noted:
Not more than half a dozen cities in the
country have recognized the difference between
a statement of cash inflow and outflow and a
statement of revenues and expenses. Simply
because each person has only a small financial
interest in the public interest is no reason
why all principles of business economy and common sense should be cast to the winds. . . .
A municipality's financial statements, to
be truthful reflections of what has taken place
in its finance, should be based upon accretions
to and depletions of wealth. A statement of
revenues and expenses should explain the
changes in assets and liabilities which have
taken place in a period. This means that all
financial transactions whether based on cash or
credit must be taken into account. To put the
matter another way; there is a distinct relation between a statement of financial condition
or a balance sheet and a statement of operations, or revenue and expense statement, the
latter being in the nature of an explanation or
statement of details of the balancing figures
in the former. [pp. 4-6]
The Handbook's system and that proposed by Cleveland
reflected similar philosophies—(1) both recognized the
importance of accounting information in planning and
controlling municipal activities, (2) both emphasized the
need for the use of individual funds, (3) both suggested
that business accounting practices can be applied to
municipalities, and (4) both recommended the presentation
of a capital balance sheet.

The Handbook's system

included a Capital Account Balance Sheet and a General
Account Balance Sheet which were analogous to the two
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sections of Cleveland's double balance sheet.

Further,

the Handbook proposed a summary consolidated balance
sheet indicating the assets, liabilities, authorizations,
reserves, and residual equity of the General Account, the
Capital Account, the Sinking Funds, and the Trust Funds
in a columnar format—a balance sheet similar to the
combined balance sheet required under present-day GAAP.
The suggestion that the origins of present-day municipal
accounting and reporting systems can be traced back to
Cleveland's writings is applicable to the Handbook as
well.
In the two decades following the publication of the
Handbook, much of the work in the area of governmental
accounting consisted of textbooks and academic treatises
by individuals such as Buck, Chatters, Eggleston, Morey,
Oakey, Seidemann, and Willoughby.

The works of these

individuals brought governmental accounting principles
and practices to the attention of public officials and
political economists, and laid the groundwork for much of
the activity that was to follow.

The works of Eggleston,

Oakey, and Morey are particularly noteworthy and are
considered below.
DeWitt Carl Eggleston
In 1914, DeWitt Carl Eggleston published Municipal
Accountinq. in which he stated:
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The purpose of the present book is to give
the best modern practice in municipal accounting. It has been planned to meet the requirements of practicing accountants, of accountants
engaged in municipal work, and, generally, the
needs of all students of accounting who may be
in search of a complete method of municipal
reporting. [p. iii]
Eggleston's system incorporated many of the principles
found in both Cleveland's writings and in the Handbook.
In addition, his system recommended the separation of
property accounts from fund (budgetary) accounts and the
recording of depreciation in the property accounts as a
reduction of what he termed "Property Account Surplus"
[p. 207]. He recommended a consolidated balance sheet
for the municipality as a whole in addition to a separate
balance sheet for each account classification—general,
capital, sinking fund, special and trust fund, and
property.

With the exception of that for the Property

Account, the balance sheets provided both budgetary
information (requirements and authorizations) and
proprietary information (assets, liabilities, and
surplus).

The Property Account balance sheet indicated

the cost of the permanent assets, the depreciation
reserve, and the resulting surplus.

He also recommended

the preparation of a statement, that he called
"Consolidated Surplus Account," in which the various
surplus accounts from the individual balance sheets were
aggregated to show the consolidated surplus for the
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period—the surplus account from the consolidated balance
sheet [pp. 253-263].
Eggleston's work has been considered to be the first
textbook on municipal accounting and the first to provide
a comprehensive illustration of the operations of a
municipal accounting system.

Potts wrote:

The existing state of the art was embodied in
total between the covers of his [Eggleston's]
book, and he succeeded in distilling the best
practices and principles evolving over many
years into an internally consistent exposition.
[p. 134]
Francis Oakey
Francis Oakey published Principles of Government
Accountinq and Reportinq in 1921.

He concentrated his

efforts on financial reporting—how best to present the
information deemed necessary to individuals involved in
municipal finance.

He stated:

Accounting is the science of producing
promptly and presenting clearly the facts
relating to financial condition and operations
that are required as a basis of management.
The prime function of accounting is thus the
clear and prompt presentation of all the facts
that are essential to good judgment and effective action. [p. 1]
Throughout his text, he emphasized the infoirmation needs
of government officials—he considered municipal managers
to be the primary users of the information provided by
the municipal accounting system.

For example, when
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referring to the need for the preparation of operating
statements, he stated:
In any continuous activity involving the
collection of revenues, the expenditure of
money, the management of assets, and the liquidation of liabilities, the periodical determination of financial condition must be followed
by an examination of the means by which such
condition has been attained. A complete appreciation of results cannot be gained unless
causes are also ascertained and recognized.
The financial administrator must know to what
steps a favorable financial condition may be
ascribed so that in future operations he may
continue or emphasize those methods that have
tended to improve conditions, and may avoid
those methods that have proved to be wasteful
or uneconomical. [p. 180]
Also, when voicing his opposition to the presentation of
a capital balance sheet, he wrote:
The position is taken in this book that there
is no need for a capital balance sheet, on the
qround that it serves no executive purpose.
This position constitutes one of the fundamental principles upon which the book is based.
[p. 9, emphasis added.]
In some ways, Oakey's recommendations were similar
to those of his predecessors in that he also advocated
the use of individual funds in accounting for municipal
resources.

However, he differed with earlier writers in

that he viewed municipal accounting and reporting to be
vastly different from that of private enterprises.

He

incorporated this philosophy into the following eleven
basic principles:
1. That the only assets and liabilities
of a government that can be intelligently
expressed in dollars and cents in a balance
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sheet are those assets and liabilities that are
funded, that is, that are restricted by funds.
2. That the assets that are restricted by
funds are those which are susceptible to
expenditure; in other words, are current
assets, such as cash, taxes accrued,[sic] not
collected, miscellaneous revenues accrued,[sicl
not collected, stores, assessments receivable,
etc.
3. That there are two exceptions to the
principle just stated; namely, assets of endowment funds and sinking funds. The assets of
endowment funds are non-expendable since they
represent investments acquired to produce
income. The assets of sinking funds are nonexpendable as far as the current period immediately passing is concerned. They are expendable only at a future date for the redemption
of debt.
4. That a government balance sheet should
include only those liabilities that are funded,
that is to say, which grow out of operations of
a fund and are to be liquidated by the assets
of a fund. Such liabilities include vouchers
payable, warrants payable, temporary loans,
etc.
5. That there is one exception to this
principle, namely, the liability consisting of
long-term bonded debt. Some debt sometimes is
to be liquidated out of the assets of a fund,
that is, of a sinking fund, but such debt does
not grow out of the operations of the fund.
6. That the liability for public debt
should be shown separately from the balance
sheet together with the details relating to the
sinking funds.
7. That the assets and liabilities and
the operations of endowment funds should be
shown separately from all other funds and
should not be included in the balance sheet of
the government.
8. That each fund has a definite financial condition that can be ascertained and
should be separately accounted for and reported on. Each fund has a distinct series of
operations which should be accounted for and
reported separately from the operations of all
other funds.
9. That the accounts relating to funds
should be divided into two main parts:
(1) those that relate to public funds or funds
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established to carry on activities of the government for the benefit of the people; and
(2) private funds or those in respect to which
the government exercises the responsibility of
custodian rather than owner.
10. That the operation account should
include all expenditures, that is, capital outlays as well as expenses of administration,
operation, and maintenance. Capital outlays
for the acquisition of property reduce
resources of funds, just as much as expenditures on account of administration, operation,
and maintenance. Permanent properties are not
fund resources. Consistent with this principle, capital outlays for the acquisition of
property do not result in the setting up of
fixed assets in the proprietary accounts nor in
the balance sheet.
11. That, consistent with the principles
above stated, the operation account of the government as a whole should include all receipts
—proceeds of bond issues as well as revenues—
as increasing elements; and should include all
expenditures—capital outlays as well as
expenses of administration, operation, and
maintenance—as decreasing elements, arriving
at a surplus representing the excess of all
receipts over all expenditures. [pp. 9-11]
Several of Oakey's basic principles later were
incorporated into SLG accounting and reporting
principles.

It has been suggested that were it not for

the influence of The Institute for Government Research,
under whose auspices Oakey's text was published,
municipal accounting and financial reporting as we know
it today would be much closer to that seen in commercial
enterprises [Davidson et al., 1977].
Lloyd Morey
Lloyd Morey's book, Introduction to Governmental
Accountinq. was published in 1927.

In this comprehensive
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treatment of the subject, Morey also expressed the view
that governmental accounting and financial reporting are
different from that of private corporations and that the
information needs of administrative officials and of the
public are of paramount importance.

He wrote:

A careful analysis will indicate that, while
the broad principles of accounting are applicable equally to commercial and to governmental
accounting, certain distinctive methods must be
followed in the latter in order to correctly
and intelligently exhibit the financial facts,
and that if accepted methods of commercial
accounting are applied strictly to governmental
accounts, misleading, if not ludicrous results
accrue.
Problems of governmental accounting are
primarily problems of governmental administration. To be understood and interpreted successfully they must be studied from that viewpoint and not alone from the narrower viewpoint
of accounting technic. When this is done, the
accounting treatment becomes relevant and useful, not only to the administrator, but to the
pubiic as well, while the strength and virtue
of true accounting science has not been sacrificed. [p. V]
Morey stressed the importance of budgetary
accounting, stating that:
The budget in its final form becomes the
basis for the accounting for the period which
it covers. The accounts must be classified in
accordance with the budget, and kept in such a
way that the actual operations, both as to revenues and as to expenditures, can be constantly
compared with the budget. . . . This is one of
the most important purposes of governmental
accounts. They should be designed and maintained in such a way that this function will be
fully and constantly met. [p. 48]
His views regarding the importance of budgetary
accounting were similar to those of his predecessors;
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however, he proposed radical departures from the
traditional methods of maintaining budgetary accounts.
For instance, he saw no need to separate the budgetary
accounts from the proprietary accounts in fund ledgers
and was the first to recommend the closing of budgetary
accounts at the end of the fiscal period [Potts, pp. 175176; Rees, p. 24]. He wrote:
. . . the segregation of these [budgetary
and proprietary] accounts accomplishes no real
purpose, but in fact results in a false showing of financial condition and in the unnecessary duplication of accounting entries. . . .
For these reasons, and in the interest of
simplicity, the writer believes that the distinction between these two groups of accounts
should be eliminated in public accounts; . . .
At the end of a fiscal period, budget
accounts are assumed to be closed, and the Balance Sheet is, therefore, automatically reduced
to accounts of real assets and liabilities.
During a fiscal period, the "proprietary"
accounts can not safely be segregated from the
"budget" or "fund" accounts, as no intelligent
or complete interpretation of the condition of
a fund can be made without taking into account
all its unrealized resources for the fiscal
period as of date, and all commitments and
encumbrances of those resources. Only in this
way can the true surplus of a fund, the amount
available for further appropriation, be determined, and no other statement of surplus is
significant, serviceable, or safe. [pp. 18-19]
With regard to financial reporting, he recommended
the preparation of a consolidated balance sheet about
which he wrote:
The purpose of a governmental balance sheet is
not to determine the net worth or financial
ability of the government but to exhibit the
source, distribution, and realization of
resources and the extent to which these
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resources have been assigned, mortgaged, or
expended. Its purpose is essentially administrative in nature. [p. 199]
He recommended a two-column "layered" format exhibiting
the assets of individual funds, the permanent assets, and
the grand total of the government's assets in one column
and the corresponding liabilities and surpluses in the
other—his balance sheet provided much the same
information (albeit in a different format) as that
contained in the modern-day combined balance sheet.
The book (along with several subsequent revisions)
became a widely used text for students of municipal
accounting.

R. P. Hackett [1933] wrote:

If we examine the tests rsicl available
for such [municipal accounting] courses we find
the field decidedly bare. To the writer's
knowledge there is only one text which treats
the subject from a technical accounting point
of view. This is an Introduction to Governmental Accountinq by Professor Lloyd Morey. [p.
126]
In addition to his contribution to the field of
municipal accounting and financial reporting, Morey was
one of the first to advocate the establishment of
generally accepted accounting and reporting principles
for municipal governments.

He pursued this goal for many

years, beginning with an article that appeared in the
April 1920 issue of The American City (which was taken
from an address delivered before the Illinois Municipal
League in January 1920) in which he stated:
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City officials can be of genuine service to
both the present and the future public by
establishing good business and accounting
records and procedure. . . . Nothing will do
more to aid in reducing these [government]
expenditures if they are excessive, or in substantiating and justifying them if reasonable,
than a sound and comprehensive system of public
accounts. [p. 368]
In an article that appeared in the February 193 3 issue of
The Comptroller. he wrote:
There is no general agreement on fundamental
principles which should apply. There is a
distinct lack of understanding on the part of
public accountants and teachers of accountancy
as to the peculiar requirements of public
accounts in comparison with accounting methods
of private business. Even general uniformity
in classification of funds, revenues, and
expenditures is lacking, making accurate and
serviceable statistics of a comparable nature
very difficult to assemble. [p. 1]
In the August 1933 issue of Municipal Finance, he wrote:
There is no accepted standard of what a municipal financial report should contain, of how its
schedules should be set up, or as to the terminology used in it. No more important project
could be launched by this [Municipal Finance
Officers] association than a project for the
setting up of principles and standards to be
followed in the preparation of municipal financial reports and for securing the general
acceptance and adoption of them. . . . The
result, if the work were done well, could not
fail but be epoch-making in character and of
the most vital influence and significance to
municipal accounting. [p. 34]
Later, in the July 1948 issue of The Accountinq Review.
he wrote:
Splendid advancement has been made in establishing basic principles for such [municipal]
accounting. . . . Much more is stil to be
done, however, before universally acceptable
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results are achieved. Accountants and teachers
of accounting have a major responsibility, both
as citizens and as informed professional people, for carrying forward this important work
to its fullest possible perfection, . . . The
highest public interest is served by such
efforts. [p. 234]
Summary of the Early Years
During the early years of the evolution of SLG
accounting and reporting principles there was general
criticism of the antiquated practices employed by many
municipalities.

The initial reaction was to promote the

application of commercial accounting principles and
practices to municipalities and the preparation of
financial statements that stressed the permanent nature
of governmental entities.

The use of individual funds

was strongly advocated, accounting systems that focused
on revenues, expenses, and encumbrances rather than on
cash receipts and disbursements were recommended, and
information concerning the fixed assets and bonded
indebtedness of governmental units was considered vital
to fair presentation of financial condition.

During the

latter part of this period, writers began to stress the
differences between commercial enterprises and municipal
entities and recommended the establishment of accounting
systems that recognized the custodial responsibilities of
government managers and that emphasized the importance of
•

the budget and of budgetary accounting.

As a result, the
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financial reporting emphasis changed from one in which
information concerning the permanent nature of
governmental units was considered to be of paramount
importance to one which focused on the fact that general
government activities were conducted primarily to provide
services to citizens on a year-to-year basis.
The latter part of this period also saw the
beginning of efforts to promote the establishment of
generally accepted accounting and reporting principles
for municipalities.

The writings of Oakey and Morey in

the area of municipal accounting coupled with the
interest in commercial GAAP that emerged in the 192Os
contributed to the formation of the National Committee on
Municipal Accounting in 1934 [Potts, pp. 207-208].
The National Committee on
Municipal Accountinq
1934-1941
Following the creation of the Securities Exchange
Commission (SEC) in 1934, the Municipal Finance Officers
Association of the United States and Canada (MFOA)—now
known as the Government Finance Officers Association
(GFOA)—instituted the National Committee on Municipal
Accounting (NCMA).

Although the Securities Acts of 193 3

and 1934 did not apply to municipalities except in the
instance of fraud, the MFOA established the Committee in
an effort to anticipate and resolve any problems that
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municipalities might face under the SEC [Carlson, 1983].
The Committee was constituted as an ad-hoc body, composed
of representatives from various groups within the United
States and Canada, whose purpose was to develop municipal
accounting principles and to promulgate standards for the
proper application of these principles.

The formation of

the Committee was viewed by some as an important step in
the development of municipal accounting and reporting
principles.

Indeed, in an article that appeared in the

February 1934 issue of The Certified Public Accountant.
Carl H. Chatters wrote:
The organization of the National Committee
on Municipal Accounting in Chicago on January
6, 1934, holds greater promise for the improvement of municipal accounting than any movement
previously undertaken. It is the first effort
on a national scale to establish principles and
standards for municipal accounting and actively
promote their use. Previous movements of this
kind have represented the ideas of a single
group or a single individual. [p. 101]
Later, in the December' 1934 issue of The Accounting
Review, Morey wrote:
The organization of the National Committee
on Municipal Accounting is most timely and
meets a most pressing need. Discussion of
municipal accounting in the past has been carried on by various individuals and groups whose
ideas, however good they may have been, have
lacked coordination or unification. The present committee is sufficiently representative
that thorough consideration of all subjects in
the scope of its discussion seems insured. Its
recommendations, therefore, merit serious
attention and trial of all persons who are
engaged in the study or practice of municipal
accounting in any phase. Through gradual
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development and adoption of general uniformity
in terminology, classification, and report
forms, municipal reports can be made to render
increased service and the confidence of the
public in the financial management of city government will be greatly enhanced. [p. 325]
The NCMA published its first official statement of
SLG accounting "principles"—Bulletin No. 5. "Municipal
Funds and Their Balance Sheets"—in 1935.

The Committee

noted:
The Committee has already published in
preliminary form a statement of the principles
of municipal accounting, the procedure for a
detailed municipal audit, a bibliography of
municipal accounting and municipal accounting
terminology. The present publication describes
the various classes of municipal funds and
exhibits model balance sheets for each. Since
the use of funds and fund accounts distinguishes municipal from industrial and commercial accounting, the present material is fundamental to an understanding of municipal
accounting. [p. viii]
This document was immediately approved by the American
Institute of Accountants—now the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)—as authoritative
guidance for practicing CPAs in conducting municipal
audits.
In 1941, the NCMA published Bulletin No. 12.
"Municipal Accounting Statements."

This document was a

revision of Bulletin No. 6. a 1936 publication of the
same name, and focused on the principles to be followed
in the preparation of municipal annual reports.

The NCMA

stressed that the reporting emphasis for SLGs should be
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on individual funds and account groups and, therefore,
recommended the preparation of separate statements for
the individual funds.

The Committee stated:

The nature of the assets and liabilities will
differ among the different funds; consequently
the balance sheet of each fund must be considered separately. Similarly, the nature of each
operating statement such as statements of revenues and expenditures will vary with each fund
and must be considered in relation to a particular fund. [pp. 14-15]
When referring to combined statements, the Committee
noted:
A combined balance sheet in which fiqures
for each fund (or group of related funds) are
exhibited separately is desirable because such
a statement shows the financial condition of
each fund in one place. [p. 15, emphasis
added.]
The NCMA's strong feelings regarding the identity of the
individual funds are exhibited further in the following
statement regarding the order of presentation for the
various statements to be included in the annual report:
No general rule can be laid down with
respect to the order in which the subsections
should be arranged. It is advisable, however,
because of that fund's importance to show the
statements of the General Fund first and to
show the combined balance sheet and related
subsidiary statements last because they pertain
to all funds and are of less importance than
the individual fund statements. [p. 18,
emphasis added.]
Also evident from its recommendations is the NCMA's
belief that separate revenue and expenditure statements
were preferable to all-inclusive operating statements.
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The Committee's recommendations suggest that comparisons
of revenues and expenditures were considered to be less
important than were comparisons of actual revenues with
estimated revenues and comparisons of expenditures with
appropriations.

It is clear from its recommendations

that the NCMA considered the primary purpose of these
statements to be one of demonstrating compliance with
legal restrictions and the application of sound fiscal
policies.

The Committee noted:

Since different types of operating statements are prepared for the various funds, it is
not possible to present a combined statement of
revenues and expenditures for all funds. In
fact, in many instances we do not compare revenues and expenditures because the comparison is
not significant. . . . For purposes of comparative financial statistics it may be necessary
to select certain of the revenues of the municipality and to compare them with certain of
the expenditures, as the Bureau of the Census
does. However, this grouping is done in the
preparation of comparable nation-wide financial statistics, whereas here we are concerned
with statements prepared for the purpose of
showinq that leqal provisions have been complied with and that the finances are properly
administered [emphasis added]. From both of
these standpoints comparisons of certain total
revenues with certain total expenditures are
frequently insignificant. [pp. 15-16]
The NCMA issued a total of thirteen Bulletins on
several topics—including accounting statements,
accounting terminology, and audit procedure—before it
was disbanded in 1941.
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The National Committee on
Governmental Accountinq
1948-1974
In 1948, the MFOA reactivated the Committee and
redesignated it the National Committee on Governmental
Accounting to reflect the fact that the principles
prescribed by the NCMA were applicable to all types of
state and local governmental units and not only to
municipalities.

The MFOA charged the newly-formed

Committee with the responsibility for reviewing and
updating previous NCMA publications.

In 1951, the

Committee issued Bulletin No. 14. "Municipal Accounting
and Auditing," which was a consolidation and revision of
several NCMA publications.

The Committee stated:

The present book combines and revises the
following committee publications: Municipal
Accountinq Statements. Municipal Funds and
Their Balance Sheets. Municipal Accountinq Terminoloqy. and Municipal Audit Procedure.
Earlier editions of these publications have
received wide acceptance and in making the present revision, the Committee was guided by the
experience of the users of those publications.
_

••• _

[p. 111]
In this publication, the Committee reaffirmed the
NCMA's stand relative to the importance of individual
funds.

The Committee also agreed with its predecessor

committee with regard to the purpose of financial
statements; that is, that financial statements should
provide evidence of compliance with legal restrictions
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and demonstrate the application of sound fiscal policies.
The Committee stated:
The annual financial report should be
helpful for budgeting purposes. It should
indicate whether budgetary provisions have been
complied with. A statement should be included
in the report to show appropriations and the
expenditures and encumbrances charged against
them; the resulting unencumbered or overexpended balance indicates whether or not departments have stayed within the amounts appropriated for them. . . . Statements comparing actual
and estimated revenues indicate to what extent
revenues came up to expectations and serve as
the starting point in an analysis to determine
why actual revenues were greater or smaller
than estimated revenues. [p. 9]
and, also:
The purpose of financial statements is, among
other things, to show that legal provisions
have been complied with and that all funds have
been properly accounted for. [p. 15]
Although the Committee reaffirmed previous NCMA
positions regarding municipal accounting and financial
reporting, it also specifically noted that financial
reports can serve a purpose other than that of
demonstrating compliance with legal provisions and
implied that sound accounting principles and procedures
need not be completely subservient to legal restrictions.
The Committee listed the following among its recommended
accounting principles:
1. A municipal accounting system must make it
possible (1) to show that legal provisions have
been complied with and (2) to reflect the
financial condition and financial operations of
the municipality.
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2. If legal and sound accounting provisions
conflict, legal provisions must take precedence. It is. however. the finance officer's
dutv to seek chanqes in the law which will make
such law in harmony with sound accountinq principles. [p. 1, emphasis added.]
This bulletin became known as the "bible" of
municipal accounting, and was the main source of
authoritative guidance for municipal accountants until
the late 1960s [Carlson, p. 15].
In 1953, after having issued three additional
Bulletins on audit procedure, accounting terminology, and
account classification, the Committee was disbanded once
again.

It was reestablished in 1967 and proceeded to

consolidate its earlier publications into a single
volume, Governmental Accountinq. Auditinq. and Financial
Reportinq (GAAFR), which was published in 1968.

This

document, which became known as the "Blue Book," was the
Committee's last and most important publication, and it
was recognized by the accounting profession as the source
of GAAP for state and local governmental units.
In GAAFR, the Committee reiterated its position
regarding the importance of maintaining the identity of
the individual funds.

The Committee stated:

The diverse nature of governmental operations and the necessity of determining legal
compliance preclude a single, unified set of
accounts for recording and summarizing all of
the financial transactions of a governmental
unit. Instead, the required accounts are
organized on the basis of funds, each of which
is completely independent of any other. Each
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fund must be so accounted for that the identity
of its resources, obligations, revenues,
expenditures, and fund equities is continually
maintained. [p. 7]
One notable change from earlier pronouncements is
found in the Committee's recommendation concerning the
order of presentation of the financial statements in the
annual report.

As noted above, previous committees had

placed relatively little emphasis on the combined
financial statements—it was recommended that they be
presented after the individual fund statements.

In

GAAFR, the Committee recommended that the combined
statements be presented first and that the individual
fund statements and supplementary schedules be presented
later.

The Committee stated:

All of these [combined] statements and schedules should be presented at the beginning of
the Financial Section and ahead of the individual fund statements. The reason for this
arrangement is that the user of a financial
report should obtain an overview and broad perspective of the governmental unit's financial
position and operations ahead of comparable
data on a detailed basis for individual funds.
[p. 110]
The emphasis placed on individual fund and account
group reporting was largely due to the importance that
was attached to compliance with legal requirements.

The

Committee believed, as had its predecessor committees,
that financial reporting in conformity with GAAP was
secondary to demonstrating compliance with legal
requirements.

This was due largely to the Committee's
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views that government financial operations are inexorably
tied to legal restrictions.

Indeed, the Committee

stated:
. . . a unique characteristic of governmental accounting is its dependence upon a complex system of laws and legal regulations. As
is true of all activities undertaken by governments, public financial operations evolve from
and are regulated by legal provisions of various kinds. . . .
Regardless of the type of legal provisions
and the nature of the requirements imposed by
such provisions on the financial operations of
a governmental unit, the results of financial
operations as determined by the accounting system must make it possible to determine whether
there has been compliance by those charged with
the administration of government programs.
This means that the accounting system, its terminology, fund structure, procedures, and
statements must take cognizance of and be adapted to legal requirements. . . .
[S]o long as legal provisions . . . exist,
they must be accorded precedence over the
accounting principles or practices with which
they differ. The reason for this is that in a
society which operates under the rule of law,
accounting, like all other management tools and
procedures of public administration, must at
all times comply with the laws governing it.
Any other course of action would constitute
malfeasance in office on the part of public
personnel involved and, beyond that, would
undermine the integrity, responsibiiity, and
effectiveness of governmental administration.
Since legal requirements control and must
take precedence over accounting considerations,
the Committee believes that each qovernmental
unit must operate an accountinq svstem and prepare financial statements which reflect compliance with such leqal requirements. [pp. 4-5,
emphasis added.]
The implementation of the above principles resulted
in SLG financial reports that were voluminous, extremely
detailed, and highly fragmented.

The Committee
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recognized the fact that demonstrating compliance with
legal requirements would necessitate the preparation of
more detailed reports, but apparently believed that this
was inherent to the nature of municipal operations.

When

comparing municipal financial reporting with that of
commercial enterprises, the Committee stated:
[F]ull disclosure in public financial reporting
goes even further in requiring much more detail
in the statements and schedules which comprise
required financial reports. . . . The amplified
requirements for public financial reports are
required by the necessity of determining compliance with legal and budgetary provisions and
to implement, to the fullest possible extent,
the public's inherent right to know all significant details involved in the governmental
unit's conduct of the public's financial business. [p. 107]
During the 197Os, several groups and organizations
expressed concern that governmental reports were not
understandable to the average reader, primarily as a
result of the emphasis on individual fund reporting.
Many individuals complained that these reports provided
so much detail as to render them useless and perhaps
misleading, and argued that governmental reports should
present the operating results and financial condition of
the governmental unit as a whole.

In the "Letters to The

Journal" section of the August 1970 issue of The Journal
of Accountancv. Randle R. King commented on GAAFR as
follows:
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The book is not comprehensive on basic postulates, hardly mentions theory and is devoid of
philosophy. . . .
If there is a theory of governmental
accounting, it has not been articulated.
Indeed, the necessary terminology to express it
has yet to be jelled.
The theory still lies in obscurity. If
the theory were expressed, governmental financial reports could become much more meaningful
and could be improved, perhaps radically.
[pp. 28-29]
In an article entitled "New Thoughts in Government
Accounting" that appeared in the November 1972 issue of
Governmental Finance. Robert J. Freeman commented on
King's remarks.

He wrote:

These are serious charges—and, unfortunately, they are largely true. GAAFR is indeed
largely a body of procedures derived from practice to serve the most pressing and obvious
needs of local government accounting, namely:
1. Legalistic fund and budgetary control
and accountability; and
2. Satisfaction of the expressed needs of
creditors.
It can be argued, convincingly I believe,
that we have stressed uniformity over usefulness and verifiability over relevance—that to
a large extent we have gotten the cart before
the horse by deriving general purpose reports
from special purpose fund and budgetary
accounting data. [p. 4]
Professor Freeman went on to say:
I think it is safe to say that we have
been so involved in governmental bookkeeping
that we have had little time to spend on
accounting—especially reporting to the public,
our shareholders. [p. 6]
In a January 1974 article published in The Accountinq
Review, King and Baron wrote:
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The limited utility of governmental accounting
reports resulting from fund fragmentation is
not at all surprising when one reflects on the
conceptual confusions, anomalies, and inconsistencies therein. . . .
Such confusion and inconsistencies are an
inherent feature of conventional governmental
accounting. . . .
[T]he present governmental accounting
model represents a disintegrative fragmentation
of funds, concepts, terminology, and accounting
methods—a situation that needs an integrated
structure of accounts that will provide a sound
foundation for an explication of governmental
accounting principles. [pp. 76-77]
Also, in an article published in the December 1976 issue
of The Journal of Accountancy. Gerald W. Hepp wrote:
The basic concerns controlling financial
accounting and reporting for governmental units
at the turn of the century are still in operation today. The concern over dollar accountability has been perpetuated at the expense of
operational accountability and the production
of adequate information for making enlightened
economic decisions. [p. 60]
The American Accounting Association (AAA) Committee
on Accounting Practices of Not-for-Profit Organizations
stated, in its 1971 report, that:
The recommendations of this committee are
based on its conclusion that current accounting
and reporting practices of most NFP organizations, being almost exclusively evolved from
and focused upon legalistic dollar accountability for individual fund entities on a yearby-year basis, often lack relevance and freedom from bias . . .
[T]he committee concluded that the current
accounting and reporting practices of NFP
organizations are overly focused on the individual fund aspects to the exclusion of considerations relative to the operating entity as a
whole. [p. 86-87]
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A joint Coopers & Lybrand/The University of Michigan
study published in 1976 noted that:
Those familiar with the financial reporting
practices of commercial firms are in for a
bewildering experience when they attempt to
understand publicly distributed financial
reports of the [sic] American cities. This is
due to the fact that the rules presently
governing municipal disclosure call for a type
of reporting that fails to present a clear
picture of overall financial operations and
position. . . .
[A] comparison of the 1974 financial
reports of these two organizations [General
Motors Corporation and a large city] reveals
that the city's financial report is much more
difficult to understand and offers little in
the way of summary data to enable the reader to
better evaluate the overall financial operations of the city. [p. 9]
and, also:
We believe that it is unreasonable to
expect taxpayers and security investors to
obtain an understanding of the city's overall
financial operations and status from a document
comprising hundreds of pages of detailed statistics. [p. 10]
In a 1977 study, Davidson et al., argued for the
inclusion of consolidated financial statements in annual
reports on the grounds that these statements would
provide more useful information to users of governmental
reports.

They wrote:

Just as it is necessary to ^pierce the corporate veil' to obtain meaningful commercial
reports, so it is necessary to pierce the fund
veil to obtain the most meaningful governmental
reports. [p. 24]
In addition to the above-noted criticisms, articles
with titles such as "You Can't Fight City Hall—If You
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Can't Understand It" and "Does Anyone Understand
Nonprofit Reports?" began to appear in the literature in
the late 1970s and early 1980s.

Some suggested that the

emphasis on individual fund reporting allowed financial
problems to be buried by financial managers [Carlson,
p. 62]. It was argued that the emphasis on individual
fund accounting and reporting allowed the recognition of
revenues and/or expenditures even though the net assets
of the governmental unit were not affected.

For example,

interfund transfers were recorded as revenues in the
receiving fund and as expenditures in the disbursing
fund, and proceeds from bond issues were considered to be
revenues in spite of the fact that commensurate
liabilities resulted from these issues.

The opinion of

many of these critics is exemplified in an earlier
statement made in 1957 by Professor Delmer P. Hylton:
Few accountants can draw basic conclusions from
these statements without intense study, and to
the typical nonaccountant-taxpayer, this type
of report is so much gibberish. . . . As a consequence, the average taxpayer must rely on
hearsay or on political oratory for information
with which to form his judgement of those who
operate his government for him. It is unfortunate that neither of these methods is conducive
to producing reliable information. [p. 51]
The AICPA recognized the authoritative status of
GAAFR in its 1974 industry audit guide, Audits of State
and Local Governmental Units (ASLGU), when it stated:
GAAFR's principles do not represent a complete and separate body of accounting
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principles, but rather are a part of the whole
body of generally accepted accounting principles which deal specifically with governmental
units. Except as modified in this quide. they
constitute generally accepted accounting principles. [p. 9, emphasis added.]
However, as noted in the above statement, the AICPA took
exception to some of the GAAFR provisions.

For example,

one point of contention was the Committee's insistence
that demonstrating legal compliance should take
precedence over reporting in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.

Indeed, the Institute

restated the Committee's legal compliance principle as
follows:
A governmental accounting system should incorporate such accounting information in its
records as necessary to make it possible to
both (a) show compliance with all applicable
legal provisions and (b) présent fairly the
financial position and results of operations of
the respective funds and financial position of
the self-balancing account groups of the governmental unit in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles. Where these
two obiectives are in conflict. qenerallv
accepted accountinq principles take precedence
in financial reportinq. [pp. 12-13, emphasis
added.]
Also, some interfund transfers recorded as revenues and
expenditures under the GAAFR provisions were considered
not to be such by the AICPA.
The differences between the views of the Committee
and those of the AICPA, as expressed in ASLGU, as well as
the general criticisms expressed in the accounting and
business literature contributed to the formation of the
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GAAFR Restatement Task Force by the National Council on
Governmental Accounting.
The National Council on
Governmental Accountinq
1974-1984
In 1974, the National Committee on Governmental
Accounting was replaced by the National Council on
Governmental Accounting (NCGA).

The NCGA was constituted

as a continuing body composed of 21 volunteer members
from virtually all areas of governmental accounting and
finance, and became the first "accounting principles
board" for SLGs [Carlson, p. 15].
In 1979, as a result of the work of its GAAFR
Restatement Task Force headed by Professor Robert J.
Freeman, then of the University of Alabama, the NCGA
issued Statement 1. "Governmental Accounting and
Financial Reporting Principles" (NCGASl).

This

publication updated and clarified the principles set
forth in GAAFR and reconciled them with the provisions of
ASLGU.

The statement incorporated the pertinent aspects

of ASLGU and made significant changes in SLG accounting
and financial reporting principles.

For example, it:

(1) redirected the financial reporting emphasis to
provide for both reporting in conformity with GAAP and
demonstrating legal compliance, (2) reclassified the
various fund types into three broad categories—
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governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary, (3) included
capital projects and special assessments in the general
government activities and required that they be accounted
for in the appropriate governmental funds, i.e., Capital
Projects Funds and Special Assessment Funds,
(4) distinguished between revenues and other (nonrevenue) financing sources and between expenditures and
other (non-expenditure) uses of financial resources and
(5) required the presentation of budgetary comparisons in
the operating statement for certain governmental funds.
Also, the NCGA relaxed its position, to some extent,
with regard to reporting individual fund and account
group data when it introduced the financial reporting
pyramid with its hierarchy of combined, combining, and
individual fund statements.

Further, the NCGA removed

the requirement for separate revenue and expenditure (or
expense) statements and recommended the issuance of
all-inclusive operating statements in which revenues,
expenditures (or expenses), and changes in fund balance
(or equity) are reported in the same statement.

In 1980,

the AICPA published Statement of Position 80-2.
"Accounting and Financial Reporting by Governmental
Units," in which the Institute recognized NCGASl as an
authoritative restatement of the principles contained in
GAAFR.
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The NCGA was extremely active in promulgating
accounting and financial reporting standards for
SLGs—issuing seven Statements, a Concepts Statement. and
eleven Interoretations before being replaced by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) in 1984.
The Governmental Accountinq
Standards Board
1984-Present
The GASB was established under the auspices of the
Financial Accounting Foundation (FAF) in April 1984.

The

Board is constituted as a permanent five-member body (one
full-time and four part-time), and has the authority and
responsibility to promulgate financial accounting and
reporting standards for SLGs.

The Financial Accounting

Standards Board (FASB) has similar authority and
responsibility for all other entities.
The AICPA supported the formation of the GASB and
formally recognized its standards-setting authority in an
audit interpretation issued in December 1984, stating:
The Financial Accounting Foundation has
approved an Agreement concerning the structure
for a Governmental Accounting Standards Board
and the Board of Directors of the AICPA has
affirmed its support of this Agreement. Under
that Agreement the GASB will establish standards for activities and transactions of state
and local governmental entities and the FASB
will establish standards for activities and
transactions of all other entities. [AICPA,
Professional Standards. "U. S. Auditing Standards," Vol. 1, AU sec. 9411.06]
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The AICPA again recognized the GASB as the official
standards-setting body for SLGs in its 1986 revised
edition of ASLGU, when it stated:
GASB pronouncements are applicable to the
financial statements of governmental units and,
as discussed in the [December 1984] auditing
interpretation, . . . constitute the primary
source of GAAP for governmental units. [p. 7]
Further, at its May 17, 1986 meeting, the Institute
adopted a resolution to extend the provisions of Rule
203. "Accounting Principles" of its Code of Professional
Ethics to the GASB.

The adoption of this resolution

provides the GASB with the same standards-setting
authority for SLGs that the FASB has for other entities.
The resolution states, in part:
. . . the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board, with respect to Statements of Governmental Accounting Standards adopted and issued in
July 1984 and subsequently in accordance with
its rules of procedure and the bylaws of the
Financial Accounting Foundation, be and hereby
is, designated by the Council of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants as
the body to establish financial accounting
principles for state and local governmental
entities pursuant to Rule 203. [AICPA, Professional Standards. "U. S. Auditing Standards,"
Vol. 2, ET Appendix F]
The provisions of Rule 203 state that:
A member shall not express an opinion that
financial statements are presented in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles if such statements contain any departure
from an accounting principle promulgated by the
body designated by Council to establish such
principles. [AICPA, Professional Standards. "U.
S. Auditing Standards," Vol. 2, ET sec. 203.01]
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In July 1984, the GASB issued Statement No. 1 of the
Governmental Accountinq Standards Board. "Authoritative
Status of NCGA Pronouncements and AICPA Audit Guide"
(GASBSl), in which the Board recognized the GAAP status
of all NCGA Statements and Interpretations currently in
effect as well as of certain pertinent accounting and
reporting aspects of ASLGU (as amended by relevant
Statements of Position).

Since its formation, the GASB

has issued seven Statements. one Interpretation. two
Technical Bulletins, one Concepts Statement. and a Rules
of Procedure.

Also, the Board published one version of

"Codification of Governmental Accounting and Financial
Reporting Standards" in May 1985 and another in June
1987.

Further, the Board has published three Research

Reports, one on user needs in November 1985, one on
infrastructure assets in October 1986, and one on
financial reporting practices of local governments in May
1987.

In addition, the Board is conducting research in a

number of areas—for example, the financial reporting
model, and measurement focus/basis of accounting—and has
issued several Discussion Memoranda and Exposure Drafts.
In addition, the Board publishes a GASB Action Report
Newsletter in order to keep interested individuals
informed of its progress on current research topics and
of any new issues that it may be considering.

CHAPTER III
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Conceptualization of the Problem
As noted in Chapter I, this research focuses on the
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes
in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types.

This

GAAP-based operating statement is an important source of
information concerning the general government activities
of cities.

It is a means of communicating information

about the nature of and relationship between expendable
financial resource inflows and outflows, the extent to
which such financial resources are transferable within
the entity, and the amount of and reasons for changes in
governmental fund balances (net financial resources).
This information is vital for a proper evaluation of the
effect of current-year operations on financial condition
—whether the entity is better off or worse off as a
result of current-year general government activities.

An

overdependence on other governmental units or on
financial institutions to provide resources may have an
adverse effect on financial condition in that the entity
may be unable to continue to provide an adequate level of
services if these external sources are eliminated,
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reduced, or become too costly to employ.

Too, a

disproportionate amount of resources that are restricted
to specific uses, either because of administrative
policies or intergovernmental regulations, may limit the
entity's ability to respond to changes in economic
conditions or in citizens' demands for services and,
therefore, have a negative impact on financial
condition.

Further, an excess of financial resource

outflows over inflows for a given period may be an
indication of deteriorating financial condition in that
the entity cannot continue to operate in that manner
indefinitely.

On the other hand, a good balance between

locally and externally generated financial resources, a
reasonable amount of flexibility in the use of these
resources, and an adequate excess of financial resource
inflows over outflows usually indicate sound management
practices that have a positive effect on financial
condition.
Preparers and users of city financial reports may be
influenced by their perception of whether a city is
better off or worse off as a result of current-year
general government operations.

If a city is perceived to

be better off, citizens may be more inclined to return
incumbents to office, investors and creditors may view
the city's debt securi'ties in a more favorable light,
vendors may be more willing to provide goods and services
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to the city on a credit basis, and city officials may be
more inclined to allocate resources to certain programs
or projects.

On the other hand, if the city is perceived

to be worse off, incumbents may not be reelected,
resources may be more difficult or more costly to obtain,
and projects or programs may be curtailed or eliminated.
In summary, the decisions made by preparers and users of
city financial reports may be swayed by their evaluation
of operating results and their effect on financial
condition.
The Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,
and Changes in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types
provides information that should assist interested
individuals in assessing the impact of current-year
general government operations on a city's financial
condition.

To the extent that the statement confuses or

misleads these individuals, it is inadequate for its
intended purpose.
Alternative Presentation Formats
Several alternative presentation formats are
acceptable for the Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—All
Governmental Fund Types.

When referring to GAAP-based

governmental fund operating statements the NCGA
explicitly stated that "the order of data presentation is
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relatively unimportant" [NCGASl, p. 22]. This statement
overlooks the fact that the order of data presentation
determines, to some extent, the totals and subtotals that
are included in the statement.

For example, if

expenditures are presented immediately following
revenues, one would expect a subtotal comparing revenues
and expenditures to be included in the statement.

Also,

if beginning fund balance is not presented until after
expenditures and other uses of financial resources are
shown, a subtotal indicating total available resources is
not likely to be presented.

Freeman and Shoulders [1985]

suggest that the inclusion (or exclusion) of certain
totals and subtotals may send different "signals" or
"messages" to the reader and, therefore, may mislead some
readers of governmental financial reports.
The operating statement in Figure 3.1 is presented
in a format similar to that illustrated in the
nonauthoritative appendix to NCGASl.

This operating

statement highlights two major subtotals: (1) Excess of
Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures, and (2) Excess of
Revenues and Other Sources Over (Under) Expenditures and
Other Uses.

The statement indicates a "deficit" of

revenues under expenditures—that is, an excess of
expenditures over revenues.

This may convey an

unwarranted negative impression in a debt service fund
where resource inflows often are in the form of operating
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EXAMPLE CITY
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Changes in Fund Balance
Revenues
Taxes
$ 50,000
Intergovernmental
20,000
Other
30.000
Total Revenues
100.000
Expenditures
Current Operating
60,000
Capital Outlay
40,000
Debt Service
50,000
Total Expenditures
150.000
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures ( 50,000)
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Proceeds of General Obligation Bonds
60,000
Operating Transfers In
40,000
Operating Transfers Out
( 30.000)
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
70,000
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
20,000
Fund Balance - Beginning of Period
20,000
Residual Equity Transfers In
15,000
Residual Equity Transfers Out
( 10,000)
Fund Balance - End of Period
$ 45^000
Figure 3.1
Operating Statement Highlighting
Two Major Subtotals

transfers from other funds.

On the other hand, this

negative "signal" may be justified in the general fund
where resource inflows typically consist primarily of
revenues.

Conversely, a "surplus" of revenues over

expenditures in the general fund or in a special revenue
fund may be misleading since resource outflows from these
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funds often include mandatory operating transfers to
other funds.
These meaningless and potentially misleading
deficits and surpluses can occur for a variety of
reasons, but are often attributable to the current GAAP
interpretation of the term "expenditures."

Under this

"definition" certain inflows of financial resources are
recorded as "other financing sources" while outflows of
financial resources resulting from these inflows are
recorded as expenditures.

For instance, when an existing

bonded debt obligation is retired by means of a refunding
issue of new bonded debt, the proceeds from the new issue
are reported as an "other financing source" while the
retirement of the existing debt may be reported either as
an "other financing use" or as an expenditure. Also,
under the provisions of NCGA Statement 5, "Accounting and
Financial Reporting Principles for Lease Agreements of
State and Local Governments," the capitalizable costs of
capital leases are reported as expenditures that are
offset by an "other financing source" representing the
increase in long-term capital lease obligations, and
subsequent lease payments are reported as expenditures.
Further, when a city routinely transfers resources to
help finance the operations of a component unit that is
included in its reporting entity, under the provisions of
NCGA Statement 3, "Defining the Governmental Reporting
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Entity," the resource outflows are reported as transfers
rather than as expenditures, unless the transfers are in
payment for services provided by the component unit.
Additionally, if the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board (GASB) were to adopt the "total financial
resources" measurement focus currently being considered
[GASB, Discussion Memorandum, February 1985], the
potential for reporting revenue-expenditure deficits may
be increased because of the resulting extension of the
time period for recognizing expenditures.
Thus, although'other sources and uses of financial
resources are included in the second major subtotal,
readers of statements presented in this format may be
misled by the emphasis placed on the comparison of
revenues and expenditures.
The operating statement in Figure 3.2 is presented
in a format similar to another format outlined in NCGASl.
This statement omits the "Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures" subtotal, and emphasizes the second major
subtotal—"Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses."

As a result of the

omission of the first major subtotal, the potentially
misleading revenue-expenditure deficits or surpluses are
not reported.

However, the omission of this subtotal

obscures the comparison of revenues and expenditures and
minimizes the distinction between revenues and other
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EXAMPLE CITY
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Changes in Fund Balance
Revenues
Taxes
Intergovernmental
Other
Total Revenues
Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of General Obligation Bonds
Operating Transfers In
Total Other Financing Sources
Total Revenues and Other Financing Sources
Expenditures
Current Operating
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Total Expenditures
Other Financing Uses
Operating Transfers Out
Total Expenditures and Other Financing Uses
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balance - Beginning of Period
Residual Equity Transfers In
Residual Equity Transfers Out
Fund Balance - End of Period

$ 50,000
20,000
30,000
100.000
60,000
40.000
100.000
200.000
60,000
40,000
50.000
150,000
30,000
180,000
20,000
20,000
15,000
( 10,000)
S 45^000

Figure 3.2
Operating Statement Highlighting
One Major Subtotal

financing sources and between expenditures and other uses
of financial resources.

These distinctions are important

because revenues and expenditures, other than those
resulting from quasi-external transactions and long-term
debt principal retirement, reflect increases and
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decreases in the net financial assets of the governmental
entity as a whole.
Different impressions of city operating results may
be created (intentionally or otherwise) by the use of
different presentation formats.

For instance, the

exclusion of the "Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures" subtotal may cause the reader of the
statement to conclude that a comparison of revenues and
expenditures is not important in the evaluation of the
effect of current-year operations on financial condition.
Conversely, the inclusion of this subtotal may create the
impression that a matching of revenues and expenditures
is necessary for proper evaluation of operating results
and may cause the reader to consider this subtotal to be
analogous to the "Income from Operations" subtotal found
in business income statements.
Although some users of city reports will be able to
obtain the information they need regardless of the format
used to present the data, others may not have the
necessary expertise nor be sufficiently motivated to
obtain the information they desire.

Indeed, some users

may be misled by the inclusion or exclusion of certain
totals and subtotals.

For instance, if the Excess of

Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures subtotal is included
in the statement, an excess of expenditures over revenues
will be highlighted in the fund types for which resource
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inflows consist primarily of transfers from other funds.
Although this deficit is expected in these fund types,
some readers of the statement may interpret it as an
indication of poor performance—they may focus their
attention on the deficit and overlook the Excess of
Revenues and Other Sources Over (Under) Expenditures and
Other Uses subtotal that appears later in the statement.
Hence, because deficits generally are considered to be
unfavorable, the city's general government operations may
be viewed as having a negative impact on financial
condition when, in fact, they may have had a positive
impact—a "good" city may be made to appear "bad" (or not
as "good" as it actually is) by the inclusion of the
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures subtotal.
In summary, the lack of a specified operating
statement presentation format for the general government
activities of cities allows financial statement preparers
to emphasize certain aspects of current-year operations
and minimize the importance of others.

As a result, some

readers of city reports may be confused or even misled by
the information provided and, therefore, may be unable to
make informed decisions concerning the effect of currentyear operations on the financial condition of cities.
Further, the use of alternative presentation formats
makes comparisons between cities more difficult.

These

comparisons are important to users who may need to choose
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among several cities when making decisions concerning
such things as investment in debt securities, granting of
credit, or location of a home or business.
Measuring Results of Operations
The operating results of profit-oriented business
organizations and of the business-type activities of
cities can be evaluated by referring to the net income
for the period—as noted above, higher net income
generally is equated with better performance.

This is

consistent with the profit-seeking objectives of these
entities.
No well-defined measure of operating performance for
the general government activities of cities is provided
in the authoritative literature.

This may be due to the

fact that, because the objectives of government are
different from those of business, it is difficult to
define a single measure of operating results for these
activities.

While some may consider an excess of

resource inflows over outflows to be an indication of
successful operations, others may consider it to be an
indication that the governmental unit should either
increase the level of services provided or reduce the tax
burden currently being imposed on its citizens. Also,
what constitutes successful operations for one fund or
fund type may not be acceptable for another.

For
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instance, an excess of outflows over inflows may be
expected in a capital projects fund during periods of
capital expansion, but may be totally unacceptable in a
debt service fund established to provide for the
retirement of serial bonds issued to finance the
expansion.

Therefore, it is difficult—indeed, perhaps

impossible—to define a measure of operating results that
will be appropriate for all funds and that will satisfy
the needs of the various users of city financial reports.
The problems resulting from the lack of a common
performance measure for all funds or fund types are
compounded by the following NCGA recommendation:
A governmental unit ordinarily will arrange all
such [operating] statements of each fund category (governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary)
in the same manner to facilitate financial
reporting under the pyramid concept.
[NCGASl, p. 22]
When evaluating general government operating results,
some individuals may concentrate on the activities of one
fund type while others may focus on another.

Also, as

noted above, what constitutes successful operations for
one fund or fund type may not be acceptable for another.
As a result, the presentation of all governmental fund
operating statements in the same format may confuse or
even mislead some readers of governmental reports.

For

instance, an individual whose primary concern is with the
activities of the general fund may find a presentation
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format highlighting the comparison of revenues and
expenditures to be more useful than would one who is more
interested in the activities of the debt service fund(s).
The more sophisticated readers of city financial
reports usually will develop their own performance
measure(s)—they will extract from the report the
information they need to make the decision at hand.
Others, because they lack the necessary expertise, may be
confused or misled by the absence of a well-defined and
understood measure of performance.

Some may focus on the

excess of revenues over (under) expenditures, while some
focus on the excess of revenues and other sources over
(under) expenditures and other uses; others may look for
net increases or decreases in fund balances while still
others may consider only the ending fund balances.
Citizens often must depend on statements made by
elected or appointed officials—the very individuals
whose performance they wish to evaluate—to determine an
appropriate measure upon which to base their evaluation
of operating results.

It has been suggested that

preparers of city financial reports can, and sometimes
do, report results of operations in a manner designed to
satisfy the needs and desires of city officials.

For

example, Anthony [1985] wrote:
The objective of any accounting system should
be to report accurately what has happened, subject to the limitations inherent in expressing
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facts as monetary amounts. The primary focus
is on the "bottom line," the net result of
operating performance during the year. If the
organization had a large surplus, the financial
report should say so; if it had a deficit, the
report should reveal how much it was.
But this is not the objective of accounting in the typical government organization. In
most municipalities, the actual objective is to
report a small surolus. A deficit is obviously
bad; it indicates that the city did not live
within its means. However, a large surplus is
also bad. It is a signal to federal or state
governments that subsidies can be reduced; to
labor unions that they can demand higher pay;
to citizen groups that the city can afford to
provide new services, hire more police officers, spend more money on parks—anything that
these groups might pressure the administration
for. Only a mayor whose ego gratification outweighs his or her good sense welcomes a large
surplus. The job of the accountant, therefore,
is to report a surplus, but not a large o n e —
regardless of the facts. [pp. 161-162]
A city's financial report must provide information
that is useful to all interested individuals—preparers
and users alike—in evaluating its general government
operations.

Otherwise, criticism of local government

accounting and financial reporting practices is likely to
intensify.

The extent to which the lack of a single,

well-defined "bottom line" obscures a city's current-year
operating results reduces the ability of interested
individuals to make informed decisions regarding the
financial condition of that city.
Some Theoretical Considerations
The American Accounting Association, in A Statement
of Basic Accountinq Theorv [1966], stated:
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Essentially, accounting is an information
system. More precisely, it is an application
of a general theory of information to the problem of efficient economic operations. It also
makes up a large part of the general information systems which provide decision-making
information expressed in quantitative terms.
In this context accounting is both a part of
the general information system of an operating
entity and a part of a basic field bounded by
the concept of information.
Accounting is also concerned with effective transmission or communication of information. . . . [p. 64]
Other organizations also have stated that a major
function of accounting is to communicate information to
interested individuals in order to assist them in making
decisions concerning the economic activities of an
enterprise.

For example, the Accounting Principles Board

(APB), in APB Statement No. 4, "Basic Concepts and
Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of
Business Enterprises" [1971], wrote:
Accounting is a service activity. Its
function is to provide information, primarily
financial in nature, about economic entities
that is intended to be useful in making economic decisions—in making reasoned choices among
alternative courses of action. [para. 40]
Also, the FASB, in Statement of Financial Accountinq
Concepts No. 4, "Objectives of Financial Reporting by
Nonbusiness Enterprises" [1980b], wrote:
The role of financial reporting in the economy
and society is to provide information that is
useful in making decisions about allocating
scarce resources . . . [para. 34]
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The NCGA, in Concepts Statement 1. "Objectives of
Financial Reporting for Governmental Units" [1982],
stated:
It is assumed here that the overall goal of
accounting and financial reporting is:
To provide: 1) financial information useful
for making economic, political and social
decisions, and demonstrating accountability
and stewardship; and 2) information useful
for evaluating managerial performance.
[P. 3]
The GASB, in Concepts Statement No. 1 of the Governmental
Accountinq Standards Board, "Objectives of Financial
Reporting" [May 1987], wrote:
Financial reporting is not an end in
itself but is intended to provide information
useful for many purposes. . . .
Financial reporting is a means of communicating financial information to users. . . .
[pp. 1-2]
It is clear from these statements that accounting and
financial reporting are viewed as a communication process
that focuses on the needs of information users.
Communication Theory
Communication theory (information theory) was
developed by Claude E. Shannon in 1948.

Its initial

application was in the field of telecommunication and its
purpose was to develop mathematical representations of
information items in order to provide analytical means
for defining and measuring the information content of a
message.
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Several accounting researchers (for example,
Bostwick [1968], Thiel [1969], Lev [1968, 1969a, 1969b,
1970], Bernhardt and Copeland [1970], Ronen and Falk
[1973], and Abdel-khalik [1974]) applied the mathematical
aspects of information theory to a discussion of the
information content of accounting statements.

Lev

introduced the entropy concept as a means of measuring
the information loss resulting from the aggregation of
items in financial statements.

His work provided the

theoretical basis for several studies (a number of which
were mentioned on page 23, Chapter I) on the effect of
aggregating data in governmental and not-for-profit
reports—studies that investigated the effects of
providing report users with consolidated statements
either as supplements to or in place of fund-by-fund
statements.
Other researchers (for example, Bedford and
Baladouni [1962], Li [1963], Anton [1964], Birnberg
[1964], Crandall [1969], Fertakis [1969], Jordan [1969],
and Smith and Smith [1971]) took a different approach in
applying the principles of communication theory to
accounting.

Rather than focus on the information content

of financial statements, these individuals concentrated
on the basic elements of the communication process:
(1) the sender of the message, (2) the message itself,
and (3) the receiver of the message.

They argued that
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the purpose of accounting statements is to carry
informative messages from accountants (senders) to
accounting report users (receivers)—accounting
statements are the means by which accounting messages are
transmitted.

Further, they argued that messages have no

meaning other than that which is imparted by the sender
and understood by the receiver.

Messages were thought of

as being user dependent; that is, the meaning that is
attached to a particular message may be influenced by the
personality characteristics, predispositions, and needs
of the receiver [Bedford and Baladouni, p. 657].
Relationship to this Study
If the purpose of accounting statements is to convey
messages from accountants to users of accounting reports,
accounting statements become the channels through which
accounting information is transmitted.

Also, if messages

have no meaning other than that intended by the sender
and interpreted by the receiver, it is important that the
message that is understood by the receiver corresponds
closely to that which is intended by the sender.

The

primary purpose of this research is to determine the
extent to which the use of alternative presentation
formats reduces this correspondence and, thereby, affects
the communication process.
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Also, if the interpretation of messages is receiver
dependent, then different types of readers of city
financial reports may arrive at different conclusions
concerning the impact of a city's current-year operations
even when they are provided with the same information.
Another purpose of this research is to determine the
extent to which preparers and users, as well as different
types of users, of city financial reports differ in their
interpretation of a message concerning the current-year
general government activities of a city.
Further, if the information content of a message is
dependent, to some extent, upon the receiver of the
message, it is important that there be an understanding
between senders and receivers with regard to the type of
information that should be communicated.

They should be

in agreement with respect to what constitutes important
and useful information.

Some researchers (for example,

Boyett and Giroux [1978], Maschmeyer and Van Daniker
[1979], and Robbins [1984]) have attempted to determine
whether preparers and users of governmental reports agree
on the type of information that should be communicated in
governmental reports.

This study extends the work of

these individuals and obtains the opinions of preparers
and users, and different types of users, of city
financial reports with regard to the relative importance
of four governmental fund types and with regard to the
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relative usefulness of selected information items and
presentation formats.
Human Information Processing
Human Information Processing (HIP) research focuses
on the behavioral aspects of decision making.

Libby

[1981] described this research as follows:
The goal of much of this work is to describe
actual decision behavior, evaluate its quality,
and develop and test theories of the underlying
psychological processes which produce the behavior. [p. 2]
Ashton [1982] provided the following description:
Human information processing research in
accounting focuses on the understanding, evaluation and improvement of decision making as it
relates to accounting. [p. vii]
Human Information Processing studies in accounting
investigate both the nature of the decisions required in
accounting and the role of accounting information in the
decision-making process.

Libby [1981] states that

accountants should be interested in learning about the
decision-making process because it is the basis for the
demand for their services—they are asked to provide
information to assist individuals in making economic
decisions.

Also, he points out that accountants

themselves are called upon to make decisions concerning
not only what should be communicated to information users
but also how it should be communicated.

He suggests that
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decisions may be improved by the use of one of the
following alternatives (or combinations thereof):
1.

Changing the information or the way it is
presented

2.

Educating the decision maker to change his or
her method of processing the information

3.

Replacing the decision maker with a model

Lusk [1973] argued that an accounting message is
made up of both content and format; that is, the manner
in which information is presented plays an important role
in determining how a message is interpreted.

He argued

also that the interpretation of the message could be
influenced by certain characteristics of the receiver.
In order to confirm his theory, he conducted an
experiment in which two groups of individuals (graduate
students and financial analysts) were asked to select an
investment alternative based upon their evaluation of two
annual reports—one of which was presented in a highanalytic format and the other in a low-analytic format.
The individuals were classified as being either field
dependent or field independent based upon their scores on
an embedded figures test.

Lusk found that the form of

the annual report did influence investment selection.
Also, he concluded that there was a relationship between
individual field perception (dependent/independent) and
the type of investment selected (whether the investment
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alternative was presented in a high- or low-analytic
report format).
Ehrenberg [1977], in a conceptual discussion of the
effect of format on the interpretation of data, presented
four basic rules for the proper display of information in
tabular form.

His rules are:

1.

Rounding to two significant digits

2.

Row and column averages

3.

Figures are easier to compare in columns

4.

Ordering the rows and columns by size

He argued that statistical tables, as commonly presented,
are difficult to understand and interpret and that the
following of these four simple rules will improve the
presentation of tabular data.

He wrote:

Many of us are still unfamiliar with the techniques, or even with the fundamental notion
that most tables can be improved so as to communicate better. There can also be very substantial setup and upset costs in changing from
traditional practices, but these will generally
be more than balanced by the savings in paper
and printing, not to mention the fuller and
better utilization of the data. [p. 310, emphasis added.]
Moriarity [1979] found that multidimensional
graphics are an effective means of communicating
accounting information.

He devised an experiment in

which individuals (introductory accounting students) were
provided with financial information for each of twentytwo firms, seven of which had filed for protection under
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the federal bankruptcy statutes and fifteen that had not
sought such protection.

The information was presented in

one of four ways: (1) schematic faces with no explanation
of what the facial features represented other than the
fact that they represented financial characteristics of
the firms, (2) schematic faces with a brief explanation
of the meaning of the facial features, (3) selected key
financial statement balances (balances needed to compute
the Dun and Bradstreet Key Business Ratios), and (4) the
Dun and Bradstreet Key Business Ratios.

The subjects

were asked to identify, based on the information
provided, the firms that they believed had eventually
filed for protection under the bankruptcy statutes.

He

found that the individuals who were provided with the
schematic faces without an explanation made fewer
classification errors than did the other individuals and,
indeed, outperformed an established statistical model
(Altman's) in predicting business failures.

The results

of his experiment suggest that schematic faces may be an
effective means of communicating accounting information
to unsophisticated users of financial information and
that the manner in which information is communicated does
influence the decision making process.
Taylor [1983] found that by violating certain
caveats of graphic formatting, presenters of accounting
information could manipulate users' perceptions of
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financial graphs.

Also, the manipulation of formats

affected CPAs' judgments of the consistency between
graphs and the financial statements from which they were
constructed.

Taylor and Anderson, in an article based on

Taylor's research that appeared in the October 1986 issue
of the Journal of Accountancy. listed seven format
manipulations that can lead to potentially misleading
graphs and wrote:
. . . unless the accounting profession
clarifies its responsibility for dealing with
the "manner of presentation," more and more
graph preparers are likely to toy with impressive—and misleading—graphs for reporting
financial information. [p. 135]
Relationship to this Studv
The primary purpose of this research is to determine
the extent to which the use of alternative presentation
formats influences reader perceptions.

Although the

format change considered in this study may be viewed as
being less extensive than some of the changes discussed
above, it does constitute a change in the manner in which
financial information is presented to users of city
reports.

Libby suggests that such a change can improve

the decisions made by information users.

The decisions

made by users of city reports concerning the financial
affairs of a city. will depend, to some extent, upon their
perceptions of whether the city is better off as a result
of current-year activities.

Therefore, if format changes
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can influence decisions, it is reasonable to assume that
they also can affect the perceptions of the decision
maker.
Although this research does not attempt to assess
the effect of format changes on the quality of the
decisions made by readers of city reports, it is
concerned with whether these changes affect reader
perceptions and, therefore, is related to human judgment
research.
Functional Fixation
Functional fixation is a concept that was introduced
into the accounting literature by Ijiri, Jaedicke, and
Knight [1966].

They wrote:

Psychologists have found that there
appears to be "functional fixation" in most
human behavior in which the person attaches a
meaning to a title or object (e.g., manufacturing cost) and is unable to see alternative
meanings or uses. People intuitively associate
a value with an item through past experience,
and often do not recognize that the value of
the item depends, in fact, upon the particular
moment in time and may be significantly different from what it was in the past. Therefore,
when a person is placed in a new situation, he
views the object or term as used previously.
If the outputs from different accounting
methods are called by the same name, such as
profit, cost, e t c , people who do not understand accounting well tend to neglect the fact
that alternative methods may have been used to
prepare the outputs. In such cases, a change
in the accounting process clearly influences
the decisions. [p. 194]
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Dopuch and Ronen [1973] described the concept of
functional fixation as follows:
Briefly, this hypothesis implies that the meanings attached by subjects to an accounting number (say income) may be conditioned over time
in such a way that they cannot (or will not)
make transformations from one technique to
another. [p. 193]
Several accounting researchers have discussed the
applicability of functional fixation to accounting data.
For example, Livingstone [1967] found that some readers
of electric utility financial reports were unable to
adjust for the effects of alternative tax allocation
methods on reported operating results.

On the other

hand, Mlynarczyk [1969] found that investors in public
utility stock were able to adjust for differences in tax
allocation methods.

Ashton [1976] criticized Ijiri et

al., for transferring the concept of functional fixation
directly from psychology to accounting.

He argued that

the psychological concept deals with fixation on the
function of objects while Ijiri et al., applied the
concept to the outputs from an accounting system.
However, he stated that in spite of the potential
problems resulting from the direct application of the
concept to accounting, researchers should continue to
conduct investigations in this area.

He wrote:

The purpose of these remarks [criticisms]
is not to suggest that functional fixation is a
useless concept in accounting, nor to suggest
that accounting researchers should not modify a
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general concept of one discipline to explain
the particulars of another. However, we should
recognize that the functional fixation hypothesis in accounting is a modified form (or forms)
of the hypothesis in psychology. The modified
functional fixation hypothesis should be subjected to research in accounting contexts,
rather than relying on the original functional
fixation research . . . [p. 5]
Ashton proceeded to test the functional fixation
hypothesis in an experiment in which MBA students were
asked to establish selling prices for various products.
The information made available to the subjects included
unit product cost—one-half the subjects were given full
cost data and the remaining subjects were provided with
variable cost information.

After having made thirty

pricing decisions the subjects were informed that an
accounting change had taken place.

Those subjects who

had received full cost data initially were then given
variable cost data and vice versa.

The subjects were

then asked to establish selling prices for thirty new
products using the new information.

The results

indicated that the subjects were unable to adjust to the
change in the determination of unit product costs—and
thus the results provided support for the functional
fixation hypothesis.
Chang and Birnberg [1977] found some evidence of
functional fixation among MBA students who were provided
with data concerning a production process and were asked
to indicate whether they believed the process to be in
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control or out of control.

The subjects initially were

provided with an inaccurate performance standard; later
they were informed of the inaccuracy and were provided
with an accurate standard.

Chang and Birnberg found no

significant change in the evaluation of the production
process resulting from the subjects' being informed of
the inaccuracy of the initial standard followed by their
being provided with an updated performance standard.
They wrote:
. . . there is reason to believe that the
subjects' behavior will continue to reflect
elements of past behavior—behavior which
should have been forgotten along with the
superseded data set. [p. 311]
Abdel-khalik and Keller [1979] found evidence of
functional fixation among financial analysts who were
asked to rank six stocks according to their perceived
expected return.

In three successive stages of the

experiment, selected firms changed their method of
accounting for inventories from FIFO to LIFO.

The

results indicate that the analysts did not adjust for the
effects of the accounting change even though they were
informed that it had taken place.

Given that financial

analysts can be expected to understand the implications
of such a change, the results clearly provide support for
the functional fixation hypothesis.
Bloom, Elgers, and Murray [1984] tested the
hypothesis in a product pricing experiment involving MBA
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students.

They tested the reactions of both individuals

and small groups to a fully disclosed cosmetic change in
depreciation methods.

They found that while individuals

adjusted better than groups to the change in accounting
method, neither the individuals nor the groups adjusted
adequately to the change.

Their results provide support

for the functional fixation hypothesis.
More recently, Willits [1986] found that respondents
—finance directors, treasurers, or controllers of large
governmental units, and administrators of public employee
retirement systems (PERS)—appeared to be fixated on the
reported funding status of a hypothetical PERS and failed
to consider properly the underlying factors that affect
the funding status.

Also, Barnes and Webb [1986] found

support for the functional fixation hypothesis in an
experiment involving actual managers of two laboratory
sites in a public authority in the United Kingdom.

The

experiment was designed, in part, to determine whether
managers would react to a change in the method of
allocating overhead costs.

The results suggest that

managers failed to adjust for the change; however, their
findings were inconclusive with regard to why they failed
to do so.
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Relationship to this Study
Clearly, the studies mentioned above indicate that
individuals have difficulty in adapting their decision
making process to changes in accounting principles or to
changes in the method of computing certain accounting
numbers.

However, there is some question with regard to

whether this is an indication of functional fixation in
the psychological sense or whether the phenomenon is due
to other factors.
Regardless of the reasons for the fixated behavior,
there is evidence that individuals are reluctant to
discard information once they have assimilated it—even
when they are told that the information is of no value or
that the information is inaccurate.

For example, Tversky

and Kahneman [1974] conducted an experiment in which they
asked subjects to spin a wheel to get an initial estimate
of the numerical value of some property.

They then asked

the subjects to indicate whether they believed the true
value of the property to be higher or lower than that
obtained by the spin of the wheel.

Finally, they asked

the subjects to indicate what they believed to be the
true value of the property.

The results indicate that

the subjects who had obtained a high value on the spin of
the wheel tended to assign a higher estimate of the true
value than did those who had obtained a lower value on
the wheel—they attributed some value to the information
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provided by the wheel.

Also, Ross, Lepper, and Hubbard

[1975] asked female student subjects to solve twenty-five
problems in an experimental task.

Each student was then

given a randomly generated number as her "score" for the
problem-solving task.

Later, the subjects were informed

that their "score" had been randomly generated and was in
no way related to their performance of the task. Then,
they were asked to indicate what they believed to be
their true performance measure.

Those students who had

received a high fictitious "score" tended to rate their
actual performance higher than did those who had been
given a low "score"—apparently, they made use of the
information provided by the "score" even after they were
told that it had no value.
Although presentation format changes generally have
not been considered in functional fixation studies, such
changes may result in similar reactions on the part of
financial statement readers as do changes in methods of
computing accounting numbers.

Barnes and Webb suggested

that prior experience may influence an individual's
reaction to an object's function, an accounting number, a
reported deficit, etc.; they wrote:
Functional fixation is largely concerned with
problem-solving behaviour; a concomitant aspect
is how the perception of the object, or whatever, is influenced by the past experience of
it. [p. 13, emphasis added.. ]
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Some readers of city financial statements may
believe that deficits are bad regardless of the fund type
in which they occur and regardless of the circumstances
that precipitate them.

This may be due to prior negative

experiences with deficits in city funds or to the fact
that they are familiar with business reports in which
reported deficits usually are an indication of poor
performance.

Regardless of the reason for their fixated

behavior, these individuals, when presented with an
operating statement that highlights the comparison of
revenues and expenditures, may not be able to adjust
their evaluation process to take into account the fact
that deficits are expected in some fund types.

They may

overlook the fact that deficits sometimes are offset by
other sources of financial resources and that, therefore,
the existing deficits are not necessarily an indication
of poor operating performance.

CHAPTER IV
DATA COLLECTION
Since this research focuses on the perceptions and
opinions of preparers and users of city financial
reports, it involves obtaining data from large
diversified groups of individuals who are distributed
over a wide geographical area.

The mail survey approach

allows for the sampling of such groups of individuals in
a relatively short period of time at minimal cost.
Although it has some limitations, the mail survey is a
widely used and generally accepted data collection
technique (see, for example, Parten [1950]; Kerlinger
[1973]; Dyclcman, Gibbins, and Swieringa [1978]; Churchill
[1979]; and Lehmann [1985]), and was considered to be the
most practical approach for this study.
Selectinq the Subiects
Several individuals, study groups, and organizations
have identified potential users of governmental reports
(for example, Henke [1965]; AICPA [1974]; AAA [1975];
Davidson et al., [1977]; Anthony [1978]; Holder [1980];
Drebin, Chan, and Ferguson [1981]; The Council of State
Governments [1983]; and GASB [1985]).
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Although these
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studies produced rather diverse results, sufficient
commonality exists to allow for categorizing the
potential users into the following groups:
1.

Management

2.

Oversight bodies

3.

Investors and creditors

4.

Citizens and taxpayers

5.

Other governmental units

6.

Academicians, economists, researchers, etc.

This list suggests that governmental reports are of
interest to a wide variety of individuals; however, this
study is limited to the first four groups. The
management group was selected because management is
responsible for preparing financial reports and is in a
position to determine, with some limitations, the nature
of the information provided to users.

The inclusion of

management in the study makes it possible to compare the
perceptions of financial report preparers with those of
users and is consistent with the approach taken by the
GASB in its 1985 assessment of user needs.

The other

groups were selected because they represent users who
have different needs for financial information and who
possess different levels of expertise in interpreting the
information presented in the financial reports.

Their

inclusion in the study allows for comparisons among user
types as well as between preparers and users.
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Other governmental units were not included because
their needs for financial information and their ability
to interpret it are similar to those of oversight bodies.
The group consisting of academicians, economists,
researchers, etc., was not included primarily because of
cost/benefit considerations.

This group is not

considered a primary user group—indeed, these users
often are categorized as "other"—and sufficient
diversity of needs and levels of expertise is provided by
the first four listed groups.
The experimental subjects were selected randomly
from the following groups: (1) chief financial officers
of cities, who represent management in the area of
financial report preparation, (2) members of legislative
oversight bodies such as city councils and state fiscal
review committees, (3) bond rating agents, investment
bankers, and insurance underwriters, who represent
investors and creditors, and (4) the news media and
members of various citizen information and advocacy
groups, who represent the citizenry.
Response rates in mail survey research generally are
quite low [Oppenheim, 1966], particularly in instances in
which a significant amount of time is needed to complete
the research instrument.

Since the questionnaire used in

this study required thirty to forty-five minutes to
complete, a high percentage of nonresponse was expected.
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In order to obtain a sufficient number of responses to
make meaningful comparisons and to satisfy statistical
assumptions a relatively large sample population was
necessary; therefore, it was decided to sample a total of
1,200 individuals—300 from each of the four groups.
Chief Finance Officers
Since the chief finance officers (CFOs) are intended
to provide the opinions and perceptions of preparers,
CFOs had to be selected from cities in which the CFO
takes an active part in the preparation of the city's
annual report.

This is more likely to occur in larger

cities because small cities often do not have the staff
necessary to prepare the annual report—indeed, in many
instances the report is prepared by members of an
independent accounting firm employed by the city for that
specific purpose and/or as auditors.
A list of the names and addresses of chief finance
officers for all United States cities with populations of
at least 45,000 was obtained from the National League of
Cities.

Three hundred CFOs, randomly selected from this

list of 426 individuals, were included in the study.
Legislative Oversight Officials
The names and addresses of the legislative oversight
officials included in the study were obtained from two
sources.

First, the names and addresses of presiding
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officers of governing bodies for all United States cities
with populations of 45,000 or more was obtained from the
National League of Cities—this list contained 185 items.
The list was supplemented with names and addresses of 205
individuals serving on committees involved with statelocal relations, local affairs, or fiscal review and
analysis in all fifty states and the District of
Columbia.

This second list was obtained from the

following publications of The Council of State
Governments: "State Administrative Officials Classified
by Function, 1985-86" and "State Legislative Leadership,
Committees & Staff, 1985-86: Supplement Two to the Book
of the States."

Three hundred oversight officials,

randomly selected from the combined list, were included
in the study.
Investors and Creditors
The names and addresses of 309 investors and
creditors who participated in its 1985 survey of user
needs was obtained from the GASB.

Because this list

contained only nine more than the desired number of
investor/creditor subjects and because the list was
somewhat dated, thereby increasing the likelihood that
some of the questionnaires would be returned as
undeliverable, it was considered advisable to expand this
list.

The list was augmented to a total of 400
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individuals by a random selection of 91 names and
addresses from Standard & Poor's Spring 1986 Edition of
"Security Dealers of North America."

Three hundred

individuals were selected randomly from the augmented
list and included in the study.
Citizens
A list of names and addresses of 308 individuals who
had represented the citizenry in its 1985 survey was
obtained from the GASB.

This list was considered to be

inadequate because, as was the case with the GASB's list
of investors and creditors, it was somewhat dated and did
not contain a sufficient number of items. Therefore, the
list was augmented to a total of 344 by including members
of the Bryant College faculty who have demonstrated an
active interest in local government activities and who
serve as members of taxpayer associations, planning
boards, environmental impact study groups, and a variety
of civic organizations.

Three hundred individuals were

selected randomly from this augmented list and included
in the study.
The responses of the twenty-four Bryant College
faculty members chosen to participate in the study were
compared with those of a random sample of twenty-four
other respondents from the citizens group.

The

Statistical Analysis System (SAS) General Linear Models
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(GLM) procedure with the Multivariate Analysis of
Variance (MANOVA) option was used to determine the
probability that the observed differences between the
responses of the Bryant College faculty members and those
of other citizens could have occurred purely by chance.
The results of this analysis revealed no significant
differences (at the a = .05 level) between the Bryant
College faculty members and other members of the citizens
group.

Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that the

inclusion of Bryant College faculty members in the group
of citizen subjects did not have a material effect on the
research results.
The Research Instrument
The individuals selected to participate in the study
were sent a packet consisting of a questionnaire and an
information booklet.

The questionnaire was divided into

four parts—each corresponding to a part of the research.
On the first page, subjects were asked: (1) to indicate
the respondent group to which they belonged and (2) to
provide information related to their experience with and
use of city financial reports.

This latter information

(hereafter referred to as demographic information) is
used in Part IIC of the research but was gathered on the
first page of the questionnaire in order to allow
participants to respond to questions that required no
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analysis but yet would allow them to become familiar with
the instrument and with the seven-point bipolar adjective
scale employed in the questionnaire.

This was followed

by three sections (referred to in the questionnaire as
Parts I, II, and III respectively) in which the subjects
were asked to respond to questions related to information
provided in the information booklet.

A "check-off" box,

to allow respondents to request a summary of the research
results, and the name and address of the researcher were
provided at the end of the questionnaire.

The

information booklet was divided into three sections
corresponding to the three parts of the questionnaire and
contained: (1) the operating statements and other
information upon which participants were to base their
responses to Part I, (2) the seven information items
referred to in Part II, and (3) the eight operating
statements needed for Part III.
The Questionnaire—Part I
In this part of the questionnaire, subjects were
asked to respond to four questions regarding the effect
of current-year general government operations on various
aspects of financial condition for each of two cities.
The Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Changes in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types for
each city was included in Part I of the information
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booklet along with information describing the cities and
some of their accounting policies.
The Questionnaire—Part II
In Part II of the questionnaire, subjects were asked
to perform two tasks.

First, they were asked to indicate

their opinion of the relative importance of four
governmental fund types—Capital Projects, Debt Service,
General, and Special Revenue—in evaluating the operating
results of the general government activities of cities;
next, they were asked to indicate their opinion of the
relative usefulness of each of seven information items in
evaluating the operating results of each of these four
governmental fund types.

The seven information items

were provided in Part II of the examination booklet.
The Questionnaire—Part III
In this last part of the questionnaire subjects were
asked for their opinion of the relative usefulness of
eight operating statements in evaluating the operating
results of the general government activities of cities.
The subjects were asked to evaluate each statement as if
it were the only general government operating statement
to be presented in a city's annual report—they were
instructed not to view the statement as a supplementary
report.

The operating statements, each presented in a

different format, were provided in Part III of the
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information booklet.

Although dollar amounts (rounded to

the nearest million dollars for simplicity) were included
in the statements, the subjects were informed that these
dollar amounts were significant only in that they
indicated that all eight statements were intended to
present the operating results of the same entity.
In summary, the research instrument consisted of:
(1) a questionnaire in which respondents were asked to
indicate the respondent group to which they belonged,
provide ten items of demographic information related to
Part IIC of the research, answer a total of forty-eight
questions related to Parts I, IIA, and IIB of the
research (eight for Part I, thirty-two for Part IIA, and
eight for Part IIB), and indicate whether or not they
wished to receive a summary of the research results and
(2) a booklet containing the information needed to answer
the questions for Parts I, IIA, and IIB of the research.
Developing the Instrument
A preliminary version of the questionnaire was
administered to volunteers taken from a group of
individuals attending an "Advanced Financial Reporting
for Governments" seminar sponsored by the International
GFOA Career Development Center.

These individuals—most

of whom were directly involved in the preparation of SLG
reports—were asked to complete the questionnaire, to
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indicate the time required to complete it, and to provide
suggestions for improving the questionnaire and/or the
accompanying information booklet.

Also, they were asked

to state whether they would have responded to the
questionnaire had they received it by mail and to
indicate the reasons they would not have responded, if
that were the case.

The primary reason noted for their

reluctance to respond was the length and complexity of
the questionnaire; however, all indicated that they would
have responded if the request to participate in the study
were accompanied by an endorsement letter from the GASB.
The preliminary version of the survey instrument
also was submitted to the GASB Vice-Chairman and Director
of Research and to members of the GASB staff for their
evaluation and comments.

An informal meeting with the

GASB staff was held at which the merits of the research
project were discussed and suggestions for improving the
questionnaire and the information booklet were made.
The final version of the instrument incorporated the
recommendations of the GASB staff as well as those
received at the GFOA seminar; therefore, the survey
instrument that was sent to prospective participants
reflects the opinions of experts in the field of
accounting and financial reporting for cities.

The

information requested in the questionnaire is relevant to
the GASB's Financial Reporting Project and is considered
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adequate to provide insight into the issues under
investigation.
Contactinq the Participants
Initial Mailings
The initial contact with the subjects was made by
means of an advance letter outlining the purpose of the
research and informing them that a questionnaire packet
was forthcoming.

The advance letter was printed on

Bryant College stationery with a Hewlett-Packard HP2686A
LaserJet printer.

The letter was personalized—the

inside address and salutation were directed to the
individual subject—and was personally signed by the
researcher.

The letter was mailed in a Bryant College

envelope, addressed with a NEC 3550 Letter Quality
printer using the same typeface as that used in the
letter.

A copy of the advance letter is provided in

Appendix A.
The questionnaire packets were mailed one week
following the mailing of the advance letters.

Each

packet contained: (1) a cover letter, (2) a letter of
endorsement from the GASB, (3) a questionnaire, (4) an
information booklet, and (5) a reply envelope.
The cover letter was printed on Bryant College
stationery using the LaserJet printer.

The letter was

personalized and signed by the researcher.

The cover
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letter reminded the subject of the advance letter,
reiterated the objectives of the research, noted the
GASB's endorsement of the project, and stressed the
importance of his/her response.

The subject was informed

that only summary results would be reported from the
study and that, although an identification number was
stamped on the questionnaire, strict confidentiality of
responses would be maintained.

The subject was

encouraged to complete and return the questionnaire as
soon as practicable; and was informed that if time did
not permit him/her to complete the entire questionnaire,
it should be returned even though it was incomplete.
Also, the researcher's office and home telephone numbers
were included in the letter, and the subject was invited
to call collect in the event he/she had any questions
regarding the questionnaire or the research project.

A

copy of the cover letter is included in Appendix B.
The non-personalized letter of endorsement from the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board was signed by the
Vice Chairman/Director of Research and was reproduced on
GASB stationery.

The letter noted the Board's interest

in the results of the study and its relevance to the
GASB's Financial Reporting Project.

A copy of the letter

is included in Appendix B.
The questionnaire and accompanying information
booklet were initially prepared using a word processor
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with the judicious use of underlining, boldface, and
emphasized print fonts.

They were then reproduced on

high quality paper by a professional printer.

The

questionnaire was reproduced on one 11" by 17" sheet of
paper, printed front and back, and folded to produce a
four-page 8 1/2" by 11" document.

The information

booklet was reproduced on two 11" by 17" sheets, printed
front and back, folded and saddle stitched to produce an
eight-page 8 1/2" by 11" booklet.

Copies of the

questionnaire and of the information booklet are provided
in Appendix B.
The reply envelope was a standard postage-paid
business reply envelope on which the name and address of
the researcher were printed.

An identification number

matching that included on the questionnaire was stamped
on the front of the envelope.
The questionnaire packet was mailed in a 9" by 12"
manila envelope on which a Bryant College first class
mailing label was affixed.

The mailing label was

addressed with a NEC Letter Quality printer using the
same typeface as that used for the cover letter.
A number of advance letters and questionnaire
packets addressed to investors and creditors and to
members of the citizens group were returned as
undeliverable—this was anticipated given the fact that
the GASB lists used as the primary source for the names
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and addresses were more than one year old.

Also, several

individuals indicated, either by mail or telephone, that
they did not consider themselves qualified to respond to
the questionnaire and suggested that they be replaced by
others who could provide more meaningful input—indeed, a
few even provided names and addresses of potential
participants.

In order to restore the sample population

to its intended size of 300 from each of the four groups,
replacements were selected from among those individuals
who had not been chosen in the original sampling process.
Follow-up Mailing
Three weeks after the mailing of the questionnaire
packets, follow-up letters were sent to those subjects
who had not responded to the initial mailing—the
respondents were identified by the number that had been
stamped on the questionnaire and on the reply envelope.
The follow-up letter was personalized, signed by the
researcher, and indicated that the subject's response to
the questionnaire had not been received.

The wording of

the letter was directed specifically to the group of
which the subject was a member.

The letter indicated why

the subject had been selected to participate in the
study, emphasized the importance of input from members of
his/her group, and urged a prompt response to the
questionnaire.

Confidentiality of responses was again
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emphasized and, indeed, subjects were invited to
obliterate the identification number if they so desired.
Since the follow-up letter was sent three weeks after the
initial mailing, the possibility existed that the
original questionnaire had either been misplaced or
discarded; therefore, a complete questionnaire packet was
included with the follow-up letter.

Copies of the

follow-up letters sent to each of the four groups of
subjects are provided in Appendix C.
Great care was taken to assure an adequate response
rate.

The mailing of advance letters, the use of:

(1) official Bryant College and GASB stationery,
(2) personalized and individually signed (in blue ink for
contrast) letters, and (3) letter quality printing on
high quality paper were all intended to impress the
subjects with the professional nature of the research
project.

Several researchers have found that such

techniques have a positive effect on response rates for
mail surveys (see, for example, Roeher [1963], Dillman
[1972], Dillman and Frey [1974], and Linsky [1975]).
Also, none of the correspondence directed to the subjects
mentioned the fact that the research was related to an
accounting dissertation.

It was felt that the type of

individuals being asked to participate would be more
likely to respond to a study conducted by a member of the
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Bryant College faculty than to one conducted to complete
the requirements for an academic degree.
Survev Responses
Total Returns
Table 4.1 provides a summary of the total number of
returned questionnaires.

The initial mailing produced a

total of 209 responses and an additional 101 responses

Table 4.1
Total Number of Returned Questionnaires
by Mailing within Respondent Type
Chief Finance Officers
Initial Mailing
Follow-up Mailing
Total
Oversight Officials
Initial Mailing
Follow-up Mailing
Total
Investors/Creditors
Initial Mailing
Follow-up Mailing
Total
Citizens
Initial Mailing
Follow-up Mailing
Total
All Subjects
Initial Mailing
Follow-up Mailing
Total

N =

300

n
n
n

=
=
=

81
38
119

N

=

300

=
=

23
18
41

=

300

=
=

40
21
61

=

300

=
=

65
24
89

=

1200

=

209
101
310

n
n
n
N
n
n
n
N

n
n
n
N
n
n
n

=

=

=

=
=

%

=

%

=

%

=

%

=

%
%

=
=

%

=

%
%

=
=

%

=

%

=

%

=

%

=

%

=

%

=

27.0
12.7
39.7
7.7
6.0
13.7

13.3
7.0
20.3
21.7
8.0
29.7
17.4
8.4
25.8
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were generated from the follow-up mailing (responses
received more than one week after the mailing of the
follow-up letter were attributed to the second mailing).
Usable Returns
A problem that sometimes arises in mail survey
research is that some of the returned questionnaires are
not usable either because they are not complete or
because the responses suggest that the respondents did
not take the survey seriously.

The four-part approach to

this study and the fact that subjects were asked to
return the questionnaire even though it was not complete
intensified this problem.

Some participants completed

only certain parts of the questionnaire, others failed to
answer some of the questions in one or more of the parts,
and three responded in an obviously frivolous manner.

As

a result, not all returned questionnaires were usable for
all parts of the study and some were not usable at all.
Table 4.2 provides a summary of the usable responses to
the questionnaire.
The results indicated in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 suggest
that the steps taken to improve the response rate were
successful.

The usable response rate of approximately

25% for all four parts of the study compares favorably
with that achieved by the GASB in its User Needs Study,
is sufficient to satisfy statistical assumptions, and
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Table 4.2
Usable Questionnaire Responses
by Respondent Type within
Research Part

Chief Finance Officers
Oversight Officials
Investors/Creditors
Citizens
All Groups
Chief Finance Officers
Oversight Officials
Investors/Creditors
Citizens
All Groups
Chief Finance Officers
Oversight Officials
Investors/Creditors
Citizens
All Groups
Chief Finance Officers
Oversight Officials
Investors/Creditors
Citizens
All Groups

Part I
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 1200
Part IIA
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 1200
Part IIB
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 1200
Part IIC
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 300
N = 1200

n
n
n
n
n

=

n
n
n
n
n

=
=

n
n
n
n
n

=
=

n
n
n
n
n

=

=
=
=

=
=

^z

=

=
^^
^:
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40
59
87
303

%

=

%

=

%

=

%

=

116
39
56
82
293

%

=

%

=

%

=
=
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40
59
85
302

%

=

%
%

=
=

%

=

118
40
61
88
307

%

=

%
%

=
=

%

=

%

%
%

%

%

39.0
13.3
19.7
29.0
25.3
38.7
13.0
18.7
27.3
24.4
39.3
13.3
19.7
28.3
25.2
39.3
13.3
20.3
29.3
25.6

provides a representative sample of the groups under
investigation.
Other Problems with Mail Surveys
In addition to the problems created by low response
rates, the use of mail questionnaires in research
projects may cause other problems for the researcher.
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The more common of these are those that result from
nonresponse bias and from the fact that the researcher is
not present when the survey instrument is completed by
the participant.
Nonresponse Bias
Nonresponse bias refers to the possibility that the
individuals who respond to a mail survey may not be
representative of the sampled population—the fact that
they respond may indicate that they are different from
the remainder of the population.

Since no information is

obtained from nonrespondents, there is no guarantee that
their opinions and perceptions are similar to those of
the respondents.

If nonresponse bias is present, the

conclusions drawn from the research may be applicable
only to the respondent group and not to the sampled
population.
In determining whether nonresponse bias is present,
Oppenheim suggests that participants who return their
questionnaires very late may be considered similar to
nonrespondents.

In order to test for the existence of

nonresponse bias, the receipt date of each questionnaire
was noted and the last fifteen questionnaires received
were compared to a sample of fifteen questionnaires
randomly selected from among the early respondents—
those who responded to the original mailing.

The T-TEST
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procedure provided in the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS^) was used to perform a Student's t
test on each of fifty-eight response pairs (corresponding
to the fifty-eight response items) to test for
significant differences between means (the "SAMPLE n from
N" command was invoked to draw the random sample from the
group of early respondents).

The level of significance

attained shows the probability that differences between
means are due solely to chance.

Of the fifty-eight pairs

of means tested, fifty-three failed to achieve a
significance level of .25 or less, twenty-nine achieved a
significance level greater than .50, and only one
achieved a significance level less than .05.
This early-versus-late methodology was recommended
by Oppenheim and variations of the above test were used
by other accounting researchers.

For example, Buzby

[1974, 1975] used a t test when comparing means from the
last thirteen returns with those from the first thirteen;
Robbins, Apostolou, and Strawser [1985] used a MannWhitney test to compare the last fifteen returns with a
random sample of fifteen from the group of early returns;
and Willits [1986] compared the last fifteen returns with
a random sample of fifteen early returns using a Median
test.

A Mann-Whitney test and a Median test were

conducted in this study also and produced results similar
to those achieved with the t test.

These results suggest
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the lack of material nonresponse bias, particularly when
one considers that even the more significant t's could
have occurred by chance.
Self-reported Data
Another problem associated with mail survey research
is that respondents are not observed by the researcher
when they complete the survey instrument.

Although this

can be a positive factor in that the participants are
allowed to respond to the questionnaire in familiar and
comfortable surroundings, the possibility exists that the
questionnaire may be completed by someone other than the
individual selected to participate in the study.

It is

also possible that, because the researcher is not present
when the survey instrument is completed, some respondents
may not take the questionnaire seriously and that, as a
result, their responses are not meaningful.
Since the individuals sampled in this study have an
interest in financial reporting for cities, it is
reasonable to assume that they either completed the
questionnaire themselves or referred it to someone who
also has such an interest.

The questionnaires were

scanned to seek out any obvious inconsistencies or
frivolous responses and, as noted above, only three were
found.

Too, several participants contacted the

researcher by telephone to ascertain that they were
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indeed the type of individual whose opinions were
requested—these individuals telephoned at their own
expense and did not avail themselves of the opportunity
to call collect.

Also, the responses to certain

questions in Part I of the research (discussed in detail
below) provide additional evidence that the respondents
took the questionnaire seriously and tried to provide
meaningful responses to the questions.

Further, 199

respondents requested that they be sent a summary of the
research results—64.2% of the respondents had sufficient
interest in the study to request the results.
These events strongly suggest that the respondents
made a sincere effort to provide meaningful responses
that reflect their opinions and perceptions regarding the
issues under investigation.

Hence, it is reasonable to

assume that the problems often associated with selfreported data did not have a material effect on the
results of this research.
Chapter Summarv
The mail survey approach was used in this study
because, in spite of its limitations, it was considered
to be the most practical under the circumstances.

The

participants were selected from among four groups of
preparers and users of city financial reports—chief
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finance officers, oversight officials, investors and
creditors, and concerned citizens.
Twelve hundred individuals—300 from each of the
four groups—were sent a survey instrument consisting of
a four page questionnaire and an eight page information
booklet.

The response rate of approximately 25% for all

parts of the research provided a sufficient number of
usable responses to satisfy statistical assumptions and
to allow for meaningful comparisons.

Also, an analysis

of the responses suggests that non-response bias and
self-reported data—problems often associated with mail
survey research—did not have a material impact on the
research results.

CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS AND
RESEARCH RESULTS
PART I
In this first part of the research, the possibility
that the use of alternative presentation formats for the
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes
in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types conveys
different "messages" or "signals" to readers of city
financial reports is investigated.

Also, the extent to

which preparers and users differ in their evaluation of
operating results for the general government activities
of cities is considered.

Further, this portion of the

study inquires into the opinions of different user types
regarding the impact of current-year operations on the
financial condition of cities.

This chapter is devoted

to a description of the statistical procedures employed
to analyze the data and to a discussion of the research
results for this part of the study.
Experimental Task
The subjects were provided with a Combined Statement
of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—
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All Governmental Fund Types for each of two cities for
the year ended June 30, 1985. The data in each statement
was presented in a series of columns with the following
headings: (l) General Fund, (2) Special Revenue Funds,
(3) Debt Service Funds, (4) Capital Projects Funds, and
(5) Total (Memorandum Only).

The subjects were asked to

indicate, for each city, their opinion regarding the
effect of current-year operations on each of four items
that reflect upon a city's well-offness—three items that
relate to the city's ability to meet certain obligations
and a fourth that refers to the its overall financial
condition.
Special Assessment Funds (SAFs) were excluded
because accounting and financial reporting for special
assessments has been an extremely controversial subject
for many years.

The NCGA issued exposure drafts on this

topic in 1981 and 1982, but were unable to resolve the
problem.

The GASB conducted extensive research in this

area and recently (January 1987) issued an official
statement governing accounting and reporting for special
assessments.

Because of the controversy and uncertainty

that existed with regard to SAFs at the time this study
was initiated, and because several studies (for example,
Ernst and Whinney [1979], Tierney and Calder [1983, 1985,
1986]) indicated that many governmental units do not
report SAFs in their Combined Balance Sheet—All Fund
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Types and Account Groups or in their Combined Statement
of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—
All Governmental Fund Types, it was decided not to
consider SAFs in this research.
Independent Variables
Presentation Format
The primary purpose of this part of the research is
to determine whether the use of alternative presentation
formats conveys different "messages" or "signals" to
readers of governmental reports.

Therefore, the primary

independent variable in this part of the research is
PRESENTATION FORMAT.
In order to focus on the effect of alternative
presentation formats, subjects from each of the four
groups of respondents were assigned randomly to one of
two subgroups.

(Table 5.1 provides a summary of the

number of usable responses for each subgroup and
respondent type.)

The subjects assigned to the first

subgroup (the AB subgroup) received operating statements
for cities designated as City A and City B, while those
assigned to the second subgroup (the XY subgroup) were
provided with statements for cities designated as City X
and City Y.

The operating results for cities A and X are

the same and are presented in the same (common) format.
The operating results for cities B and Y are the same
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Table 5.:L
Number of Respondents by Subgroup
and Respondent Type
AB SUBGROUP
RESPONDENT
TYPE
Preparers
Chief
Finance
Officers
Users
Legislative
Oversight
Officials
Investors
and
Creditors
Citizens
Total Users
Total

CITY A
COMMON
FORMAT

CITY B
FORMAT
1

XY SUBGROUP
CITY X
COMMON
FORMAT

CITY Y
FORMAT
2

Total

n =

66

n =

51

n = 117

n =

17

n =

23

n =

40

n =

29

n =

30

n =

59

n = 43
n = 89
n = 155

n = 44
n = 97
n = 148

n = 87
n = 186
n = 303

(but different from those for cities A and X); however,
they are presented in different formats. The operating
statement for City B is presented in a format (Format 1)
that does not include a comparison of revenues and
expenditures, while the format used to present the
operating results of City Y (Format 2) does include a
comparison of revenues and expenditures and, therefore,
highlights existing revenue-expenditure deficits.

Since

the information provided to participants is held constant
and only the format used to present the operating results
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for the second city (City B or City Y) is varied across
subgroups, the effect of alternative presentation formats
can be evaluated by comparing the responses that relate
to City B with those that relate to City Y.

In other

words, when comparisons are limited to the four response
items that relate to the second city, SUBGROUP is a
surrogate for PRESENTATION FORMAT.
The Common Format
The format used to present the operating results for
the general government activities of cities A and X is
illustrated in Figure 5.1.

This format is a modification

of the third format outlined in NCGASl and is similar to
a format illustrated by Freeman and Shoulders [1985].

It

was chosen as the common format because it does not
present either of the major subtotals highlighted in the
test formats and is relatively neutral in terms of
reporting deficits and surpluses.

It presents resource

inflows and outflows in a sequence that facilitates the
comparing of total available resources with uses of those
resources.

Since this is the approach generally used in

preparing annual operating budgets, the format should
have been relatively easy for the subjects to understand
even if they were not familiar with it.
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EXAMPLE CITY
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Changes in Fund Balance
Fund Balance - Beginning of Period

$ 20,000

Residual Equity Transfers In
Revenues
Taxes
Intergovernmental
Other
Total Revenues

50,000
20,000
30.000
100.000

Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of General Obligation Bonds
Operating Transfers In
Total Other Financing Sources

60,000
40.000
100.000

Total Financial Resources Available

235,000

Expenditures
Current Operating
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Total Expenditures

60,000
40,000
50.000
150,000

15.000

Other Uses of Financial Resources
Operating Transfers Out

30.000

Total Expenditures and Other Uses
of Financial Resources

180.000

Residual Equity Transfers Out
Fund Balance - End of Period

10.000
S 45.000

Figure 5.1
Operating Statement
Common Format

The Test Formats
The formats used to present the operating results of
cities B and Y are those illustrated in Figures 3.1 and
3.2 (pages 74 and 7 7 ) .

These formats were chosen as the
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test formats after a review of the collection of city
Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports available in the
Governmental Accounting Research Center at Texas Tech
University.

The reports were obtained by mail requests

to finance officers of all U. S. cities with a population
of at least 100,000 and of selected smaller cities.
Also, several unsolicited reports were submitted to the
Research Center at various conferences and seminars
conducted by the University Center for Professional
Development.

A total of 180 reports were reviewed, of

which 169 (ninety-four percent) contained governmental
fund operating statements presented in one or the other
of the formats selected as the test formats for this
study.

Although this collection of annual reports does

not constitute a random sample of reports from U. S.
cities, it is adequate for its purpose.

Cities that

voluntarily make their annual reports available to a
research center such as that at Texas Tech University are
more lilcely to prepare their reports in conformity with
GAAP than cities that do not; therefore, this collection
is an excellent source of city reports that demonstrate
the alternatives allowed under current GAAP.

Since this

phase of the study is intended to determine whether the
alternatives permitted by generally accepted accounting
principles have an impact on the evaluation of operating
results, the use of this collection of reports in the
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selection of the test formats is reasonable.

There is no

reason to believe that this manner of selecting the test
formats had an adverse effect on the research results.
Also, Gliclc [1985] indicated that these two
presentation formats were the formats most commonly used
by the more than 800 SLGs that submitted their CAFRs to
the GFOA Certificate of Conformance in Financial
Reporting Program.

This is further evidence that these

presentation formats are representative of those used by
SLGs who prepare financial reports in conformity with
GAAP, and that they represent reasonable choices as test
formats in this study.
Respondent Type
The subjects were selected from the following groups
of individuals: (1) preparers—chief finance officers and
(2) users—legislative oversight officials, investors and
creditors, and concerned citizens.

Another purpose of

this study is to determine the extent to which these
groups of individuals differ in their evaluation of the
impact of general government operations on the financial
condition of cities.

Therefore, RESPONDENT TYPE is the

second independent variable considered in this portion of
the study.
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The Dependent Variables
The primary objective of this study is to determine
the extent to which the use of alternative presentation
formats influences preparers and users of city financial
reports in their evaluation of the impact of current-year
general government operations on a city's financial
condition.

Therefore, the response variables should

represent or describe items that are of concern to
individuals who are likely to use a city's financial
reports to assist them in making decisions that might
affect the city's future.
Individuals interested in the financial affairs of a
city are likely to be concerned with whether the entity
can continue to function.

Although there seems to be no

real danger that a governmental unit will ever be allowed
to go out of existence—witness the New York City crisis
of the mid 1970s—investors, creditors, oversight
agencies, and citizens are nevertheless interested in
whether a city will be able to meet its current
obligations as they come due, adequately service its
long-term obligations, and continue to provide acceptable
service levels without increasing the tax burden on
present or future generations to a level that neither is
able or willing to bear.

If current revenues are not

sufficient to cover current expenditures, or if current
borrowings are so large that future debt service will be
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difficult at best, then current operations will have an
unfavorable effect on financial condition.
These same concerns have been identified by several
organizations and study groups in their investigation of
the needs of SLG report users.

For instance, Holder

[1980] listed information concerning financial viability
as a primary user need and stated:
The concept of financial viability refers
to the government's ability to continue functioning. Measuring financial viability thus
involves determining the government's ability
to meet its current obligations, including payment of interest and debt principal, and to
continue providing the services for which it
exists. [p. 19]
In Obiectives of Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Governmental Units, the NCGA [1982] defined the concept
of well-offness as follows:
The concept of "well off" may be regarded as a
measure of the ability of the governmental unit
to sustain its operations, meet long-term obligations as they come due, and minimize the
future burden on taxpayers and service recipi*ents for financial contributions. [p. 5]
In view of the above, it was deemed reasonable to
consider the impact of current-year operations on a
city's well-offness to be a proper response variable for
this study.

Also, the above comments suggest that well-

offness is a multi-dimensional concept that is a function
of several factors.

Therefore, the participants were

asked to indicate their opinion of the effect of current-
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year operations on the following items, each of which is
related to the well-offness of a city:
1.

the ability of a city to meet its current
obligations as they come due

2.

the ability of a city to meet its long-term
obligations as they come due

3.

the ability of a city to continue to provide
the existing level of services without placing
a substantially greater burden on taxpayers

4.

the overall financial condition of the city

Figure 5.2 provides an illustration of the portion
of the research instrument that relates to this part of
the study.

In the actual research instrument, City 1 and

City 2 are referred to either as City A and City B (AB
subgroup) or as City X and City Y (XY subgroup).

Hence,

all usable responses consist of two four-dimensional
vectors, one relating to the first city (A or X) and the
other to the second city (B or Y ) , with each component
representing the respondent's opinion of the effect of
current-year operations on one of the four items listed
above.
The Statistical Procedures
The experimental design for this study is one in
which two categorical independent variables—PRESENTATION
FORMAT (SUBGROUP) and RESPONDENT TYPE—are manipulated in
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Clrcle the number that best describes YOUR OPINION regarding the effect of current
year operations on each of the foLIowing:
NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

EFFECT

EFFECT

1. The ability of CITY 1 to
meet its current obligations as they come due

1

2

meet its Long-term obLigations as they come due

1 2

3

A

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

3

A

5

6

7

6

7

continue to provide the existing leveL of services without
pLacing a substantiaLLy greater burden on taxpayers

1

2. The overaLL financiaL condition of CITY 1

2
1

2

3

4

5

3. The abiLity of CITY 2 to
meet its current obLigations as they come due

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

meet its Long-term obLigations as they come due

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

continue to provide the existing LeveL of services without
pLacing a substantiaLLy greater burden on taxpayers

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

4. The overaLL financiaL condition of CITY 2

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 5.2
Illustrative Questionnaire for
Part I of the Research

order to evaluate their effect on four metric dependent
variables—the four response items mentioned above.

This

design indicates that multivariate statistical techniques
are needed to analyze the data and suggests that a twoway MANOVA (multivariate analysis of variance) is an
appropriate procedure for this study.

However, there is

no reason to use MANOVA if the dependent variables are
not correlated because, if they are not, a series of
univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures—one
for each dependent variable—could be performed.

The

ERROR(COR) option was specified for the MANOVA procedure
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in the SPSS^ statistical package in order to carry out
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity to determine whether the
dependent variables are independent of one another.

The

null hypothesis of uncorrelated dependent variables was
strongly rejected (significance level < .0005);
therefore, it was decided to proceed with MANOVA.
The Statistical Model
The data was analyzed using the following two-way
MANOVA model:
Yijk = U + Ai + Bj + ABij + Eijk
where U
Ai

= overall or grand mean effect
= effect of level i of factor A (SUBGROUP)
on four response items, for i = 1, 2

Bj

= effect of level j of factor B (RESPONDENT
TYPE) on four response items, for j = 1, 2
or for j = 1, 2, 3

ABij = interaction effect of level i of factor A
and level j of factor B
Eijk = random error present in the k^^ response
in cell ij, for k = 1, 2, . . ., n^j
As indicated in the above description, the second factor,
» RESPONDENT TYPE, may be considered to have either two or
three levels.

When the focus of the inquiry is on

comparing the responses of preparers with those of users,
RESPONDENT TYPE is considered to have two levels and
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j = 1 or 2; however, if comparisons are to be made among
user types, RESPONDENT TYPE is considered to have three
levels (legislative oversight officials, investors and
creditors, and citizens) and j = 1, 2, or 3.

Therefore,

the model described above actually represents two
different models, depending upon the nature of the
comparisons being made; that is, depending upon the
number of levels of factor B, RESPONDENT TYPE.
Because the participants were provided with an
operating statement for two cities, each of these models
can be applied to the response vector that relates either
to the first city (city A or city X) or to the second
city (city B or city Y).

Since the operating results for

cities A and X are the same and are presented in the same
(common) format, one would not expect PRESENTATION FORMAT
(SUBGROUP) to affect the responses as they apply to the
first city.

On the other hand, when the response items

are applied to the second city, one would expect
PRESENTATION FORMAT (SUBGROUP) to affect the responses
because, although the operating results of cities B and Y
are identical, they are presented in different formats.
Significance tests for main factor effects, PRESENTATION
FORMAT (SUBGROUP) and RESPONDENT TYPE, were carried out
for both variations of the model applied to both cities.
In order to assess the effects of the two primary
factors (main effects), it is necessary that there be no
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significant interaction between them—differences in
responses between subgroups should not vary across
respondent types and differences in responses among
respondent types should not vary between subgroups.

If

significant interaction exists, the main factor effects
cannot be interpreted clearly and further multivariate
tests for main factor effects should not be conducted
[Johnson and Wichern, p. 273]. Therefore, a test for
interaction was carried out prior to testing for main
factor effects.
The Test Hypotheses
The application of both variations of the MANOVA
model to the four response items as they relate either to
the first city or to the second city results in a total
of twelve test hypotheses—four each for interaction,
SUBGROUP, and RESPONDENT TYPE.

These hypotheses are

listed below and are divided, within the above groupings,
according to (1): the city to which the model is applied
and (2) which variation of the model is being considered.
The hypotheses are stated, in null form, first verbally
and then in mathematical notation corresponding to the
above statement of the model.
Hvpotheses for Interaction Effect
^O^:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City A or City X and if responses of
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preparers are compared with those of users, there
is no interaction between SUBGROUP and RESPONDENT
TYPE
OR
ABii = AB12 = AB21 = AB22 = 0
^02:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City A or City X and if responses are
compared across user types, there is no interaction
between SUBGROUP and RESPONDENT TYPE
OR
ABii = AB12 = AB13 = AB21 = AB22 = AB23 = 0

^03:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City B or City Y and if responses of
preparers are compared with those of users, there
is no interaction between SUBGROUP and RESPONDENT
TYPE
OR
ABii = AB12 = AB21 = AB22 = 0

^04:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City B or City Y and if responses are
compared across user types, there is no interaction
between SUBGROUP and RESPONDENT TYPE
OR
ABii = AB12 = ABi3 = AB21 = AB22 = AB23 = 0
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Hvpotheses for SUBGROUP Effect
^05:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City A or City X and if responses of
preparers are compared with those of users, there
is no difference in responses between the two
subgroups
OR
Ai = A2 = 0

^Og:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City A or City X and if responses are
compared across user types, there is no difference
in responses between the two subgroups
OR
Ai = A2 = 0

^07:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City B or City Y and if responses of
preparers are compared with those of users, there
is no difference in responses between the two
subgroups
OR
Ai = A2 = 0

^Og:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City B or City Y and if responses are
compared across user types, there is no difference
in responses between the two subgroups
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OR
Ai = A2 = 0
Hvpotheses for RESPONDENT TYPE Effect
^Og:

If the response items relate to the operating
results of City A or City X and if responses of
preparers are compared with those of users, there
is no difference in responses between the two
respondent types
OR
Bi = B2 = 0

H O I Q : If the response items relate to the operating
results of City A or City X and if responses are
compared across user types, there is no difference
in responses among the three respondent types
OR
Bi = B2 = B3 = 0
^Oii: If the response items relate to the operating
results of City B or City Y and if responses of
preparers are compared with those of users, there
is no difference in responses between the two
respondent types
OR
Bi = B2 = 0
H O12: If the response items relate to the operating
results of City B or City Y and if responses are
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compared across user types, there is no difference
in responses among the three respondent types
OR
Bi = B2 = B3 = 0
Figure 5.3 provides a summary of the test hypotheses
categorized according to: (1) the effect tested, (2) the

^Oi
•

1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

=

# -of

Effect Tested

Level s
of Factor B*

Model Applied
to City #**

Interaction
Interaction
Interaction
Interaction
Subgroup
Subgroup
Subgroup
Subgroup
Respondent Type
Respondent Type
Respondent Type
Respondent Type

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3

1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

If "# of Levels of Factor B" = 2, then the responses
of preparers are compared with those of users. If
"# of Levels of Factor B" = 3, then the responses
are compared across user types.
**

If the model is applied to City 1, then the
presentation formats are the same. If the model is
applied to City 2, then the presentation formats are
different.
Figure 5.3
The Test Hypotheses
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variation of the model being considered (that is, whether
RESPONDENT TYPE has two or three levels), and (3) the
city to which the model is applied.
The Basic MANOVA Assumptions
The underlying assumptions for MANOVA are: (1) that
the subjects are selected randomly from the population of
interest, (2) that the observations are independent of
one another, (3) that, within each group, the dependent
variables have a multivariate normal distribution, and
(4) that the dispersion (variance-covariance) matrices
are equal for all groups.

The first two assumptions are

typical of the assumptions upon which any inferential
procedure is based, while the third and fourth
assumptions are more specific and are multivariate
extensions of the normality and homogeneity of variance
requirements of univariate analysis of variance.
Clearly, the first assumption has not been satisfied
in this study—the subjects were not selected randomly
from the entire population of preparers and users of city
financial reports.

However, as was discussed above, the

groups from which the subjects were selected constitute a
good representation of the population of interest.

The

requirement that the observations be independent of one
another has been satisfied—there is no reason to believe
that any subject's responses had any influence on, or
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were influenced by, the responses of other participants.
The other two assumptions are discussed in more detail
below.
Multivariate Normality
There are several reliable techniques by which one
can assess whether a single random variable has a normal
distribution (for example, the Kolmogorov test, the
Lilliefors test, and the Shapiro-Wilk test); however, the
same is not true for joint normality in more than two
dimensions [Johnson and Wichern, 1982].

In order to

determine whether the normality assumption is satisfied,
each of the four components of the dependent variable was
considered separately.

The NORMAL option was specified

on the PROC UNIVARIATE statement in the SAS statistical
package to compute, for each component of the dependent
variable, the Kolmogorov D statistic (PROC UNIVARIATE
computes the Kolmogorov D statistic when the sample size
exceeds 50; the Shapiro-Wilk statistic W is computed when
the sample size is 50 or less) and the probability of
obtaining a larger test statistic purely by chance if the
normality assumption is satisfied.

The results clearly

indicate that the individual components of the dependent
variable are not normally distributed—the probability of
obtaining a larger D statistic is less than .01 for all
four components (variables).

Since the individual
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components are not normally distributed, it follows that
the assumption of multivariate normality is not satisfied
because univariate normality is a necessary (but not a
sufficient) condition for multivariate normality [Bray
and Maxwell, 1985].
Fortunately, MANOVA procedures are reasonably robust
to violations of the normality assumption, particularly
when the sample sizes are fairly large as is the case in
this study [Seber, 1982; Bray and Maxwell, 1985].

Also,

because this study utilized a seven-point scale that
restricted the responses to a relatively narrow band of
values, extreme outliers do not exist.

Further, an

analysis of measures of kurtosis and skewness (Table 5.2)
indicates that the variables do not have distributions
with extreme kurtosis or distributions that are severely
skewed.

Therefore, it is reasonable to proceed with the

usual tests of significance in spite of the violation of
the normality assumption.
Eouality of Dispersion Matrices
In order to test for equality of the dispersion
matrices, the SPSS^ package—with the HOMOGENEITY option
in the MANOVA command—was used to compute Cochran's C
statistic and the Bartlett-Box F statistic in order to
conduct univariate homogeneity of variance tests on each
of the four components of the dependent variable.

Box's
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Table 5.2
Measures of Kurtosis and Skewness
by Subgroup and Respondent Type
RESPONSE ITEM*
MEASURES
OF

Cjli

C1I2

C1I3

C1I4

C2I1

C2I2

^2^3

^iU

ÂB

-0.582

-0.764

0.164

0.176

0.186

0.277

0.262

0.030

XY

-1.036

-0.639

-0.328

-0.251

-0.715

-0.789

-0.506

0.060

Preparer

-0.358

-0.129

1.316

0.447

0.534

-0.166

0.282

2.128

User

-0.952

-0.749

-0.544

-0.249

-0.586

-0.475

-0.367

-0.259

Oversight Official

-0.888

KURTOSIS
Subgroup

Respondent Type

-0.664

-0.623

-0.583

0.021

-1.163

-0.529

-0.430

Investor/Creditor

-1.000

-0.323

-0.471

0.189

-0.049

-0.171

-0.222

0.004

Citizen

-1.063

-1.017

-0.499

-0.498

-0.644

-0.566

-0.537

-0.249

C2I1

^2^2

C2I3

C2I4

RESPONSE ITEM*
MEASURES
OF

Ciii

C1I2

C1I3

C1I4

AB

0.162

0.281

0.738

0.249

-0.684

-0.681

-0.674

-0.487

XY

0.264

0.383

0.621

0.530

-0.369

-0.342

-0.392

-0.686

Preparer

0.505

0.693

1.017

0.418

-0.703

-0.670

-0.813

-1.010

User

0.090

0.121

0.468

0.312

-0.555

-0.448

-0.430

-0.534

-0.092

-0.313

0.631

0.438

-0.432

-0.504

0.006

-0.329

Investor/Creditor

0.030

0.186

0.364

0.351

-0.767

-0.569

-0.661

-0.664

Citizen

0.251

0.167

0.471

0.227

-0.487

-0.362

-0.403

-0.553

SKEWNESS
Subgroup

Respondent Type

Oversight Official

C^I^ refers to res ponse item j (j = 1, 2, 3,, 4) for city i (i. - 1. 2)1

M statistic for a multivariate homogeneity of variance
test also was computed.

Although the results of the

univariate tests suggest that the hypothesis of equal
dispersion matrices cannot be rejected for the components
taken individually, the results of the multivariate test
clearly indicate that the hypothesis should be rejected
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(p < .0005).

The results of the homogeneity of variance

tests indicate that the assumption of equal dispersion
matrices is not satisfied.

However, this does not

necessarily invalidate the results of the usual tests of
significance because, under certain conditions, MANOVA
procedures are robust against violations of this
assumption.
Choosing the Test Statistics
The Overall MANOVA Statistic
When the basic assumptions underlying a statistical
model are not satisfied, inferences drawn from the
results of significance tests may be suspect unless these
tests are robust against violations of the assumptions.
As noted above, MANOVA procedures are reasonably robust
under the proper conditions; however, there is some
disagreement with regard to which of the available
significance tests is best.

Bray and Maxwell [1985]

state that the relative robustness and power of the
available test statistics are the criteria for choosing
which statistic to use.

Olson [1976, 1979] argued that

of the four most popular test statistics in MANOVA—Roy's
largest root, R; Hotelling-Lawley trace, T; Wilks'
likelihood ratio, W; and Pillai-Bartlett trace, V — t h e
Pillai-Bartlett V test is the most robust and has
sufficient power to detect differences in population
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means.

Stevens [1979] also indicates that V is the most

robust among these tests, but suggests that under certain
conditions W or T are more powerful.

Seber [1982] agrees

with Stevens and states that the Pillai-Bartlett V test
is better than the other three in terms of Type I error
rates although it may be less powerful under certain
circumstances.

Larrabee [1982] states:

Olson's (1979) general recommendations to use
the Pillai-Bartlett V appears to offer the
researcher the best alternative when selecting
an appropriate omnibus MANOVA statistic.
[p. 183]
Also, Bray and Maxwell [1985] write:
[W]ith equal sample sizes, the Pillai-Bartlett
trace seems to be the best of the 4 multivariate test statistics in terms of Type I error,
because it is most robust to violations of the
assumptions. However, it should be realized
that even the Pillai-Bartlett trace is not
robust to violation of equality of covariance
matrices when sample sizes are unequal. [p. 34]
It appears, from the above comments, that the
Pillai-Bartlett trace should be used as the overall
MANOVA test statistic in those instances where the basic
statistical assumptions are not satisfied.

However, in

view of the fact that some doubt exists with regard to
which of the four popular overall tests is best, all four
test results are reported in this study.

Also, in order

to minimize the effect of unequal sample sizes, tests of
significance were conducted first on all the usable
responses and then on a randomly selected subset of these
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responses—the results of the significance tests for the
responses from the random sample, in addition to those
for the entire set of usable responses, are reported for
each hypothesis tested.

The "SAMPLE n from N" command in

SPSS^ was used to provide the subset of usable responses
for which sample sizes for all groups under consideration
are equal.

Table 5.3 provides a summary of the number of

items in the randomly selected subset of responses by
model variation for each group under consideration.

Table 5.3
Random Subset of Usable Responses
Number of Items in Each Group
by Model Variation
MODEL VARIATION - PREPARERS/USERS
AB Subgroup
Preparers
Users

n =
n =

51
51

Total

n = 102

XY Subgroup
n =
n =

Total

51
51

n = 102
n = 102

n = 102

n = 204

MODEL VARIATION - THREE USER TYPES
AB Subgroup
Legislative
Oversight
Officials
Investors
and
Creditors

XY Subgroup

Total

n=17

n=17

n = 3 4

n = 17

n = 17

n =

34

Citizens

n = 17

n = 17

n =

34

Total

n = 51

n = 51

n = 102
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The Follow-UD Analvsis
If the hypothesis of no overall main factor effect
is rejected; that is, if the overall MANOVA statistic is
significant, then one can conclude that the mean vectors
for the groups under consideration are not equal.

Two

types of follow-up analysis are appropriate under these
circumstances.

It may be useful to determine which of

the group mean vectors are different from the others, and
which of the dependent variables contributed to the
difference in group mean vectors.
Several approaches for conducting follow-up analyses
when a significant MANOVA statistic is obtained have been
suggested (see, for example, Hummel and Sligo [1971],
Stevens [1972], Hopkins and Anderson [1973], Borgen and
Seling [1978], Larrabee [1982], and Bray and Maxwell
[1985]).

In order to investigate differences among

groups, one of the suggested approaches is to make
comparisons among the groups for each dependent variable
— t h a t is, to make use of the usual univariate multiple
comparison techniques.

The results of this type of

analysis will indicate which of the groups under
investigation is significantly different from the others.
When only two groups are considered, as is the case when
preparers are compared with users or when comparisons are
made between the two subgroups, this follow-up is not
necessary; however, if more than two groups are involved,
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this type of analysis is useful.

For instance, it is of

some value to know whether investors and creditors
respond differently from legislative oversight officials,
or whether legislative oversight officials have different
perceptions than do citizens.

The use of univariate

comparison procedures for each dependent variable
following a significant overall MANOVA provides this type
of information on an item by item basis.

The MEANS

statement under the GLM procedure in the SAS statistical
package provides several options for these univariate
comparisons.

The TUKEY option was selected in this study

because, under this option, the SAS package makes use of
the Tukey-Kramer method for computing the test statistic.
This method controls the maximum experimentwise error
rate, takes unequal cell sizes into consideration, and
produces a more powerful test than many of the other
available options [SAS Users Guide: Statistics, 1985
Edition, pp. 470-476].
The question of which dependent variable contributed
to the significance of the overall MANOVA statistic can
be answered by conducting an individual ANOVA on each of
the dependent variables.

However, this study has two

objectives: (1) to determine whether the use of one or
the other of two presentation formats will influence the
opinions of readers of city financial reports with regard
to the impact of current-year operations on a city's
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well-being and (2) to determine whether preparers and
users, and different types of users, have different
opinions regarding the effect of current-year operations
on the well-being of cities.

The identification of the

specific aspects of well-offness that contribute to the
observed differences is not of concern in this study;
therefore, the results of the variable by variable ANOVAs
are not reported.
The Research Results
Interaction Effects
As indicated above, tests for interaction effects
should be carried out prior to conducting tests for main
factor effects.

The GLM procedure with the MANOVA option

in the SAS statistical package was used to conduct an
overall significance test for interaction effects.

Table

5.4 provides a summary of the test statistics and the
corresponding p-values (the probability of obtaining the
observed result purely by chance) for the overall MANOVA
tests for each hypothesis under each of the four test
criteria discussed above.

These results indicate that

the hypothesis of no PRESENTATION FORMAT (SUBGROUP) by
RESPONDENT TYPE interaction cannot be rejected (at the
a = .05 level) for either variation of the basic model
applied to the response items as they relate either to
the first or to the second city.

These results apply to
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Table 5.4
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis
of No Overall SUBGROUP by RESPONDENT
TYPE Interaction
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
HYPOTHESIS

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

ALL USABLE; RESPONSES
«0i

0.9798
(0.1943)

0.0202
(0.1943)

0.0206
(0.1943)

0.0206
(0.1943)

H02

0.9754
(0.8140)

0.0249
(0.8117)

0.0251
(0.8163)

0.0160
(

H03

0.9943
(0.7926)

0.0057
(0.7926)

0.0057
(0.7926)

0.0057
(0.7926)

H04

0.9381
(0.1796)

0.0623
(0.1818)

0.0656
(0.1775)

0.0579

**

(

**

)

)

SUBSET OF US/Æ L E RESPONSES
EQUAL SA^IPLE SIZES

Hoi

0.9761
(0.3099)

0.0239
(0.3099)

0.0245
(0.3099)

0.0245
(0.3099)

0.9294
(0.5458)

0.0716
(0.5410)

0.0748
(0.5508)

0.0554

H02

(

H03

0.9952
(0.9173)

0.0048
(0.9173)

0.0048
(0.9173)

0.0048
(0.9173)

0.8851
(0.1732)

0.1171
(0.1738)

0.1274
(0.1728)

0.1035

H04

** = Upper Bound

(

**

**

)

)
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the randomly selected subset of responses as well as to
the entire set of usable responses; indeed, the results
for the two data sets are very similar.

Therefore, it is

reasonable to proceed with tests for main factor effects.
Presentation Format
The primary independent variable in this part of the
research is PRESENTATION FORMAT.

The design of the

experiment is such that SUBGROUP serves as a surrogate
for PRESENTATION FORMAT; therefore, significance tests
for PRESENTATION FORMAT effects are replaced by tests for
SUBGROUP effects.
MANOVA Model Applied to the First City
When the model is applied to the response items as
they relate to the operating results of the first city
(City A or City X ) , one would not expect SUBGROUP to have
a significant effect on the responses because the
operating results of City A and City X are identical and
are presented in the same (common) format for both
subgroups.

This might bring the need (or the wisdom) to

include the first city in the study into question since
doing so seems to accomplish little other than to make
the experimental task more difficult and time consuming.
However, an inquiry into SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT)
effects on the response items as they relate to the first
city does provide some useful information.
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Assessing Response Quality
Since the information relating to the first city is
the same, in both content and format, for all subjects,
their evaluation of the city's operating results provides
some measure of the seriousness with which they responded
to the questionnaire.

The operating results for the

first city are such that they should have been viewed as
having a negative impact on the well-offness of the city.
For instance: (l) the balance in the General Fund
decreased by $3,700,000 which is equal to 62% of the
fund's beginning balance, (2) the combined general
government activities of the city operated at a deficit
of $13,200,000 which is 75% of beginning governmental
fund balances, (3) locally generated revenues accounted
for only 87% of current operating expenditures, (4) total
expenditures exceeded revenues by $34,900,000 and
exceeded total resource inflows—including the proceeds
of long-term financing arrangements—by $1,900,000, and
(5) annual debt service requirements through the year
2000 are in excess of $6,000,000 which is equal to 25% of
the current year's locally generated revenue.

All of

these items are mentioned by Groves [1980] as indicators
of a city's well-offness.

Although trend data would

provide more useful information, some of the items (for
example, the decrease in General Fund balance and the
general government operating deficit) are sufficiently
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negative in themselves to indicate that current-year
operations had a negative impact on the city's welloffness.

If the respondents were serious in their

approach to the questionnaire, they should have responded
in a manner that reflects this negative impact on welloffness; that is, the mean score (on the seven-point, bipolar adjective scale) for each of the four response
items should be less than 4.0 (the mid-point of the
scale) because the lower scale values are associated with
more negative opinions of the impact of current-year
operations on the city's well-offness.
As indicated in Table 5.5, the mean score for each
of the four response items is less than 4.0.

These

Table 5.5
Mean Score for Each Response Item
City 1
Response Item

Mean Score

1
2
3
4

3.8614
3.5545
3.1353
3.4224

scores suggest that the participants recognized the
negative aspects of the city's current-year operating
results and responded accordingly.
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Another means of assessing response quality is to
compare the evaluations of the first city's operating
results with those of the second city.

The operating

results of the second city are such that they should be
viewed as having a more positive impact on the city's
well-offness than did those of the first city.

For

instance: (1) the General Fund balance increased by
$500,000 during the current year, (2) the combined
general government activities operated at a surplus of
$400,000, (3) locally generated revenues are equal to
132% of current operating expenditures, (4) total
expenditures exceeded revenues by $22,600,000 but total
resource inflows exceeded total expenditures by
$1,200,000, and (5) the more than $6,000,000 in annual
debt service requirements is equal to 18% of the current
year's locally generated revenue. When these amounts are
compared with those presented for the first city, it is
clear that the operating results of the second city
should have been viewed in a more positive light than
those of the first city.

If the participants were

serious in their attempt to evaluate the operating
results of the two cities, the mean scores obtained for
the response items as they relate to the second city
should be greater than those obtained when the response
items are applied to the first city.

Table 5.6 provides

a comparison of the mean scores for the four response
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items as they relate to both cities.

These scores

indicate that the respondents did, indeed, recognize the
fact that the current-year general government operations
of the second city had a more positive effect on the
city's well-offness than did those of the first city.

Table 5.6
Comparison of Mean Scores
Four Response Items
Mean Score
Response Item

CITY 2

CITY 1

1

4.8779

3.8614

2

4.5215

3.5545

3

4.4983

3.1313

4

4.7690

3.4224

In view of the above, it is reasonable to assume
that the participants understood what was asked of them,
were serious in their approach to the questionnaire, and
attempted to provide meaningful information concerning
the impact of current-year operations on the well-offness
of cities.
Determining Decision-rule Differences
The primary reason for applying the model to the
four response items as they relate to the first city is
to determine whether the members of one subgroup use
different criteria to evaluate the effect of operating
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results than do the members of the other subgroup.

By

comparing the mean vectors for the four response items as
they relate to the first city across subgroups, one can
determine the extent to which the members of the two
subgroups differ with regard to their perception of the
impact of current-year operations on the well-offness of
cities.

If the hypothesis of no overall SUBGROUP effect

can be rejected even though there is no difference in
either the content or the format of the information upon
which the subjects base their responses, then one can
conclude that the members of the two subgroups use
different decision rules in evaluating the effect of
operating results on the well-offness of a city.

It

could then be argued that, when the model is applied to
the response items as they relate to the second city, any
observed differences in responses might be due to these
decision-rule differences rather than to the use of
alternative presentation formats—it could be argued that
SUBGROUP is not a surrogate for PRESENTATION FORMAT.
Both variations of the MANOVA model were applied to
the response items as they relate to the first city and
the hypothesis of no overall SUBGROUP effect was tested
in each case.

The results of these tests are provided in

Table 5.7 (for both the entire set of usable responses
and for the randomly selected subset of responses) and
clearly indicate that neither of these hypotheses can be
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rejected (at the a = .05 level).

This indicates that the

members of the two subgroups do not use different
decision criteria to evaluate the impact of current-year
general government operations on the well-offness of
cities.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that any

Table 5.7
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis
of No Overall SUBGROUP Effect when
the Model Is Applied to
the First City
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
HYPOTHESIS

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

ALL USABLE RESPONSES
H05

0.9917
(0.6455)

0.0083
(0.6455)

0.0084
(0.6455)

0.0084
(0.6455)

Hog

0.9823
(0.5214)

0.0177
(0.5214)

0.0181
(0.5214)

0.0181
(0.5214)

SUBSET OF USABLE RESPONSES
EQUAL SAMPLE SIZES
H05

0.9892
(0.7046)

0.0108
(0.7046)

0.0110
(0.7046)

0.0110
(0.7046)

HOg

0.9689
(0.5518)

0.0311
(0.5518)

0.0321
(0.5518)

0.0321
(0.5518)

SUBGROUP differences that are observed when the model is
applied to the second city are, indeed, attributable to
PRESENTATION FORMAT differences and not to individual
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decision-rule or perceptional differences between the
members of the two subgroups.
Providing a Common Measure or Benchmark
Another reason for applying the model to the first
city is to provide some common measure or benchmark
against which to compare the results of applying it to
the second city.

If the above tests for decision-rule

differences had indicated that the members of the two
subgroups did indeed have different perceptions of
whether a city was better off or worse off as a result of
current-year general government operations, then the
vector of differences between responses—responses for
City 2 - responses for City 1—would have been used as
the dependent variable.

This vector of differences

should have positive components because the responses
that relate to the second city are expected to be greater
than those that relate to the first city.

The use of the

vector of differences as the dependent variable would
reduce the effect of individual differences between the
members of the two subgroups because these differences
would be reflected in the responses for both cities and,
therefore, would provide a better measure of the effect
of alternative presentation formats than would the use of
responses relating to the second city alone.
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Figure 5.4 provides an example of the effect of
using the vector of differences as the response vector.
The illustration is for two hypothetical members of the
user group (j = 2 ) , one of whom is in the AB subgroup

RESPONDENT NUMBER 1 —
CITY A
RESPONSE
ITEM
COMMON
1
2
3
4

FORMAT

3
3
2
2

CITY B
FORMAT 1

RESPONSE
COMMON
ITEM
1
2
3
4

FORMAT
1
1
1
1

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Yl2lB " Vl2lA
2
1
3
1

5
4
5
3

RESPONDENT NUMBER 2 —
CITY X

Y ijk = Yi2l

Yijk = ^222

CITY Y
FORMAT 2
3
2
4
2

DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Y 2 2 2 Y " ^222x
2
1
3
1

Figure 5.4
Hypothetical Responses for Two Respondents from
the Users Group—One from the AB Subgroup
and the Other from the XY Subgroup

(i = 1 ) , and the other in the XY subgroup (i = 2 ) . If
one considers only the responses for the second city
(City B and City Y ) , it appears that the use of
alternative presentation formats has influenced the
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evaluation of the effect of current-year operations on
the well-offness of the city.

However, an analysis of

the differences between responses indicates that the
differences in individual responses are due to the fact
that the first respondent has a more positive impression
(indicated by higher scores for both cities) of the
effect of current-year operations on well-offness than
does the second respondent.

In other words, the

differences are due to decision-rule or perceptional
differences rather than to differences in presentation
formats.
It should be noted that the results of the tests for
decision-rule differences make the use of the vector of
differences unnecessary.

This discussion is included

only to provide further justification for recjuesting that
the participants evaluate the operating results of both
cities.

However, in view of the fact that the necessary

information was available, it was decided to test the
hypothesis of no significant SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION
FORMAT) effect when the MANOVA model is applied to the
vector of differences.

The results of this analysis are

presented in a later section.
MANOVA Model Applied to the Second Citv
The application of the model to the response items
as they relate to the second city (City B or City Y)
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constitutes the major thrust of this research.

If the

use of alternative presentation formats does indeed send
different "messages" or "signals" to readers of city
financial reports, then SUBGROUP—which is a surrogate
for PRESENTATION FORMAT—will have a significant effect
on the responses; that is, the members of the AB subgroup
will respond differently than do the members of the XY
subgroup.
The Overall MANOVA Statistic
Table 5.8 provides a summary of the results of the
MANOVA conducted to test the hypothesis of no overall
SUBGROUP effect for both variations of the model applied
to the second city.

The results (for both the entire set

of usable responses and for the randomly selected subset
of responses) clearly indicate that the hypothesis can be
rejected (at the a = .05 level) for both variations of
the basic model—that SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT) had
a significant effect on responses, regardless of whether
one considers the responses of preparers and users or of
different types of users.

In other words, the results

strongly suggest that the use of alternative presentation
formats for the GAAP-based operating statement for the
general government activities of cities does, indeed,
send different "signals" or "messages" to readers of
these statements.
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Table 5.8
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis
of No Overall SUBGROUP Effect when
the Model Is Applied to
the Second City
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
HYPOTHESIS

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

ALL USABLE RESPONSES
H07

0.9094
(0.0001)

0.0906
(0.0001)

0.0996
(0.0001)

0.0996
(0.0001)

Hog

0.9193
(0.0044)

0.0806
(0.0044)

0.0877
(0.0044)

0.0877
(0.0044)

SUBSET OF USABLE RESPONSES
EQUAL SAMPLE SIZES
H07

0.8662
(0.0001)

0.1338
(0.0001)

0.1545
(0.0001)

0.1545
(0.0001)

Hog

0.8858
(0.0203)

0.1142
(0.0203)

0.1289
(0.0203)

0.1289
(0.0203)

The Follow-up Analysis
Since the overall MANOVA statistic is significant
when the model is applied to the second city, it follows
that, in that situation, the members of one subgroup
responded differently from the members of the other
subgroup.

The members of the AB subgroup were provided

with the general government operating statement for City
B, presented in a format that does not include a
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comparison of revenues and expenditures.

The members of

the XY subgroup, on the other hand, were provided with
this same statement for City Y, but presented in a format
that does compare revenues and expenditures and, as a
result, highlights existing revenue-expenditure deficits.
If readers of city financial reports are fixated on the
notion that deficits are necessarily bad and do not
consider that they are to be expected in some fund types
under certain conditions, then not only should responses
differ between subgroups but the mean responses of the
members of the AB subgroup should exceed those of the
members of the XY subgroup.
The mean response for each item, by subgroup and
model variation, is presented in Table 5.9 (for both the
entire set of usable responses and for the randomly
selected subset thereof).

The results clearly indicate

that the individuals who were provided with an operating
statement presented in a format that highlights existing
revenue-expenditure deficits (members of the XY subgroup)
evaluated the city's operating results more negatively
than did the readers for whom the revenue-expenditure
deficits were not emphasized.

These results provide

evidence that readers of city financial reports are
fixated on the negative aspects of revenue-expenditure
deficits.
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Table 5.9
Mean Responses for Each Response Item
by Subgroup and Model Variation
City 2
MEAN RESPONSES
Response Item

AB Subgroup

XY Subgroup

Difference

MODEL VARIATION - PREPARERS/USERS
All Usable Responses
1
2
3
4

5.2710
4.8903
4.7548
5.1032

4.4662
4.1351
4.2297
4.4189

0.8048
0.7552
0.5251
0.6843

*
*
*
*

Subset of Usable Responses
Equal Sample Sizes
1
2
3
4

5.3235
4.9902
4.6961
5.1373

4.4902
4.0490
4.2059
4.3922

0.8333
0.9412
0.4902
0.7451

*
*
*
*

MODEL VARIATION - THREE USER TYPES
All Usable Responses
1
2
3
4

4.4124
4.1753
4.1753
4.3918

5.2584
4.8764
4.7416
5.0562

0.8460
0.7011
0.5663
0.6644

*
*
*
*

Subset of Usable Responses
Equal Sample Sizes
1
2
3
4
*

4.6667
4.3333
4.5882
4.5882

5.2549
4.9412
4.7843
5.1373

Significant at the a =••

.05

level

0.5882 *
0.6079 *
0.1961
0.5491 *
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Respondent Type
Another area of interest in this study is that of
determining whether different types of readers of city
financial reports have different perceptions with regard
to the effect of current-year operations on the welloffness of cities.

Tests of significance for the effect

of RESPONDENT TYPE on participants' responses were
conducted for both variations of the MANOVA model applied
to both cities.

The test results for both the entire set

of usable responses and for the randomly selected subset
of those responses are provided in Table 5.10.
The results indicate that the hypothesis of no
RESPONDENT TYPE effect can be rejected (at the a = .05
level) only for the variation of the model in which the
responses of preparers are compared with those of users
and then only when that variation of the model is applied
to the first city—^Og.

As was the case with the tests

for interaction and SUBGROUP effects, the results for the
randomly selected subset of usable responses are similar
to those for the entire set of responses.

However, it

should be noted that preparers and users both perceived
current-year general government operations as having a
negative impact on the well-offness of the first city
and, therefore, that the observed differences in the
responses of the two groups are merely differences in the
perceived extent of this negative impact.

The users were
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Table 5.10
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis
of No Overall RESPONDENT TYPE Effect
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
HYPOTHESIS

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

ALL USABLE RESPONSES
"09

0.9107
(0.0001)

0.0893
(0.0001)

0.0980
(0.0001)

0.0980
(0.0001)

"Oio

0.9341
(0.1382)

0.0668
(0.1367)

0.0695
(0.1397)

0.0486
(

"Oii

0.9937
(0.7555)

0.0063
(0.7555)

0.0064
(0.7555)

0.0064
(0.7555)

"012

0.9657
(0.6128)

0.0345
(0.6112)

0.0354
(0.6143)

0.0287
(

**

**

)

)

SUBSET OF USABLE RESPONSES
EQUAL SAMPLE SIZES
"09

0.8914
(0.0001)

0.1086
(0.0001)

0.1218
(0.0001)

0.1218
(0.0001)

"Oio

0.8401
(0.0322)

0.1622
(0.0359)

0.1875
(0.0290)

0.1714
(

Hoii

0.9940
(0.8791)

0.0060
(0.8791)

0.0060
(0.8791)

0.0060
(0.8791)

"O12

0.9392
(0.6410)

0.0614
(0.6385)

0.0642
(0.6436)

0.0530

** = Upper Bound

(

**

**

)

)
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more positive in their evaluations than were the
preparers, but both groups had mean scores less than 4.0
for all response items. A summary of the mean scores for
the preparers and users for each response item applied to
the first city is presented in table 5.11.

Table 5.11
Mean Responses for Preparers and Users
Response Items Applied to City 1
Mean Responses
Item

*

Preparers

Users

Difference

1

3.6838

3.9731

0.2893

2

3.0085

3.8978

0.8894*

3

2.7692

3.3656

0.5964*

4

2.9915

3.6935

0.7020*

Significant at the a == .05 level

When the model variation comparing the three user types
is applied to the second city—^O^o—the results are
different for the entire set of usable responses than for
the randomly selected subset of responses.

The results

for the entire set of usable responses indicate no
significant difference in responses, but the results for
the randomly selected subset suggest that differences
exist among user types.

Further, the results of applying

both model variations to the second city—^On and ^0^2 —
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clearly indicate that the hypothesis of no RESPONDENT
TYPE effect cannot be rejected at the a = . 05 level.
Therefore, the significance tests for RESPONDENT
TYPE effect provide no evidence that preparers and users,
or different types of users, have different perceptions
with regard to the impact of current-year general
government activities on the well-offness of cities.
Overview of Research Results
Table 5.12 provides a summary of the overall MANOVA
test results discussed above.

These results clearly

indicate that the use of alternative presentation formats
for the GAAP-based general government operating statement
does, indeed, convey different "messages" or "signals" to
readers of city financial reports.

However, contrary to

expectations, the results provide no evidence that the
different types of readers of city financial reports have
different perceptions or opinions with regard to the
effect of current-year operations on the well-offness of
cities.
The follow-up analysis related to the rejection of
the hypothesis of no overall PRESENTATION FORMAT effect
when the model is applied to the second city indicates
that not only does the use of alternative presentation
formats influence the evaluation of the impact of
current-year operations on the well-offness of cities.
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Tabl.e 5..12
Results of Overall MANOVA Tests
by Model Variation
Hoi
1

Effect
Tested

=

Model Applied
to City

Rej<ected at
a = .05 level

MODEL VARIATION - PREPARERS/USERS
1
3
5
7
9
11

Interaction
Interaction
Presentation Format
Presentation Format
Respondent Type
Respondent Type

1
2
1
2
1
2

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

MODEL VARIAT][ON - THREE USER TYPES
2
4
6
8
10
12

Interaction
Interaction
Presentation Format
Presentation Format
Respondent Type
Respondent Type

1
2
1
2
1
2

No
No
No
Yes
No
No

but also that the highlighting of existing revenueexpenditure deficits results in more negative
evaluations.

These results provide some evidence that

readers of city financial reports are fixated on the
negative aspects of reported revenue-expenditure
deficits.
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Additional Data Analysis
The above results were obtained by applying the
MANOVA model to the two cities on a city-by-city basis
and by conducting traditional parametric significance
tests on the related data.

The justification for

selecting this method of analysis was presented earlier.
However, in an effort to provide additional evidence of
the significance of the findings, further analysis of the
data was conducted.

The results of this analysis are

discussed below.
MANOVA Model Applied to Differences
As noted above, the results of the test for
decision-rule differences between the members of the two
subgroups indicated that there is no need to apply the
MANOVA model to the vector of differences.

However, in

view of the fact that the necessary information was
provided by the respondents, the tests were conducted and
the results are reported below.

These results are

consistent with those obtained when the model was applied
to the response items as they relate to the second city.
The Overall MANOVA Statistic
The results of applying the MANOVA model to the
vector of differences (Table 5.13) indicate that: (1)
there is no significant SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT) by
RESPONDENT TYPE interaction, (2) the hypothesis of no
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Table 5.13
MANOVA Test Results—Model Applied to
Vector of Differences
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
EFFECT
TESTED

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

MODEL VARIATION - PREPARERS/USERS
Interaction

0.9881
(0.4690)

0.0119
(0.4690)

0.0121
(0.4690)

0.0121
(0.4690)

PRESENTATION
FORMAT

0.9561
(0.0096)

0.0439
(0.0096)

0.0459
(0.0096)

0.0459
(0.0096)

RESPONDENT
TYPE

0.9480
(0.0031)

0.0520
(0.0031)

0.0548
(0.0031)

0.0548
(0.0031)

MODEL VARIATION - THREE USER TYPES
0.0307

Interaction

0.9645
(0.5959)

0.0357
(0.5948)

0.0367
(0.5970)

(

PRESENTATION
FORMAT

0.9451
(0.0377)

0.0549
(0.0377)

0.0581
(0.0377)

0.0581
(0.0377)

RESPONDENT
TYPE

0.9357
(0.1506)

0.0650
(0.1506)

0.0681
(0.1506)

0.0554

**

(

**

** = upper Bound

overall SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT) effect can be
rejected at the a = .05 level, and (3) the results with
regard to RESPONDENT TYPE effect depend upon which model
variation is being considered.

When responses are

compared across user types, the hypothesis of no overall
RESPONDENT TYPE effect cannot be rejected at the a = .05
level; however, when the responses of preparers are

)

)
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compared with those of users, this hypothesis can be
rejected at the a = .05 level.
The fact that the hypothesis of no overall
RESPONDENT TYPE effect can be rejected when the responses
of preparers are compared with those of users is the only
inconsistency between these results and those obtained
when the model is applied to the responses as they relate
to the second city.

However, this inconsistency is

illusory because the observed difference between the two
groups is more likely due to the manner in which the
dependent variable (differences between responses) is
defined than to the fact that preparers and users have
different opinions or perceptions with regard to the
effect of current-year operations on the well-offness of
cities.

The dependent variable is defined to be the

vector obtained by subtracting the responses for the
items applied to the first city from those obtained for
the response items applied to the second city.

The

responses of preparers are not significantly different
from those of users when the response items are applied
to the second city; however, when the response items are
applied to the first city, the responses of users are
significantly greater than those of preparers (the data
are provided in Table 5.14).

The arithmetic difference

between these responses may be significant simply because
of the nature of the subtraction process.

For example.
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Table 5.14
Comparison of Individual Mean Responses
with Differences in Mean Responses
for Preparers and Users
by Response Item
Mean Responses

Response Item 1
Preparers
Users
Differences

CITY 2

CITY 1

4.9744
4.8172
0.1572

3.6838
3.9731
0.2893

Differences
1.2906
0.8441
0.4365

•

Response Item 2
Preparers
Users
Differences

4.5385
4.5108
0.0277

3.0085
3.8978
0.8893*

1.5300
0.6130
0.9170*

Response Item 3
Preparers
Users
Differences

4.5812
4.4462
0.1350

2.7692
3.3656
0.5964*

1.8120
1.0806
0.7314*

Response Item 4
Preparers
Users
Differences

4.8632
4.7097
0.1525

2.9915
3.6935
0.7020*

1.8717
1.0162
0.8555*

*

Significant at the a = .05 level

if the symbols <, >, and ~ are defined to mean
"significantly less than," "significantly greater than,"
and "not significantly different from" respectively, and
if Pi, Ui, Diffp, and Diffy are interpreted to mean
"preparer responses for city i," "user responses for city
i/" "^2 ~ Plf" ^rid "U2 - Ui"

respectively, then we can

write:
If

P2 « U2 and Pi < Ui ,

then (P2 - Pi) > (U^ - U^) and Diffp > Diffy .
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This statement suggests that if significantly different
quantities are subtracted from ( uantities that are not
significantly different from one another ("unecjuals" are
subtracted from "equals"), the results are significantly
different.

In other words, the observed significance of

RESPONDENT TYPE effect when the model is applied to the
difference between responses is due to the fact that the
significant difference between the preparers and the
users for the response items as they relate to the first
city overrides the lack of such significance for the
response items as they relate to the second city and, as
a result, differences between responses for the preparer
group are significantly greater than they are for the
user group.
One could argue that the overall significance of
SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT) effect also may be the
result of the subtraction process; however, the two
situations are somewhat different.

The information

provided in Table 5.15 indicates that when the response
items are applied to the second city, the responses for
the AB subgroup are significantly greater than they are
for the XY subgroup; but when the items are applied to
the first city, the responses for the two subgroups are
not significantly different.

If the symbols > and = are

defined as above and if AB^, XY^, Diff^Br and Diffxy are
interpreted to mean "responses for city i from the AB
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Table 5.15
Comparison of Individual Mean Responses
with Differences in Mean Responses
for the Two Subgroups
by Response Item
Mean Responses
Differences

CITY 2

CITY 1

Response Item 1
AB Subgroup
XY Subgroup
Differences

5.2710
4.4662
0.8048*

3.7935
3.9324
0.1389

1.4775
0.5338
0.9437*

Response Item 2
AB Subgroup
XY Subgroup
Differences

4.8903
4.1351
0.7552*

3.5355
3.5743
0.0388

1.3548
0.5608
0.7940*

Response Item 3
AB Subgroup
XY Subgroup
Differences

4.7548
4.2297
0.5251*

3.0258
3.2500
0.2242

1.7290
0.9797
0.7493*

Response Item 4
AB Subgroup
XY Subgroup
Differences

5.1032
4.4189
0.6843*

3.3613
3.4865
0.1252

1.7419
0.9324
0.8095*

*

Significant at the a = .05 leve 1

subgroup," "responses for city i from the XY subgroup,"
"AB2 - ABi," and "XY^ - XYi" respectively, then we have:
If

AB2 > XY2 and ABi « XYi ,

then (AB2 - AB^) > (XY^ - XY^) and Diff^B > DiffxY •
In this instance, quantities that are not significantly
different from one another are subtracted from quantities
that are significantly different ("equals" are subtracted
from "unequals") to produce significantly different
results.

The significant between-subgroup differences
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that exist when the responses are applied to the second
city are preserved by the computation of the differences
between responses.

Therefore, the overall significance

of SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT) that is observed when
the model is applied to differences between responses is
not due to the subtraction process but, rather, is a
reflection of "^he significant difference in responses
that exists between subgroups when the model is applied
to the second city.
The Follow-up Analysis
Since the overall test statistic for PRESENTATION
FORMAT effect is significant, it is reasonable to
conclude that the members of the AB subgroup responded
differently than did the members of the XY subgroup.
Table 5.16 provides a summary of the mean difference for
each response item, for both subgroups, and for both
variations of the MANOVA model.

These results indicate

that members of both subgroups were of the opinion that
the operating results of the second city had a more
positive effect on the city's well-offness than did those
of the first city—the differences (City 2 scores - City
1 scores) are positive for both subgroups.

However, the

members of the AB subgroup perceived this difference to
be much greater than did the members of the XY subgroup—
the differences for the AB subgroup are significantly
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Table 5.16
Mean Difference in Responses
for Each Response Item
by Subgroup
Mean Difference
ITEM

AB Subgroup

XY Subgroup

Difference

MODEL VARIATION - PREPARERS/USERS
1

1.4774

0.5338

0.9436*

2

1.3548

0.5608

0.7940*

3

1.7290

0.9797

0.7493*

4

1.7419

0.9324

0.8095*

MODEL VARIATION - THREE USER TYPES

*

1

1.3820

0.3505

1.0315*

2

0.9213

0.3299

0.5914

3

1.4494

0.7423

0.7071*

4

1.4607

0.6082

0.8525*

Significant at the a = .05 level

greater (ranging from 1.76 to 3.94 times greater) than
they are for the XY subgroup.

The members of the XY

subgroup, who were provided with an operating statement
for the second city that highlighted the city's revenueexpenditure deficits, considered the operating results of
the second city to be more similar to those of the first
city than did the members of the AB subgroup, for whom
the second city's revenue-expenditure deficits were not
highlighted.

Since the operating results of the first

city were considered by all subjects to have a negative
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impact of the city's well-offness, these results indicate
that members of the XY subgroup viewed the operating
results of the second city in a more negative light than
did the members of the AB subgroup.
Therefore, the results of the follow-up analysis
obtained when the model is applied to the vector of
differences are consistent with those obtained when the
model is applied to the responses as they relate to the
second city.
MANOVA Model Applied to Ranked Data
When the assumptions underlying a statistical model
are violated and one is concerned with the validity of
the statistical tests as a result of this violation of
the basic assumptions, one of the available alternatives
is to make use of nonparametric statistical technicjues.
For the most part, these procedures involve conducting
tests of significance on the ranks of the data rather
than on the data points themselves.

Some information may

be lost when tests are conducted on ranks rather than on
the original data.

Also, the ranking of observations

becomes difficult in a multivariate setting and the
potential for creating "ties," which may reduce the
reliability of the test results, is increased. Further,
in this study, the violations of the assumptions were not
considered to be so severe that the validity of the
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results would be questionable.

For these reasons it was

decided to base the findings of the study on the use of
traditional parametric technique2s.

However, in order to

provide further substantiation for the research findings,
the MANOVA model was applied to ranked data.

The ranking

of the data was accomplished by employing the RANK
procedure in the SAS statistical package.

The results of

this analysis are presented below.
The Overall MANOVA Statistic
The overall MANOVA statistic (along with the related
p-value) for each of the twelve test hypotheses are
provided in Table 5.17.

These results indicate that the

hypothesis of no overall SUBGROUP (PRESENTATION FORMAT)
by RESPONDENT TYPE interaction—^O^ through ^04—cannot
be rejected for either variation of the model applied to
either of the two cities.

Also, the results indicate

that the hypothesis of no overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect
can be rejected only when the model is applied to the
first city and only for the model variation that compares
the responses of preparers with those of users—^Og—and
cannot be rejected in any other of the situations under
consideration—^OIQ through ^0^2.

Finally, the results

indicate that the hypothesis of no overall SUBGROUP
(PRESENTATION FORMAT) effect cannot be rejected when the
model is applied to the first city—^05 and ^05—but can
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Table 5.17
MANOVA Test Results for Ranked Data
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

H/

0.9773
(0.1462)

0.0227
(0.1462)

0.0232
(0.1462)

0.0232
(0.1462)

H,

0.9669
(0.6459)

0.0334
(0.6423)

0.0340
(0.6495)

0.0203
(

H.

0.9930
(0.7226)

0.0770
(0.7226)

0.0070
(0.7226)

0.0070
(0.7226)

H O4

0.9224
(0.0713)

0.0779
(0.0750)

0.0838
(0.0679)

0.0796
(

H O5

0.9910
(0.6112)

0.0090
(0.6112)

0.0091
(0.6112)

0.0091
(0.6112)

H 06

0.9902
(0.7767)

0.0098
(0.7767)

0.0099
(0.7767)

0.0099
(0.7767)

H,

0.9197
(0.0001)

0.0803
(0.0001)

0.0874
(0.0001)

0.0874
(0.0001)

H,
'8

0.9327
(0.0138)

0.0673
(0.0138)

0.0721
(0.0138)

0.0721
(0.0138)

H,

0.9121
(0.0001)

0.0879
(0.0001)

0.0964
(0.0001)

0.0964
(0.0001)

H

0.9281
(0.0965)

0.0730
(0.0960)

0.0764
(0.0970)

0.0568
(

'11

0.9964
(0.9002)

0.0036
(0.9002)

0.0036
(0.9002)

0.0036
(0.9002)

Ho 12

0.9748
(0.7980)

0.0253
(0.7975)

0.0258
(0.7984)

0.0239

HYPOTHESIS

OlO

Hi

** = Upper Bound

Roy's
Maximum
Root

**

**

(

**

**

)

)

)

)
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be rejected when the model is applied to the second city
—^O-j and H Q Q .

These results are consistent with the

results that were obtained from the parametric tests and,
therefore, provide substantiation for those findings.
The Follow-up Analysis
The fact that the hypothesis of no overall SUBGROUP
(PRESENTATION FORMAT) can be rejected when the model is
applied to the second city indicates that the members of
the two subgroups had different opinions with regard to
the effect of the city's current-year general government
operations.

The operating statement provided to the

members of the XY subgroup emphasized the city's existing
revenue-expenditure deficits while the statement provided
to the members of the AB subgroup did not.

If readers of

city financial reports consider revenue-expenditure
deficits to be bad and if they fail to recognize the fact
that these deficits are expected to occur in some fund
types even when the city is operating efficiently—that
is, if the readers of city financial reports are fixated
on the negative aspects of revenue-expenditure deficits—
then the mean ranks for the responses of the members of
the AB subgroup should be greater than those for the
responses of the members of the XY subgroup (the RANK
procedure in SAS ranks the original data points in
ascending order so that higher ranks are associated with
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higher scores).

A summary of the mean ranks for the four

response items is provided in Table 5.18.

These results

Table 5.18
Mean Rank for Each Response Item
for Both Model Variations
by Subgroup
Mean Rank
ITEM

AB Subgroup

XY Subgroup

Difference

MODEL VARIATION - PREPARERS/USERS
1
2
3
4

173.59
171.41
166.52
171.69

129.39
131.67
136.79
131.38

44.20*
39.74*
29.73*
40.31*

MODEL VARIATION - THREE USER TYPES
1
2
3
4
*

173.53
168.93
164.78
169.38

128.68
134.92
133.97
131.37

44.85*
34.01*
30.81*
38.01*

Significant at the a = .05 level

clearly indicate that the members of the AB subgroup
considered the city's current-year operating results to
have had a more positive effect on the city's welloffness than did the members of the XY subgroup.

These

results are consistent with the results obtained from the
parametric tests and, therefore, provide further evidence
of the validity of those results.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter has provided: (1) a description of the
experimental task, (2) a discussion of the statistical
procedures employed to analyze the data, and (3) the
research results for the first part of the study.

The

subjects were randomly assigned to one or the other of
two subgroups and were provided with the GAAP-based
general government operating statement for each of two
cities.

The information provided to the subjects was the

same regardless of subgroup and only the format used to
present the second city's operating statement varied
between subgroups.

The subjects were asked to indicate

their opinion of the effect of current-year general
government operations on the well-offness of the two
cities.
The data was analyzed using a two-way multivariate
analysis of variance MANOVA model.

Actually, two models

were considered, one in which the responses of preparers
were compared with those of users and another in which
responses were compared across three user types.

Two

main effects, PRESENTATION FORMAT and RESPONDENT TYPE,
were tested.

The MANOVA procedures were applied to the

responses for each city, to the difference between the
responses for the two cities, and to the ranks of the
responses.
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The results clearly indicate that the use of
alternative presentation formats for a city's GAAP-based
general government operating statement does, indeed,
convey different "signals" or "messages" to the readers
of those statements—that is, PRESENTATION FORMAT had a
significant effect on the responses.

On the other hand,

RESPONDENT TYPE did not have a significant effect on the
responses—preparers did not respond differently from
users, and the three types of users did not respond
differently from one another.
The follow-up analysis revealed that a presentation
format that highlights revenue-expenditure deficits is
associated with more negative evaluations of the effect
of current-year operations on the well-offness of cities
than is a format that does not highlight these deficits.
This provides support for the contention that readers of
city financial reports may be fixated on the negative
aspects of reported deficits.

CHAPTER VI
DATA ANALYSIS AND
RESEARCH RESULTS
PART II
This part of the study is exploratory in nature and
no hypotheses are tested other than those needed to
determine the extent of any RESPONDENT TYPE effect.

The

purpose of this second part of the research is to
determine whether preparers, users, and different types
of users: (1) have different perceptions or opinions
regarding the meaning of the term "results of operations"
or "operating results" (recall that these terms are used
synonymously throughout this report) and regarding the
relative usefulness of various presentation formats for
the GAAP-based general government operating statement and
(2) differ in the extent to which they are familiar with
city and business financial reports, are involved in the
analysis and preparation of city financial reports, and
make use of city financial reports to assist them in
making decisions related to a city's operations.

The

data are analyzed using multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) procedures with RESPONDENT TYPE as the only
factor of interest.
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This portion of the study is divided into three
subparts—referred to as Part IIA, Part IIB, and Part IIC
respectively.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted

to a discussion of the statistical procedures employed to
analyze the data and of the results of this analysis for
each of the subparts.
Part IIA
This part of the study is concerned with whether
various types of readers of city financial reports—
preparers, users, and different types of users (investors
and creditors, legislative oversight officials, and
concerned citizens)—have different opinions regarding
the meaning of the term "results of operations."

Since

the meaning of the term may vary by fund type, one should
not attempt to assess reader perceptions of the meaning
of the term without considering the fund type to which
the term is applied and without considering the relative
importance of that fund type in evaluating the operations
of the general government activities of cities.

In order

to take these factors into account, the subjects were
asked to perform the following tasks: (1) rate each of
the four governmental fund types—capital projects, debt
service, general, and special revenue—according to its
importance in evaluating the operating results of the
general government activities of cities and (2) indicate
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the relative usefulness of each of seven information
items in evaluating the operating results of each of the
four governmental fund types.

A linear combination of

these two ratings is used to determine the "usefulness
value" of each information item.

The "usefulness values"

should reflect the opinions and perceptions of the
respondents regarding the meaning of the term "operating
results" because any information item that is considered
to be useful in evaluating "operating results" (that is,
any information item that is assigned a high usefulness
value) should be an indication of what the term means to
the individual who assigned the usefulness value to that
item.
The Statistical Procedures
The data were analyzed using the following one-way
MANOVA model:
Yijk = U + Ai + Eij
where U
A'

= overall or grand mean effect
= effect of level i of factor A on k items,
for i = 1, 2 or i = 1, 2, 3 and for
k = l , 2, 3, 4 o r k = l , 2, . . ., 7

Eij = random error present in j^^ response in
cell i, for j = 1, 2, . . ., ni
The above description of the MANOVA model indicates
that factor A—RESPONDENT TYPE—can have either two or
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three levels.

When the responses of preparers are

compared with those of users, factor A has two levels and
i = 1 or 2; when responses are compared across user
types, factor A has three levels and i = 1, 2, or 3.
These two variations of the model can be applied either
to the ratings of the four governmental fund types, in
which case k = 1, 2, 3, or 4, or to the usefulness values
of the seven information items in which case k = 1, 2, 3,
4 , 5, 6, or 7.
The analysis was conducted for both variations of
the model applied to the four governmental fund types and
to the usefulness values of the seven information items.
As was the case in Part I, the four commonly used overall
MANOVA statistics are reported and the TUKEY option was
chosen for the follow-up analysis.
The Dependent Variable(s)
The dependent variable,

YÍJJ^,

can be either the

vector of ratings of the four governmental fund types or
it can be the vector of usefulness values assigned to
each of the seven information items.

The ratings of the

four governmental fund types are obtained directly from
subjects' responses.

The usefulness values of the seven

information items are obtained from the following linear
model:
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where \J^ = the overall usefulness value of item k
^v

= the usefulness value assigned to item k
for fund type p, for k = 1, 2,. . ., 7
and p = 1, 2, 3, 4

^p

= the importance value assigned to fund type
p, for p = 1, 2, 3, 4

Therefore, each usefulness value, U, , is a function not
only of the perceived usefulness of an information item
in evaluating the operating results of a particular fund
type, but also of the perceived importance of that fund
type in evaluating the operating results of the general
government activities of cities.

The usefulness values,

u, , are obtained from subjects' responses on a sevenpoint bipolar adjective scale ranging from 1 (not useful)
to 7 (very useful) and the importance values, x , are
obtained from responses on a similar scale ranging from 1
(not important) to 7 (very important).

The usefulness

value of any particular information item is defined to be
the ratio of that item's rating to the sum of the ratings
assigned to all information items. A similar definition
is used for the importance values of the fund types—for
example, if a respondent assigns importance values of 2,
5, 7, and 6 respectively to each of the four fund types,
then the importance value, x^, assigned to the first fund
type is computed as follows:
x^ = 2/(2 + 5 + 7 + 6) = .10 .
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This method of assigning the values takes individual
differences between respondents into consideration—it
compensates somewhat for the fact that a particular
rating may have a different meaning to one respondent
than it does to another.

Therefore, this method of

assigning values provides a better measure of an item's
usefulness value or of a fund type's importance value
than would the use of the response ratings alone.
The Information Items
The information items to be evaluated were selected
because they represent: (1) totals or subtotals that
currently are presented in GAAP-based general government
operating statements, (2) information that is readily
obtainable from these operating statements, or
(3) information that is closely related to general
government operations although usually not presented in
operating statements.

Also, these items were selected

because they are included among the financial indicators
developed by Groves [1980] for the evaluation of the
financial condition of cities.
1.

The items are:

Excess of revenues and other sources over
expenditures and other uses

2.

Excess of revenues over expenditures

3.

Net change in fund balance
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4.

Net change in fund balance before interfund
transfers

5.

Net change in unreserved fund balance

6.

Net change in unreserved and undesignated fund
balance

7.

Ending fund balance
The Results

The test results for the hypothesis of no overall
RESPONDENT TYPE effect for both variations of the MANOVA
model applied to governmental fund types and to the
information items are provided in Table 6.1.

These

results indicate that when the responses of preparers are
compared with those of users, there is a significant (at
the a = .05 level) overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect but
that no such significance exists when responses are
compared across the three user types.

However, when the

assigned importance and usefulness values are analyzed,
the significance indicated by the MANOVA test results
seem more apparent than real.

These values indicate that

the values assigned to the governmental fund types and to
the infomation items by the preparers are similar to
those assigned by the users.

For instance, both the

preparers and the users consider the General Fund to be
the most important governmental fund type and the Capital
Projects Funds to be the least important.

Also, both
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Table 6.1
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis of
No Overall RESPONDENT TYPE Effect
Fund Types and Information Items
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
Model
Applied
To

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy' s
Maximum
Root

MODEL VARIATION -• PREPARERS/USERS
Fund
Types
Information
Items

0.9380
(0.0003)
0.9014
(0.0001)

0.0620
(0.0003)
0.0986
(0.0001)

0.0661
(0.0003)
0.1094
(0.0001)

0.0661
(0.0003)
0.1094
(0.0001)

MODEL VARIATION •- THREE USER TYPES
Fund
Types
Information
Items

0.9664
(0.4327)
0.9293
(0.4007)

0.0336
(0.4345)
0.0719
(0.3966)

0.0348
(0.4310)
0.0748
(0.4047)

0.0346
(

**

0.0487
(

**

** = Upper ]Bound

groups consider information item 1—"Excess of Revenues
and Other Sources over Expenditures and Other Uses"—to
be the most useful information item and both consider
items 4, 5, 6 to be least useful.

(The importance and

usefulness values are provided in Table 6.2.)
These values provide a means of ranking the fund
types and the information items according to their
relative importance and/or usefulness.

)

Although the

preparers and users may disagree on the ranking of a

)
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Table 6.2
Values Assigned to Fund Types
and Information Items
by Respondent Type

Freparers

Users

Leglslatlve
Overslght
Officials

Investors
and
Creditors

Citizens

Mode I Âpplied to Four Government al Fund Typ'BS
Capital Projects

0.1968

0.2106

0.2179

0.1966

0.2167

Debt Service

0.2262

0.2534

0.2571

0.2461

0.2567

General

0.33A1

0.3106

0.3239

0.3042

0.3042

Special Revenue

0.2429

0.2254

0.2203

0.2334

0.2224

Mod el Applied to Seven Informa tion Items
Item 1

0.1641

0.1589

0.1622

0.1565

0.1591

Item 2

0.1A31

0.1567

0.1506

0.1598

0.1576

Item 3

0.1A65

0.1457

0.1431

0.1434

0.1484

Item A

0.1203

0.1318

0.1268

0.1288

0.1361

Item 5

0.1369

0.1276

0.1284

0.1323

0.1240

Item 6

0.1386

0.1254

0.1322

0.1264

0.1214

Item 7

0.1505

0.1539

0.1566

0.1528

0.1534

particular fund type or of a particular information item,
there is a consensus between the two groups with regard
to which fund type is most important and which is least
important and also with regard to which information items
are useful and which are not.
These results show rather clearly that readers of
city financial reports consider the General Fund to be
the most important of the governmental fund types.

This

is not surprising in view of the fact that the General
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Fund is a "general purpose" fund, while the other fund
types are used to account only for financial resources
that are designated for special purposes.

The results

also indicate that these same individuals consider
"Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over Expenditures
and Other Uses" to be the information item that is most
useful in evaluating the operating results for the
general government activities of cities—this item was
ranked first by the preparers and the users (taken as a
group), and by two of the three user types (it was ranked
second by the other user type).

Therefore, these results

indicate that the respondents consider this information
item to be a good illustration of or surrogate for the
term "operating results."

This is consistent with the

opinions expressed by the NCGA who, although it did not
formally define the term in NCGASl, inferred that the
subtotal "Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
Expenditures and Other Uses" is what they had in mind
when they used the term "operating results" or "results
of operations."
Part IIB
This part of the research is concerned with the
opinions of preparers, users, and different types of
users of city financial reports regarding the usefulness
of alternative general government operating statement
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presentation formats in evaluating the operating results
of the general government activities of cities. The
subjects were provided with eight operating statements—
each presented in a different format—for the general
government activities of a hypothetical city.

The

subjects were asked to indicate (on a bipolar adjective
scale ranging from 1 (not useful) to 7 (very useful)) the
degree of usefulness attributed to each of the eight
presentation formats.
The Statistical Procedures
The statistical techniques used in this section of
the study are similar to those employed in Part IIA.

The

data were analyzed using the following one-way MANOVA
model:
Yij = U + Ai + Eij
where U
Ai

= overall or grand mean effect
= effect of level i of factor A on eight
formats, for i = l , 2 o r i = l , 2, 3

Eij = random error present in j*^^ observation in
cell i, for j = 1, 2, . . ., n^
Again, there are two variations of the MANOVA model.
Factor A, RESPONDENT TYPE, can have either two or three
levels—two levels when the responses of preparers are
compared with those of users and three when responses are
compared across the three user types.

The hypothesis of
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no overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect was tested for both
variations of the MANOVA model and the TUKEY option was
again selected for the follow-up analysis.
The Dependent Variable
The dependent variable, Y^j, is the vector of
"usefulness values" assigned to each of the eight
formats.

The "usefulness value" for any particular

format is defined to be the ratio of the rating (on the
seven-point scale) assigned to that format to the sum of
the ratings assigned to all formats; that is, if Rj^ and
Uj^ represent the rating and the usefulness value,
respectively, assigned to format k, then:
Uk = Rk/(Ri + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + ^6 + R7 + R8) •
This is the same method employed to determine the
importance values of the governmental fund types and the
usefulness values of the information items in Subpart
IIA.

The method is used here for the same reason it was

selected in Part IIA—to minimize the effect of
individual differences between respondents.
The Presentation Formats
The subjects were asked to evaluate the three
presentation formats used in Part I as well as five
others that were developed for this part of the study
(See Appendix B).

Formats 1 and 2 are the formats used

to present the operating results of cities B and Y in
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Part I of the study; these formats are currently
acceptable under GAAP and are the formats most commonly
used by SLGs in presenting their "Combined Statement of
Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances—All
*Governmental Fund Types."

Format 3 is the format used

to present the operating results of the first city (City
A or City X) in Part I and, as was noted in Chapter V, is
a modification of a format illustrated in NCGASl.

The

"new" formats are either modifications of traditional
formats or of a format presented in the GASB's 1985 study
of user needs.

These "experimental" formats either

highlight certain totals and subtotals not included in
the traditional formats, provide some aggregation across
fund types, or otherwise present operating results in a
manner not currently recommended under generally accepted
accounting principles.

For instance, Format 4 is one

that provides the same column headings as Formats 1, 2,
and 3 but in which the line items (totals and subtotals)
are modified so that financial resource inflows and
outflows are divided into two major categories:
(1) operations and (2) capital transactions and financing
activities.

Formats 5 and 6 provide some aggregation

across fund types—Format 5 includes an additional column
indicating total amounts for the three operating funds
(General, Special Revenue, and Debt Service) and Format 6
consists basically of a single column that contains the
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totals for all fund types with interfund transfers being
eliminated.

In Formats 7 and 8, the traditional columnar

presentation is replaced by a matrix format indicating
sources of financial resources in the vertical direction
(rows) and uses of these resources in the horizontal
direction (columns)—Format 7 presents the uses by object
class while Format 8 presents them by function.
The information provided in these statements is the
same in all formats and it is presented in simplified
form (dollar amounts are rounded to the nearest million
dollars) to facilitate the rating process.

The subjects

were asked to evaluate each statement as though it were
the only general government operating statement provided
by that city—they were asked not to consider it as a
supplementary statement.
The Results
The MANOVA test results for the hypothesis of no
overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect are provided in Table 6.3.
These results are similar to those obtained in Part IIA.
When preparer responses are compared with those of users,
the overall MANOVA statistic is significant (at the a =
.05 level); but when responses are compared across user
types, it is not.

However, when the usefulness values

assigned to the eight presentation formats are analyzed,
the differences between preparers and users indicated by
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Table 6.3
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis of
No Overall RESPONDENT TYPE Effect
Presentation Formats
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
Model
Variation

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley .
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

Preparers
and Users
Three User
Types

0.9420
(0.0134)
0.8883
(0.0994)

0.0580
(0.0134)
0.1141
(0.1011)

0.0615
(0.0134)
0.1232
(0.0978)

0.0615
(0.0134)
0.0957
(

**

)

** = Upper Bound

the MANOVA test results are seen to be differences in the
rankings of particular formats and not differences
regarding which formats are useful and which are not.
The usefulness values assigned to the eight presentation
formats are provided in Table 6.4.
If the usefulness values are used to establish a
ranking of the formats, then these results clearly
indicate that the preparers and users consider Formats 1,
2, and 5 to be useful and consider Formats 6, 7, and 8
not to be.

It is not surprising that Formats 1 and 2

were ranked among the top three in terms of usefulness
because they are the formats with which the participants
should have been most familiar—these formats are the
most commonly used by state and local governmental units.
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Table 6.4
Usefulness Values Assigned to
Presentation Formats
by Respondent Type

Format

Preparers

Users

Leglslatlve
Oversight
Officials

Investors
and
Creditors

Citizens

1

0.1715

0.1481

0.1438

0.1553

0.1452

2

0.1499

0.1422

0.1507

0.1406

0.1394

3

0.1313

0.1387

0.1464

0.1298

0.1413

4

0.1330

0.1394

0.1347

0.1485

0.1353

5

0.1598

0.1538

0.1536

0.1592

0.1501

6

0.0987

0.0983

0.0945

0.0920

0.1044

7

0.0757

0.0852

0.0855

0.0882

0.0830

8

0.0801

0.0943

0.0908

0.0864

0.1013

Format 5, on the other hand, is a "new" format and was
ranked as the most useful by all three user types and
ranked second by the preparers. The format makes use of
the traditional columnar presentation but includes an
additional column in which the totals for the three
governmental operating fund types are provided.

This

suggests that preparers and users of city financial
reports believe that some aggregation of information is
useful provided the individual fund-by-fund information
is also available.
Also, the results indicate that the respondents
consider the formats presented in matrix form to be the
least useful of the eight formats. The results of the
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GASB's 1985 study of user needs indicate that users of
SLG financial reports did consider operating statements
presented in matrix form to be useful; however, the
results of that study may not be comparable with the
findings discussed here.

In the GASB study, the

participants were not asked to compare the matrix-type
statements with more traditional statements nor were they
asked to consider these statements to be the only
operating statements provided by the governmental unit.
Finally, the above results indicate that, although
they prefer it to the matrix-type formats, neither the
preparers nor the users consider Format 6 to be very
useful.

This is consistent with the results of the GASB

study in which the users clearly indicated that they
preferred fund-by-fund statements to consolidated
statements.
In summary, the results of this part of the study
indicate that both preparers and users of city financial
reports: (1) prefer a columnar presentation format to a
matrix format, (2) prefer fund-by-fund statements to
consolidated statements, and (3) consider the aggregation
of operating fund information to be useful as long as the
fund-by-fund information is not excluded.
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Part IIC
This final section of the research is concerned with
information that could be termed "demographic" in that it
is related to certain respondent characteristics and
preferences rather than to perceptions, opinions, and
judgments.

The primary focus of this portion of the

research is the determination of the extent to which
preparers and users of city financial reports use these
reports to assist them in making decisions that may
affect a city's future.

A secondary consideration is an

inquiry into the proficiency of these individuals in
dealing with city financial reports.
Usage of City Financial Reports
In order to determine the extent to which preparers
and users of city financial reports use the reports to
assist them in decision-making situations, the subjects
were asked to indicate (on a bipolar adjective scale
ranging from 1 (seldom) to 7 (often)) the extent to which
they used city reports to assist them in making each of
six types of decisions.

The decision-making situations

to which the subjects were asked to respond are:
1.

To make investment and credit decisions

2.

To make voting decisions

3.

To assess financial operations and financial
condition
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4.

To determine compliance with the budget

5.

To assess managerial performance

6.

To make decisions regarding specific programs

The Statistical Procedures
The statistical procedures used in this portion of
the research are similar to those used in the two
previous sections.

The data were analyzed using the

following one-way MANOVA model in which RESPONDENT TYPE
is the only factor of interest and the TUKEY option was
selected for the follow-up analysis.
Yij = U + Ai + Eij
where U

= overall or grand mean effect

Ai

= effect of level i of factor A on six
decision-making situations, for i = 1, 2
or i = 1, 2, 3

Eij = random error present in j"^^ observation in
cell i, for j = 1, 2, . . ., ni
The hypothesis of no overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect was
tested for two variations of the above model—one for
which factor A has two levels and one for which it has
three.

As was the case in previous sections, factor A

has two levels when preparer responses are compared with
those of users and has three levels when responses are
compared across three user types.
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The Deoendent Variable
The dependent variable, Y^j, is the vector of "usage
values" assigned to each of the six response items
indicated above.

The "usage value" for any particular

response item is defined to be the ratio of the "usage
rating" assigned to that response item (on the sevenpoint scale) to the sum of the ratings assigned to all
six items.

This is the same method employed to determine

the dependent variable in previous sections and is used
here for the same reason it was used earlier.
The Results
The MANOVA test results for the hypothesis of no
overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect are provided in Table 6.5.
The results indicate that there is a significant (at the
a = .05 level) RESPONDENT TYPE effect for both variations
of the MANOVA model.

The overall significance of the

RESPONDENT TYPE effect suggests that preparers use city
financial reports for different reasons than do users and
that the reasons for using city financial reports differ
among the user types as well.

However, as was the case

in previous sections, when the follow-up analysis is
conducted and the mean usage values assigned to each
decision-making situation by the different groups are
examined, this overall significance appears to be less
meaningful.
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Table 6.5
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis of
No Overall RESPONDENT TYPE Effect
Usage of City Financial Reports
TEST STATISTIC
(p-value)
Model
Variation

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

Preparers
and Users
Three User
Types

0.7772
(0.0001)
0.4052
(0.0001)

0.2228
(0.0001)
0.6423
(0.0001)

0.2867
(0.0001)
1.3507
(0.0001)

0.2867
(0.0001)
1.2574

**

=

(

**

)

Upper Bound

The assigned values (Table 6.6) can be used to
establish a hierarchy of reasons for which preparers and
users make use of city financial reports.

If the values

are used in this manner, then the differences between the
preparers and the users indicated by the MANOVA results
are seen to be differences in the ranking of specific
items and not differences in the types of decisions for
which the reports are often used and those for which they
are seldom used.

For instance, the results indicate that

both the preparers and the users often use city financial
reports to assist them in assessing financial operations
and financial condition and in determining compliance
with the budget, that they seldom use the reports to
assist them in making investment decisions.
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Table 6.6
Values Assigned to Usage of City Financial
Reports in Decision-making Situations
by Respondent Type

Situation *

Preparers

Users

Legislative

Investors

Oversight
Officials

and
Creditors

Citizens

1

0.1193

0.1418

0..0758

0..2390

0..1045

2

0.0687

0.1296

0..1636

0..0800

0,.1485

3

0.2689

0.2301

0..2152

0,.2482

0..2242

4

0.2063

0.1757

0,.2059

0..1463

0.. 1823

5

0.1653

0.1645

0,.1388

0..1645

0..1762

6

0.1715

0.1583

0,.2007

0,,1220

0,.1643

* Situation

Type of decision to which situation refers

1

making investment decisions

2

making voting decisions

3

assessing financial operations and condition

4

determining compliance with the budget

5

assessing managerial performance

6

evaluating specific programs

and that they very seldom use them in making voting
decisions.
When one considers the usage values assigned by the
three user types, the results are somewhat different than
they were for the preparers and users. Although all
three user types indicated that they make use of city
financial reports more often to assist them in assessing
financial operations and financial condition than for any
other reason, there were differences in the responses for
the other decision-making situations that reflected the
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different perspectives of the three user types.

For

example, investors and creditors indicated that they
often use city reports to assist them in making
investment decisions (they ranked it second) while the
legislative oversight officials and the citizens
indicated that they hardly ever (ranked last) used these
reports for that reason.

Also, legislative oversight

officials indicated that they seldom use these reports to
assess managerial performance (ranked fifth) but the
investors and the citizens indicated that they sometimes
use them for that reason (ranked third).

Therefore,

there is some difference among the three user types with
regard to the reasons for which city financial reports
are used in making decisions that may affect the future
of cities.
Proficiency of Respondents
This section of the research is concerned with the
respondents' level of familiarity with both business and
city financial reports and with the extent of their
involvement in the preparation and/or analysis of these
reports.

The subjects were asked to provide (on a

bipolar adjective scale ranging from 1 (very low) to 7
(very high)) an assessment of their own level regarding
each of the following:
1.

familiarity with business financial reports
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2.

familiarity with city financial reports

3.

involvement in the analysis of city financial
reports

4.

involvement in the preparation of city
financial reports

The procedures used in this section are the same as
those used earlier, with the single exception that the
dependent variable consists of the vector of actual
scores assigned to each of four response items rather
than to a ratio of each score to the total of such
scores.

The reason for this change in the definition of

the dependent variable is that the use of the ratio of
individual scores to total scores does not yield
meaningful values in this context.
The data were analyzed using the same one-way MANOVA
model with RESPONDENT TYPE as the only factor of interest
and the TUKEY option again was selected for the follow-up
analysis.

The hypothesis of no overall RESPONDENT TYPE

effect was tested for both variations of the model—that
is for the model applied to preparers and users and to
the three user types.
The Results
The MANOVA test results for the hypothesis of no
overall RESPONDENT TYPE effect are provided in Table 6.7.
These results clearly indicate that the preparers and the
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Table 6.7
MANOVA Test Results for the Hypothesis of
No Overall RESPONDENT TYPE Effect
Proficiency of Respondents
TEST SÎTATISTIC
(P--value)
Model
Variation

Wilks'
Likelihood
Ratio

PillaiBartlett
Trace

HotellingLawley
Trace

Roy's
Maximum
Root

Preparers
and Users
Three User
Types

0.2607
(0.0000)
0.8023
(0.0001)

0.7393
(0.0000)
0.2069
(0.0001)

2.8353
(0.0000)
0.2353
(0.0001)

2.8353
(0.0000)
0.1675
(

**

)

** = Upper Bound

users responded differently from one another and that
there were differences in responses across the three user
types as well.
The results of a follow-up analysis of preparer and
user responses indicate that there is no significant
difference in their responses to the first item but that,
for the other three response items, preparer responses
are significantly greater than those of users (the mean
scores for the preparers and users for each of the four
response items are provided in Table 6.8). These results
are not surprising in that there is no reason to expect
any difference between preparers and users of city
financial reports with regard to their familiarity with
business financial reports.

However, one would expect
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Table 6.8
Mean Scores Assigned to Four Response Items
Indicating Proficiency of Preparers
and Users in Dealing with
City Financial Reports

Response Item

*

Mean Scores
Preparers
Users

1
2
3
4

5.3390
6.5847
6.0085
6.3051

5.0000
4.9841 **
3.9259 **
1.7460 **

Item 1 = familiarity with business reports
Item 2 = familiarity with city reports
Item 3 = level of involvement in the analysis
of city reports
Item 4 = level of involvement in the preparation
of city reports
** = Difference is significant at the a = .05 level

that the preparers would be more familiar with city
reports and would be more involved in their analysis and
preparation than are the users.
The results of the follow-up analysis of the
responses across the three user types are provided in
Table 6.9.

They indicate that whether or not there is a

significant difference among user types depends upon the
response item under consideration. For instance, with
regard to the degree of familiarity with business
financial reports, there is no significant difference
between the mean response of the investors and creditors
and that of the citizens nor is there any significant
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Table 6.9
Mean Scores Assigned to Four Response Items
Indicating Proficiency of the Three
User Types in Dealing with
City Financial Reports
Mean Scores

Response Item**

*
**

Legislative
Oversight
Officials

Investors
and
Creditors

Citizens

1

4.6750 *

5.4918 *

4.8068

2

5.1500

5.4754 *

4.5682 *

3

4.0500

4.8689 *

3.2159 *

4

2.3000 *

1.8197

1.4432 *

Items marked with a * are significantly different
(at the a = .05 level)
Item 1 = familiarity with business reports
Item 2 = familiarity with city reports
Item 3 = involvement in the analysis of city reports
Item 4 = involvement in the preparation of city
reports

difference between the mean response of the citizens and
that of the legislative oversight officials, but the
results indicate that the mean response of the investors
and creditors is significantly greater than that of the
legislative oversight officials.

On the other hand, when

considering the level of involvement in the analysis of
city financial reports, investors and creditors did not
respond differently from the legislative oversight
officials and the oversight officials did not respond
differently from the citizens, but the mean response of
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the investors and creditors is significantly greater than
that of the citizens.
Chapter Summary
The research included in this chapter is exploratory
in nature.

No hypotheses were tested except for that

needed to determine the extent of any RESPONDENT TYPE
effect.

The results of this portion of the research

provide insight into the perceptions of preparers and
users of city financial reports with regard to (1) the
relative importance of the governmental fund types,
(2) the meaning of the term "results of operations," and
(3) the relative usefulness of alternative presentation
formats.

The results also provide information about the

extent to which the respondents make use of city
financial reports in various decision-making situations
and concerning their proficiency in dealing with these
reports.
The results indicate that preparers and users of
city financial reports believe (1) that the General Fund
is the most important of the governmental fund types,
(2) that "Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other Uses" is a good measure of
operating results for the general government activities
of cities, and (3) that an operating statement presented
in a columnar format providing fund-by-fund information
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is very useful in evaluating operating results for the
general government activities of cities.
The results also indicate that the primary reason
preparers and users of city financial reports use the
reports is to assist them in assessing financial
operations and financial condition.

Further, the results

indicate that the level of proficiency in dealing with
these reports varies between preparers and users as well
as among user types.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
This chapter contains a restatement of the research
objectives, a review of the research results, and a
discussion of the resulting implications for financial
reporting.

The chapter also includes a discussion of the

limitations of the study and some suggestions for future
research.
Research Obiectives
This study is divided into two parts.

The first

part of the study was conducted to determine the extent
to which the use of alternative presentation formats for
the "Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Changes in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types"
influences preparers and users of city financial reports
in their evaluation of the effect of current-year general
government operations on the well-offness of cities.

The

second part of the study was conducted: (1) to obtain the
views of these individuals with regard to the meaning of
the term "results of operations," (2) to obtain their
opinions regarding the relative usefulness of several
alternative operating statement presentation formats,
219
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(3) to provide some insight into the extent to which
these individuals use city financial reports to assist
them in making decisions that may affect a city's future,
and (4) to gather information regarding their proficiency
in dealing with these reports.
Research Methodoloqy
The mail survey approach was used to obtain the data
for the study.

Three hundred questionnaires were sent to

members of each of the following groups of individuals:
(1) chief finance officers of cities, (2) legislative
oversight officials, (3) investors and creditors, and
(4) members of citizens groups.

The members of the first

group represent preparers, while the individuals in the
other three groups represent users of city financial
reports.
Part I of the Study
The subjects were assigned randomly to one of two
subgroups and were asked to evaluate the effect of
current-year general government operations on the welloffness of each of two cities.

For the first city, the

current-year operating results were the same and were
presented in the same format regardless of subgroup.

For

the second city, the operating results were the same (but
different from those for the first city) but were
presented in a different format for each subgroup.

The
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data were analyzed using multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) procedures with PRESENTATION FORMAT and
RESPONDENT TYPE as the main factor effects under
consideration.

In order to determine the extent of any

PRESENTATION FORMAT effect, responses were compared
between subgroups—SUBGROUP served as a surrogate for
PRESENTATION FORMAT.

In order to assess the extent of

any RESPONDENT TYPE effect, the MANOVA procedures were
applied to two variations of the basic statistical model.
In the first variation, preparer responses were compared
with those of users; in the second variation, responses
were compared among user types.
Part II of the Study
This part of the study is exploratory in nature and,
therefore, no hypothesis was tested other than that
necessary to determine the extent of any RESPONDENT TYPE
differences.

In Part IIA of the study, participants were

asked to indicate: (1) their opinion of the relative
importance of four governmental fund types in evaluating
the operating results of the general government
activities of cities, and (2) the relative usefulness of
seven information items in evaluating the operating
results of each of the fund types.

In Part IIB, they

were asked to indicate their opinion of the relative
usefulness of eight alternative formats for the general
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government operating statement.

Finally, in Part IIC,

the subjects were asked to indicate: (l) the extent to
which they used city financial reports to assist them in
making each of six relatively common types of decisions
and (2) their level of familiarity with business and city
financial reports and the level of their involvement in
the preparation and analysis of these reports.

The data

were analyzed using MANOVA procedures with RESPONDENT
TYPE as the only factor of concern.
Research Results
Part I
The research results for Part I of the study are
discussed below.

The findings related to RESPONDENT TYPE

effect are noted first followed by those related to
PRESENTATION FORMAT effect.
Respondent Tvpe Effect
Figure 7.1 provides a summary of the responses for
all respondent types for each of the four response items
applied to the first city and Figure 7.2 provides the
same information for the response items applied to the
second city.

When the respondents were asked to evaluate

the operating results of the first city, the members of
the various respondent groups—preparers and users, as
well as the three user types—responded in a similar
manner.

Although there were differences in the responses
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for particular items, all four groups generally
recognized the fact that the city's operating results had
a negative impact on its well-offness.

Similarly, the

responses related to the operating results of the second
city did not vary significantly between preparers and
users nor did they vary across user types.

Also, all

four respondent groups recognized the fact that, in terms
of their impact on the city's well-offness, the second
city's current-year operations were more successful than
were those of the first city.
Hence, the results of the study provide no evidence
that RESPONDENT TYPE has a significant effect on the
evaluation of the impact of current-year general
government operating results on the well-offness of
cities.
Presentation Format Effect
Figure 7.3 provides a summary of the responses for
both subgroups for each response item applied: (1) to the
second city only, (2) to differences between responses
for the two cities, and (3) to ranks of the responses
related to the second city.

In all three instances, the

results indicate that the members of the AB Subgroup
responded differently from those of the XY Subgroup and
that the responses of the members of the AB Subgroup were
greater (on a seven-point scale) than were those of the
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members of the XY Subgroup.

Since the information

provided to the members of the two subgroups differs only
in the format used to present it, these results indicate
that PRESENTATION FORMAT has a significant effect on the
evaluation of current-year general government operations
and their impact on a city's well-offness.
Further, the fact that the members of the XY
Subgroup evaluated the operating results of the second
city more negatively than did the members of the AB
Subgroup suggests that the respondents were fixated on
the negative aspects of reported revenue-expenditure
deficits.

The members of the AB Subgroup were provided

with an operating statement that did not highlight the
revenue-expenditure deficits of the second city while the
statement provided to the members of the XY Subgroup did
emphasize these deficits.

The results provide evidence

that the members of the XY Subgroup were influenced by
the highlighting of the deficits.
In summary, the results of the research clearly
indicate that the use of alternative presentation formats
for the general government operating statement does,
indeed, send different "messages" or "signals" to readers
of city financial reports.

The results also provide some

evidence that the readers of these reports may be fixated
on the negative aspects of revenue-expenditure deficits.
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Part 11
The second part of the study is divided into three
subparts.

The results for the first of these subparts,

Part IIA, are summarized in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.

They

indicate that the four respondent groups considered the
General Fund to be the most important of the fund types
and that they generally considered "Excess of Revenue and
Other Sources Over Expenditures and Other Uses"—item

1—

to be the most useful of the eight information items they
were asked to evaluate.

This suggests that both

preparers and users of city financial reports consider a
comparison of total resource inflows with total resource
outflows (exclusive of residual equity transfers) to best
illustrate or define the term "results of operations" for
the general government activities of cities.

Hence, the

results suggest that preparers and users, and the three
user types, have similar perceptions with regard to the
relative importance of the governmental fund types and to
the meaning of the term "results of operations" applied
to the general government activities of cities.
The results for Part IIB of the study indicate that
preparers and users of city financial reports prefer an
operating statement format very similar to that currently
used by most SLGs.

The respondents showed a strong

preference for an operating statement that provides
information on a fund-by-fund basis; however, they also
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noted that the aggregation of information for the three
operating fund types—general, special revenue, and debt
service—is very useful.

Further, the results clearly

indicate that the respondents consider a statement
presented in a matrix format (format 7 or format 8) to be
less useful than a statement presented in a traditional
columnar format, particularly when that statement is the
only general government operating statement presented by
the governmental unit.

Therefore, the results suggest

that preparers and users of city financial reports, as
well as the three user types, have similar opinions
regarding the relative usefulness of various operating
statement presentation formats. The results for this
portion of the research are presented in Figure 7.6.
Part IIC of the study is concerned with information
that might be termed "demographic" in that it deals with
certain respondent characteristics rather than with their
perceptions and judgments.

One of the areas of interest

in this portion of the study is the extent to which the
respondents use city financial reports to assist them in
each of six typical decision-making situations. The
results show that there is virtually no difference
between preparers and users in this regard and that the
differences among user types are those one might expect
as a result of the different perspectives of the members
of these three groups of individuals.

The second area of
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interest in this part of the research is the respondents'
level of familiarity with city and business financial
reports and the extent of their involvement in the
analysis and preparation of these reports.

These results

show that, except for the fact that they have similar
levels of familiarity with business reports, there are
significant differences between preparers and users with
regard to their proficiency in dealing with city
financial reports.

The results also indicate that these

significant differences exist among the three user types
as well.
In summary, the results of the "demographics"
portion of the research, which are summarized in Figures
7.7 and 7.8, generally indicate the existence of a
significant RESPONDENT TYPE effect that reflects the
varying backgrounds and occupations of the respondents.
Research Implications
Much has been written in the past decade concerning
the usefulness of accounting information.

Accountants

and standards setters have considered decision-usefulness
to be a primary objective of accounting information for
both business and non-business organizations [NCGA, 1982;
FASB, 1978, 1980b].

One of the requisite qualities for

accounting information to be useful for decision-making
purposes is that the information represent that which it
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purports to represent [FASB, 1980a].

Also, it has been

argued [FASB, 1980a; NCGA, 1982] that, in order for
accounting reports to be useful, they must allow the
readers of these reports to compare the financial
condition of one entity with that of other entities.
Further, communication theory suggests that accounting
statements are the means by which accounting information
is transmitted from the preparers to the users and that
the information has no meaning other than that imparted
by the preparers and the users [Bedford and Baladouni,
1962].

Hence, in order for information to be useful for

decision-making purposes, it must convey the same
"message" or "signal" to all readers of the information.
The results of Part I clearly indicate that the use
of alternative presentation formats for the "Combined
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund
Balances—All Governmental Fund Types" conveys different
"messages" or "signals" to the readers of city financial
reports.

Therefore, the results of Part I of the study

strongly suggest the following recommendation:
1.

that the presentation format for the "Combined
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and
Changes in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund
Types" be standardized

If the format for presenting the GAAP-based general
government operating statement is to be standardized.
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several issues related to the standard format need to be
addressed.

First, the question of whether to retain the

traditional columnar presentation or to replace it with a
new and different presentation needs to be answered.

The

results of Part IIB clearly indicate that the respondents
prefer the traditional columnar format to the matrix
format.

Consequently, the following recommendation

regarding the standard presentation format can be made:
2.

that the "Combined Statement of Revenues,

«

Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—All
Governmental Fund Types" be presented in a
columnar format
If the columnar format is to be retained, then a
decision needs to be made with regard to: (1) the line
items, subtotals, and totals to be included—the vertical
dimension—and (2) the column headings to be used—the
horizontal dimension.

The results of Part IIA of the

study indicate that the respondents are of the opinion
that "Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses" is very useful in evaluating
operating results; indeed, one could argue that these
results suggest that this information item constitutes a
definition of the term "operating results."
Also, the results of Part I indicate that the use of
a format that highlights revenue-expenditure deficits
results in a more negative evaluation of the impact of
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current-year general government operations on the welloffness of cities than does the use of a format that does
not emphasize these deficits.

This suggests that if the

operating statement for the general government activities
of cities were presented in a format that highlights
revenue-expenditure deficits—a format that includes the
subtotal "Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures"—
then the readers of city financial reports would be more
likely to have a negative impression of the current-year
operations of cities that have revenue-expenditure
deficits in some governmental fund types.

However, in

Part IIA, the respondents indicated that a comparison of
revenues and expenditures provides useful information.
Further, in Part IIB of the study, the formats that were
ranked first and second in terms of usefulness (Format 5
and Format 1) include a direct comparison of revenues and
expenditures among the line items.

Hence, the opinions

expressed in this study together with the conservatism
convention to which financial accounting and reporting
systems adhere suggest the following recommendation with
regard to the vertical dimension of the standardized
format:
3.

that the "Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—All
Governmental Fund Types" include both of the
following subtotals: (1) "Excess of Revenues
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Over (Under) Expenditures" and (2) "Excess of
Revenues and Other Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Uses"
The opinions expressed in Part IIB of the study
indicate that the respondents consider fund-by-fund
information to be vital for the evaluation of currentyear operating results.

However, they also suggest that

some aggregation of information is both acceptable and
useful provided the individual fund information is not
excluded.

Hence, the following recommendation can be

made:
4.

that the "Combined Statement of Revenues,
Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances—All
Governmental Fund Types" be presented in a
format that includes: (1) separate columns for
each of the fund types, (2) a column to provide
totals for the operating fund types, and (3) a
column to provide totals for all fund types

The above recommendations provide guidelines for the
design of a GAAP-based general government operating
statement that should meet the needs of preparers and of
various types of users of city financial reports.

Format

5 from Part IIB, a modified version of which is provided
in Figure 7.9, is an example of a format that meets the
requirements set forth in these recommendations.

The

only difference between the format illustrated in Figure
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EXAMPLE CITY
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES--ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES
xxxxx

For the Perlod Ending

Operatln

Funds

Special
General

s

Revenues

x,xxx
x.xxx
x.xxx

(detall
by
source)
Total Revenues

17.000

Debt

Revenue
$

Total

Total

Projects

Funds

s

$

X ,XXX
X ,xxx
X .XXX
7 .000

Operating

Service

Capital
Funds

s

(Memo
Only)

s
XX,XXX

XX.XXX

X ,xxx
X ,xxx
X .XXX

25.000

3 .000

28.000

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

x,xxx
x.xxx

X ,xxx
XXX
XXX
X .XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

XX,XXX

1 .000

x,xxx

XX.XXX
XX.XXX

Expendltures

x.xxx
x.xxx

(detail by
function,
object class,
or program)
Total Expenditures

XXX
XXX

X .XXX

X ,xxx
X ,xxx
XXX
X .XXX

13,000

2,000

8,000

23,000

9,000

32,000

A.OOO

5.000

( 7.000)

2.000

( 6.000)

( A.OOO)

7,000

1,000

XXX
XXX
XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

x,xxx
XX.XXX

Excess o£ Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures
Other Financing
Sources (Uses)
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out
Bond Issue Proceeds

2,000

5,000

( 8,000)

( 5,000) ( 3,000)
1.000

8,000
( 8,000)

2.000

3.000

A^OOO

7.000

7.000

2,000

5,000

7,000

1,000)

3,000

Net Other Financing
Sources (Uses)

( 2.000) ( 3.000)

Excess of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Uses
Fund Balance - Beginning
Fund Balance - Ending

2,000

2,000

1.000
S 3,000

2.000
S 4,000

4,000

(

1.000

A.OOO

4.000

8.000

S 1,000

S 8,000

S 3,000

$11,000

Figure 7.9
Operating Statement I l l u s t r a t i n g
Recommended Presentation Format
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7.9 and the format used for the XY Subgroup in Part I of
the study is the inclusion of a total column for the
three operating fund types.

Since one of the criteria

used in selecting the test formats in Part I was that
they be acceptable under current GAAP for presenting the
GAAP-based general government operating statements, the
illustrative format is similar to formats currently being
used by most SLGs.

Therefore, the costs of implementing

these recommendations are not likely to exceed the
benefits to be derived from using a format that meets the
needs of preparers and users of city financial reports
and improves communications between them.
The statement illustrated in Figure 7.9 reflects the
recommendations derived from the results of the study.
However, these results have implications that go beyond
this illustrative operating statement.

As noted above,

the totals and subtotals that are included in the
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes
in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types have a
significant impact on the evaluation of operating results
for the general government activities of cities. The
results indicate that a statement that includes a
comparison of revenues and expenditures and, accordingly,
highlights the revenue-expenditure deficits that occur in
any of the fund types generally results in more negative
evaluations of operating results than does a statement
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that does not highlight these deficits regardless of the
fact that the two statements present the same operating
results!

It is, therefore, very important that any

revenue-expenditure deficits that are highlighted in city
financial reports be meaningful deficits and not merely
the result of the manner in which certain inflows and/or
outflows of financial resources are categorized.
If the Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,
and Changes in Fund Balances—All Governmental Fund Types
is to include a subtotal that compares revenues and
expenditures—as suggested in Part IIA—it is vital that
there be a proper matching of revenues and expenditures.
Under current GAAP, a proper matching of revenues and
expenditures does not always occur.

As noted earlier,

there are instances in which an inflow of financial
resources (for example, proceeds of a bond issue or an
increase in capital lease obligations) is categorized as
an "other financing source" while the corresponding
outflow of financial resources (retirement of debt
principal and accjuisitions of assets under capital lease
obligations) is categorized as an expenditure.

These

mismatched categorizations can lead to biased evaluations
of operating results and should be prohibited under GAAP.
Therefore, the GASB should reevaluate the definitions
and/or categorizations of financial resource inflows and
outflows in order to ensure a proper matching of reported
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revenues and expenditures in general government operating
statements.
Limitations of the Study
All research projects have limitations that can have
an effect on the validity of the conclusions drawn from
the results.

One approach to a discussion of research

limitations is to consider their effect on internal and
external validity [Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Kerlinger,
1973].
Internal Validity
Internal validity refers to controls over the manner
in which ân experiment is conducted.

It addresses the

issue of whether observed response differences are really
due to differences in the independent variable(s).
In this instance, internal validity refers to the issue
of whether the observed response differences are due to
differences in presentation format or whether they are
due to extraneous variables over which the researcher had
no control.

For instance, as is the case with all survey

research, there was no practical way for the researcher
to ascertain that the respondent took the experiment
seriously or even to determine who actually completed the
research instrument.

However, as was noted earlier (see

above, Chapter IV, pp. 123-124), there is no reason to
believe that these factors had a substantial effect on
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the results.

The large number of subjects involved in

the research and the fact that they were randomly
assigned to the two experimental subgroups also help to
preserve the internal validity of the study.
External Validity
External validity refers to the generalizability of
the results.

One of the factors that can affect external

validity is non-response bias which is often a problem in
survey research; however, as noted earlier (see above,
Chapter IV, pp. 121-123), it is reasonable to assume that
no material non-response bias is present in this study.
Another factor that can affect external validity is
that of sample selection.

Because it is not always

possible or practical to select the subjects at random
from the population of interest, experiments often are
conducted with subjects selected from a surrogate
population.

In this instance, the population of interest

consists of all preparers and users of city financial
reports; however, the subjects were selected at random
from four groups of individuals that are considered to be
representative of the population of interest.

To the

extent that preparers and users of city financial reports
are not represented by these four groups of individuals,
the external validity of the research is jeopardized.
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The limitation that presents the most serious threat
to the external validity of this research is that caused
by the lack of realism in the experimental setting.

When

readers of city financial reports are called upon to make
decisions that might affect the financial future of a
city, they usually have much more information at their
disposal than did the participants in this study.

One

could argue that if the respondents in this study had
been provided with complete CAFRs (Comprehensive Annual
Financial Reports) or with the General Purpose Financial
Statements (GPFS) for the two hypothetical cities, the
extent to which they were influenced by the use of
different formats for one of the statements included in
these reports would have been significantly less.
However, it is not realistic to ask 1,200 individuals to
review two complete sets of financial statements in order
to participate in a study and to expect a sufficient
number of them to respond to allow for meaningful
statistical analysis.

Therefore, this limitation was

unavoidable.
Because of the limitations affecting internal and
external validity, readers of this report should use
caution in attempting to extrapolate the conclusions
regarding alternative presentation formats to settings
and populations that extend beyond those described in
this experiment.
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The Need for Additional Research
This research represents an initial inquiry into the
effects of varying the subtotals that are included in the
GAAP-based operating statement for the general government
activities of cities.

The results strongly suggest that

both preparers and users of city financial reports are
influenced by this variation and, therefore, indicate
that additional research in this area is warranted.

When

studying the effects of using alternative presentation
formats in non-business financial statements, accounting
researchers generally have concentrated on the effects of
varying the horizontal dimension of these statement
formats.

Although the issue of information aggregation

is very important and the controversy over the merits of
fund-by-fund versus consolidated statements needs to be
settled, this study provides credible evidence that both
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, in
particular, and other governmental accounting and
financial reporting researchers need to consider the
vertical as well as the horizontal dimension of SLG
financial statements.
Those responsible for setting financial reporting
standards for business organizations have established
guidelines to determine the make-up of the vertical
dimension of business financial statements.

The results

of this study suggest the need for similar guidelines for
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SLG financial statements.

However, these guidelines

cannot be established until sufficient research is
conducted to allow the GASB to ascertain not only the
extent to which variations in line items, totals, and
subtotals affect the decisions of preparers and users of
SLG financial reports, but also how the changes affect
these decisions.
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COLLEGE

Jum 30, 1986
Mr. John Oo*
RMMTch Subjacc
City, SCaca ZIP
DMT

Mr. Doa:

FlnaneLal reportlng for scaca and local govvmmancs i j • naccar of concam co local
govamBanc aanagers, Co ovarsighc officiala, co Inwicors and credicors, and co
coneamed cicizans. Tha iisnnBr in which inforaacion i s pr«s«nc«d in financial
roporcs asy hjtv* an iopacc on chair vstdarscandabilicy and influanc* cha usafulnass of
cha infotnacion. Th« Gowmaancal Accouncing Scandards Board is incarascad in
infocaacion chac nighc aid ica inquity inco chasa issuaa.
You hav« bean salaccad co parcicipaca in a scudy chac addressas an ioporcanc araa of
•unieipal finaneial raporcing. You v i U hava cha opporcwicy co indicaca your viawa
and parcepciona regarding cercain aspeccs of financial reporcing for che genaral
garvemaenc accivicies of c i c i e s .
In a faw days. you %rill receive a packac concaining a quasciorviaira and a saall
infocBacion booklec, along wich a leccar froa che GASB Vice'Chairman Lndicacing che
Board's incaresc in cha resulcs of cha scudy. Plaaaa reserve a few ainuces froa your
schedule co provida inpuc inco chis ij^wrcanc intpiiry.
Sincarely,

Marcel C. Heberc, CPA
Aasociaca Professor of Accouncing
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BR\ANT

COLLEGE

Hay 7. 1986

Mr. John Doe:
Research Subjecc
Cicy. Scace ZIP
Dear Mr. Doe:
A few days ago, you received a laCCar invicing you co parcicipace In a scudy of
finaneial reporcing for che general govecrnenc accivicies of cicies. As indicacad in
tha enclosed leccer, che CovemMncal Accouncing SCandards Board is incaresced in che
reaulcs of chis scudy'-and che GASB encourages your parcicipacion.
I oa scudying che effecc of operacing scaceoenc presencacion fociBac on che evaluacion
of operacing resvilcs for che general govemaenc accivlciea of ciciaa. Also, I wanc
co dacenBÍna che percepcions of varioua users of cicy financial reporcs regarding die
maaning of che cena "resulcs of operacions" or "operacing resulcs" for chase
acdvicies. FVircher, I am incerescad in che opinions of financial reporc users
regarding che usefulness of varioua operacing scaceænc presencacion focmacs.
Please cake 30 minuCes or so co review che enclosed informacion booklec, conplece che
quesCionnaire, and recum ic co me as soon as praccicable Ln che envelope provided.
All responses will be held in scricc confidance, and only suanary inforaacion vrill be
reporced fron d;e scudy.
If you hcve any quascions vich regard co cha scudy or have any difficulcy in
responding co che quascionnaire, please feel free co call na, collecc, eicher ac
Bcyanc CoIIege (401-232-6136) or ac hooe (^1-762-5598). Alao, if for any reason,
you are unable co coi^ilace che encire quescionnaire, pleaae respond co as mony of che
quaacions as you can and recum che quesCionnaire--even choug^ Lc Ls LncoBplece.
Your LrpuC Ls very Liaporcanc Co Chis scudy and La apprecLacad.
for your assiscance.
Sincerely,

Marcel C. Heberc, CFA
Aasociace Professor of Accouncing

Enclosures

Thank you very nuch
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GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
High Ridge Parfc. PO Box 3821. Slafrtora. Connecttcul 06905-0821; 203-968-7325

Martin Ives vtcaCoaumaMV

iwoinnMicn

The nature of the inrormation provided in rinancial reports issued by state and tocal
governments and the manner in which this information is presented are topics of
interest to the Governmental Accounting Standards Board. These topics are important
components of the Financiai Reporting Project. and the Board wishes to consider any
information that might aid its inquiry into these issues.
The study being conducted by Professor Marcel G. Hebert of Bryant College addresses
issues of concern to the Board and we are interested in its results. Valid results
are possible only if a sufficient number of individuals carefully complete the
research instrument. Accordingly, the Board recommends your participation in this
study.
Sincerely,

Martin Ives
MI:mf
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RESPONDENT DE.MOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Bafor* eompUtinf th« qu«*tionn»ir«, plaM* previda th« rollowing infonnation »bout yourMlf.
1.

IndickU th« eatatory th*t b««t dMchbM th« u r graup to which you b«long (Chxk on«).
City rin»ne« OfHctr - Int*m»! Man>c«iiwnt
Bond rkting tgtnt, SacuritÍM analyit, Invntor, Crtditor, atc.
M«nnb«r oí ovanight body, L«gi«l*tiv* omeial, ttc.
____

].

M<mb«r of eititan advocat* or information froup, M«dia, «te.

CircU th« numbar that bMt dMcnb«« th« (xttnt to which you UM eity rinancial rtporta for
•ach of th« giv«n r«a«on«:
SELDOM

OPTEN

To mak« invMtm«nt and ervdit d«ei«ion«

T

To mak« voting daciciont

7

To «««M« flnaneial op«ration« and rinaneial eondition

T

To d«t«rmin« eompliane« «ith th« budgat

T

To i««M« managcríal p«rformanc«

T

To mak« d«ci«iona rvgarding «p«cifíe programa

7

Oth«r (PI«aM «p«cify)

3. Cirel* th« numb«r that bMt d««enbM your l«v«l of:
Familianty with bu«int«a fínancial r«port«
ramiliaríty with city nnancial r«port«
Involv«m«nt in th« analyaia of eity
nnanciai raport*
Invelv«m«nt in th« praparmtioii of eity
financial raporta

VERY
LOW

VERY
HICH

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

1

I

3

4

S

6

T

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

PlcaM proc««d to th« quattiont on th« foltowing pag«i. You will n««d to r«f«r to th« ínformation
provid«d m th« Information BookUt in ord«r to rMpend to mo«t of th« qu««tion«.
Aft«r you hav« eompUtad tha quMtionnaira, pUaM r«tum th« QUESTTONNAIRE ONLY aa aoon
practicabU, in th« «nclo««d «nv«lop«, te:
PROFESSOR MARCEL G. HEBERT
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
BRYANT COLLEGE
SMITHFIELD, Rl 0291T
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QUESTIONNAIRE - PART I
PLEASE REFER TO PARTI OF YOUR INFORMATION BOOKLET
You hav« b««n provid«d with th« COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUE3. EXPENDITURE3, AND
CHANGE3 IN FUND BALANCES-ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES for aach of two e i t i . . . . C I T Y A
»nd C I T Y B"for th« y.ar tndad Jun« 30, 19«5. Som« additional information haa b««n provid«d to
acquaint you with th«M citiM and «om« of th«ir aceounting polieiM.
Pl«a»« ramilian(« yourMlf with th« «tat«m.nt« and th« additional information b«for« an«w«nng
th« quMtions.
THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER3 TO ANY OF THESE QUESTTONS
You ar« a.k«d for yOUf o p i n i o n with r.gard to whath.r th« op«rating rMult. of th«M eiti*. fer tha
y.ar «nd«d Jun« 30, 19«S hav« had a n«gativ« or a po.itiv. «(T«ct on it«ma thal c«n«rally ar« of
conc.rn to u««n of eity rmancial r«porta.
CircU th« numb«r that bMt dMcnbM y o u r opÍnÍOO ragarding th« .(rwt of eurrant y.ar
op«rationa on .ach of th« following:

posmvE

NEGATIVE
EFFECT

EFFECT

1. Th« ability of C I T Y A to
m««t ita eurrant obligation. M th«y com« du«

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

m««l it. long-t.rm obligation. M th«y eom« du«

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

eontinu* to provid. th« •xi.ting l*v«l of
••rvieM without placing a «ub.tantially
crcatar burd.n on tajipay.n

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

2. Th« ov«raJI rinancial condition of C I T Y A

1

2

3

4

S

«

T

m.«t ita eurrant obligation. M th«y coma du«

«

T

m««t it« long-t«rm obligation. M th«y eom« du«

«

T

conlinu« to provid* th« •xi.ting l«v«l of
««rvicM without placing a «ub«tantialty
Cr«at«r burd«n on taspayan

«

T

4. Th« ovcrall fínancial eondition of C I T Y B

«

T

3. Th« ability of C I T Y B to

QUESTIONNAIRE - PART II
For caeh govamm«ntal fund typ« liatod baiow, eircU tha numb«r that bMt d««críbM y o u r o p i n i o n of th«
importanec of that fund typ« ín cvaluating th« oporating r««ult. of th« gCOeral g o v e r n m e n t a c t i v i t i c s
of eiti««.

NOT
IMPORTANT
CAPÎTAL PR0JECT3 FUNDS
DEBT SERVICE FUNDS
GENERAt FUNO
SPECUL REVENUE FUNOS

t
1
1
1

VERY
IMPORTANT
«
«
«
«

T
T
T
T
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PLEASE REFER TO PART II OF YOUR INFORMATION BOOKLET
You hav« b««n providad with Mvcn information itcma that rclata to th« op«rating rMult. of th« g e n e r a l
g o v e r n m e n t a c l i v i l i e s afeiti««. PIcaM familiamc younclf with tha it«ma b«for« an.w.nng th«
quMtiont.

You ar« Mk«d for y o u r o p í n i o n r*garding th« u««fulnM. of .ach mformation it.m.
l.

For aach information it.m, eireU lh« numb.r that bMt r.fl«ct. y o u r o p i n i o n of th« u.«fuln«
of th« itam in «valuating th« op«rating r.«ult. oí C A P I T A L P R O J E C T S

NOT
USEFUL

2.

FUNDS.

VERY
USEFUL

ITEM #1

1

2

ITEM # 2

l

2

ITEM # 3

1

2

ITEM #4

1

2

ITEM #S

l

2

ITEM #«

1

2

ITEM #T

l

2

OTHER (PUaM «p«cify b«low)

l

2

For cach information itcm, cireU th« numb«r that bMt rafl ti y o u r opÍQÍOO of th« uMfuln«M
of th« it«m in avaluating th« op«ratinc rc.ult. of D E B T S E R V I C E F U N D S .
NOT
USEFUL
ITEM #1

3.

VERY
U3EFUL

1

ITEM #2

1

ITEM #3

1

ITEM #4

1

ITEM #S

1

ITEM #<

1

ITE.M #T

l

OTHER (PUaM «p«cify b«to»)

l

For cach information itcm, eircl* th« numb«r that b««t r«fl«cts y o u r o p i n i o n of th« us«ruln*»
of th« itcm in cvaluating th« op«rating rcculta of th« G E N E R A L F U N D .
NOT

VERY

V?ErVL
ITEM # t

1

ITEM # 3

1

ITEM # 3

1

ITEM # 4

1

ITEM #S

1

ITEM #S

l

ITEM #T

1

OTHER (PUu« «p«cify b«low)

1

VJSFVtr
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4.

Por •ach ialemiatHNi lUm. eircU th« numbar thal bMl raflMU y o u f OpÍQÍon ot tha uMfuln«M
of th« itMn 1« •valuating th. oparating rMuU. of S P E C I A L R C V E N U E F U N D S .
NOT
USEFUL

VERY

vasrvL

ITEM #1
ITCM #2
ITEM #3
ITCM #4
ITEM #S
ITCM #«
ITEM #T
OTHER (PUaa* «p«ciry b«lew)

QUESTIONNAIRE - PART III
PLEASE REFER TO PART III OF YOUR INFORMATION BOOKLET.
You hav« b««n pnrvid«d with .ight «ampU opcrating «tat«m«nt prMantation formata for th« gCOCral
g O v e r a m e a C a c t i v i t t e s of eitÍM. PI«aM familiarít« yeun«lf with th« formatt b«for« answaríng th«
quastiona.
You ar« uk«d for y o u r opÍaÍOO r«gmrdtng th« us«fuln«M of aaeh pr«Mntation format.
For «aeh prMantatien fortnat, eireU th« aumb«r that bMt r«fl«cU.your o p i o i o a of th« UMfuln«M of
th« format in avaiuating th« oparating rMults of th« G E N E R A L G O V E R N M E N T A C T I V I T I E S of eiti«
NOT
USEFUL

VERY
U3EFUL

FORMAT #1
F0RJI4AT #2
FORVIAT # 3
FORJblAT #4
FORXtAT #S
F0RJi4AT #«
FORJ^T #T
FORMAT # •

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY

•

PUaM chack h«r« if yeu wewld Ilka to rM«ÍT« a (ummary of th« r«Mafeh rMulU.
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I N F O R M A T I O N

B O O K L E T

You wijl nccd to rcfcr to thc information containcd in this booklct in ordcr to
complctc thc qucstionnairc.

Although thc booklct contains scvcral p.igcs of

information, thc qucstions arc casy to answcr.

This is NOT a tcst of your ability to analyzc city financial rcports.

Rathcr, it

providcs you an opportunity to indicatc your opinion and pcrccptions rcgarding
ccrtain aspccts of financial rcporting for thc "gcncral govcrnmcnt" activitics of
citics.

In ordcr to faciiitatc your rcsponscs, thc booklct is organizcd to corrcspond with
thc individual paris of thc qucstionnairc. You may find it convcnicnt to kccp thc
booklct opcn to thc corrcsponding pagc(s) as you rcspond to thc qucstions.
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PAR1_L
u'côn

i^il'or "

'''" " ' ' "

foUo-ln, p.,« .. n^^d.d ,o

compi.f

P A R T I of th. ,u«.t lonn.. r«

'•

Th. Combin^d St.fm^nt nf R . v n u ^ . Exp^nd i tuf •« . .nd Ch.n... ,n Fand g. L«nc«.. • AL 1 r.ov
'^""'^ ^I^P" ' " •'"*' °f ^-» citi..-- C.ly A .nd City B--for th, y . r .nd.d Jun. 30 198S

2-

Addition.l inform.tion .bout th. eitl«. «nd th«lr .eeountlng polici..

n,.l

Pl...^ f.miU.rlz. yourí.U -ith ih. Inform.ilon b.for. «n«.«rln| th* qu«.tlon«.

CITY A
STATEMENT OF REVEMUES, EXPENOITURES, AMO CHANGES IN
FUNO BALANCES--ALL COVERNMENTAL FUNO TYPES
FOR THE TEAR ENDEO JUNE 30. 1985
(tn thou.andi o{ doll.r.)

GENERAL
FUND
Fund B.L.nc. - B . g m n i n , oC Y^.r
R«v«nu«*
Prop«rty T.xa.
Int.rgov«rnm«nt.l
Oth.r
Tot.l R.v.nu^s
Othar Fin.nctn, Sourc.s
Op.r.'.in, Tr.nsf^rs From Oth.r Funds
Bond ssu« Prac«^ds
T n c r ^ . s ^ In Oth^r Long-T^rm C b U g . t t o n s
T o t . l Oth.r F m . n e i n g Sourc.s
TOTAL rr.NANClAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE
Exp.nditur.s
Currtnt Op.rat;n,
C«pit.l Outl.y
O.bt S«rvic«
Princip. 1
Int.r.st
Tot.l Exp.ndLtur^s
Oth^r Us«a oí Fin.nei.l R^sourc^.
Op.r.ting Tr.nsC.rs To Oth.r Funds
Tot.l Exp.ndituras .nd Oth.r Us^«
Fund S.l.nc. - End oí Ya.r

SPECIAL
REVENUE

OEBT
SERVICE

FVfPS

FVP?

3 6.000

3 1.500

12.800
4.800
3. 700

7,»00
1.800
9.200

1.000

s.ooo
2000
9.0CO
36.lOC
21.000
2.200

10. 7T0

TOTAL
(H.mor.ndui*

200

310.000

SW-700

300
300

3,,200
300
3,.500

20,000
9,800
»300
3». 100

10.000
5,000

2,,000
20, ,000

13,000
31.000
2.000

: yooo

22000
"
iOQ

»18.000
97.800

23,000

28,000
25,200

S 000
15.200

23,000

10,»00
5.»00
69.000

300

200
23 200
312.300

15.500

7.000

200
tOO
23.800

7.000

10.000
33.800
S 2.300

2. 600
9. 800
900

AODITIONAL

CAPITAL
PROJECTS

10,200

<

13000
82.000

315,800

INFORMATION

Both c i t i . « ar^ o ( madlum « l z * ( p o p u l . t l o n . . p p r o x i m . t « l . y 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 ) . n d h . v . no u n u s u a l
ch.r.ct.nsiics
Th«y h . v « d l v « r s i f i * d « c o n o m i * s , . r . n o t d . p . n d . n t on . n y p . r t i c u l . r
h . v . p r o p . r t y t . x r a t * « . p p r o x i m a t . L y . q u . l t o t h o s . of s u r r o u n d i n , c o m m u n i t i . .

i.mogc.phic
i n d u s t r y , .nd

Th« . c e o u n t s o ( . . c h c i t y . r « o c , . n l t . d u s i n , . c o n v . n t i o n . l (und . n d . e c o u n t group s t r u c t u r . in
eonCormity w i t h g . n ^ r . l l y . e c . p t . d . c c o u n t i n , p r i n c i p l . s
T h . í i n . n c i . l 4 C t . i v i t i . s of b o t h c i t i . s
• r . . c c o u n t . d ( o c in t h a g o v v r n m a n t . l Cund t y p « « m d i c . t . d in t h . s t . t . m . n t - - n a i t h a r c i t y h . s . n y
p r o p r i . t . r y o ( ( i d u c i . r y (unds
ALl ( j n d s . r . 4CC0unt^d ( o r u s i n g t h « m o d i d . d . c c r u . l b . s i s o ( . c e o u n t i n g
R.v.nu^s . r . r . c o g n i z . d
xhrn th^v b^com^ m c s s u r . b l . . n d 4 v . i l . b l « .
A v . i l . b l . . - 0 . . ^ . c o U . c t i b l . w i t h i n t h * c u r r . n t y . « r or
soon • n o u g h t h ^ r « 4 ( t ^ r t o b^ us«d t o p . y c u r r . n t l i . b i U t i . i
Exp.ndituc^s g s n a r . U y . r . r.cogniz.d
wh.n t h « (und U ^ b i l i t y i s i n e u r c a d . i ( m ^ . s u r . b l . . . x c . p t ( o c i n t . c . s t on g . n . c . l l o n g - t . c m
o b U g . t i o n s x h i c h i s r . c o g n i z a d Mh^n du«
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CITY B
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENOITURES, ANO CHANCES IN
FUND BALANCES--ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUNO TYPES
FOR THE YEAR EHOEO JUNE 30, 1985
(in thousands o( doll.cs)

R.v^nu^s .nd Oth.r Fin.neing
R.v.nu^s
Prop^cty

GENERAL
FUNO

SPECIAL
REVENUE
FUNOS

OEBT
SERVICE
FUNOS

CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUMOS

si5.aoo

S

3 2. 000

s

TOTAL
(M.mor.ndun
OnlYl

Sourc.

T4X4S

Int*rgov^cnm^nt4L
Oth«r
T o t a l R«v«nu«s
Ot.h»r F i n s n c i n g S o u c c 4 s
C p ^ c s t i n g T c a r . s f s c s Fcom Oth^c Funds
Bond I s s u ^ P c o c ^ v d s
r n : r ^ 4 s « In C ' h t c Long-T*cm O b l i g . t i o n s
T o t . l Othvr F i n . n c - . n g S o u c c . s
T.--.41 R.v^nu^s and O^hsc F i r . . n c i n , S o u c c ^ s
E r p ^ n i i • - - : • • ^nd Z:t»T
'JS«S
^xp»ri-.".u:*s
J-::«ri-, C:..'c •". •-:.-n
C a ^" i - ' l 3 j ' . 1 a y
C•:t
t ; • •; c •
.= : : " c ; r * 1; r. •- • c • s t
Tn'. . 1 E x p « n d l t u c . s
Cth^r 'Js»s
C p s c . t m g T r a n s ( . r s To O t h . r Funds
T o t . l îxF*''^ i ^>^'•* *h<l O t h . c Us^s
EXCE3S CF REVE.NUES ANO OTHER FINANCINC SOURCES
cvER ; ' : - ; ; £ s ; EXFESSIT'.'RES A.to OTHER USES
F.nd î.lsncí - 3.j:rr.;ng
Fund in. nca • ErJi-.g

1. 300
». 500
21.600

9.100
»,300
2.000
15.»00

i.

600
600

200
2. 700

7 ,600
1.800
1 . 800
23 . <.C0

15.»00

20,000
1.900

2, 500

5. 000

2, 500
17.000

600
; 5 , ;oo

19.500
22 200

10.100
22,000
1.800
33 . 900
76.200

22,000

26,000
23.900

1» . 500

22,000

8.600
6.»00
6»,900

500

»00
22.»00

10. ICO
75.300

6,000

100
»00

8 , 500

5 ,000

22.»00

6,000

5C0

9. 200
l},200

22. 300

500

200

8.000
S S.500

2.C00
2.200

S

526.900
8, 100
7. 300
»2.300

11,

700
ÍCO
3 1 . 500

;

200)
20.000

319 eoo

1,200
30.500
332.C O

F r c p ^ r t y '.;ix»s . r . c o n s i d » r * d s u s c . p t i b l ^ t o . c c t u . l ( m . a s u r . b l * . n d 4 V 4 i l 4 b l * ) m t h . y . . r in o h i c h
'.'1.V • : • l a v t ^ d
I n t ^ c g o v ^ c n m ^ n t . l r^v^nu^. m . d . . v . i l . b l a t h c o u g h c . g u l . r . U o c . t i o n s . c .
: r c a g r . i z . d wh.n r « c « i v ^ d , t h o s « r « s t r i c t s d t o s p s c i d c p u c p o s t s oc p c o j ^ c t s . r ^ c ^ c o g n i z ^ d oh^n t h ^
rclJ'.^d • x p ^ n d i t u r ^ s . c . c . c o c d ^ d .
Oth^c c ^ v ^ n u ^ s - - i n c l u d m , s . l « s t . x . s . m t ^ c ^ s t . L i o n s ^ s 4nd
' - • r ' ' : ' . s . ( i n ^ s . ( • • • snd m i s c 4 U a n « o u s r . v . n u . s - - . c . c . c o g h i Z . d wh«n c ^ c ^ i v ^ d w i t h t h e • x c ^ p t i o n o (
: n ' . « : í s t r^v.nu^
x h i c h i s r ^ c o g n i z ^ d wh.n . . r n . d .
Cur:r.g t h . c u r r » n t v . 4 c
• . c h e i t y r . d n . n e . d . n . x i s t i n g 35 m i L l i o n d . b t o b L i g . t i o n w i i h . n . « i j s u ^
lí 5 » : : a l bonds m o r d « c t o • q u . l i z . i t J . n r u . l p c m c i p s l p . y m « n t s on g . n . r a l long-'.erm J»bt . Th^
• • T » r a l Long-'.^rTi i^b'. now c o n s i s t s o ( j ^ v ^ r . l i ^ r i . l bond i s s u . s • • c h o ( - h i c h i s s . r v i c s d by •
3 » - i r a ' » -J<»ht-J»r-.^;c» í j n d
M s l u c i t y d . t . s . x t ^ n d t h r o u g h t h ^ y ^ . r 2 0 2 5 . and 4r4 juoh t h . t . n n u a l
p i % - » r - s ( o r p r ; n c ; p a L r . l i r ^ m ^ n t w i U b^ 4 p p r o x i m . t . L y S* m i l L i o n .
I n t . r ^ s t r a t ^ s vary (rom 3 t o 7
p» rc »nt
Bo'.h c i t i ^ s »f
c b l i g . t . d to
a«r««r'^rts
Th^j« p4ym»nts
• h ? j ^ o ( ' h ^ C'irr^nt y « a r
and t h . ' i n m . t u c . d p c i h c i p . l
acTOunt gro'jp

m.li« . n n u . l p . y m . n t s t h r o u g h t h . y . ^ r 2005 j r d » r l o n g - t ^ r m e . p l t ^ l L»as^
. r « d n . n e . d t h r o u g h t h . g . n ^ r a l (und . n d wiLL b4 a p p r o i i m 4 t ^ l y •qu«L '.o
Th» l ^ . s * d a s s . t s . r . r » e o c d « d in t h « g ^ n ^ o l f i x ^ d a . s . t s a c c o u n t g r o u p .
amount o î t h » o b L i g . t i o n i s r . e o r d « d in t h . g*n^r^L l o n g - t ^ r m d^bt
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PART II

Th« in(orm.tion on ihis pag* is ^••^•d to compl.t. PART I

List.d b.LoM .r« s.v^n

oí th« qu.stionn.i r.

iníorm.tion it.ms th.t r.l.t. to th« op.r.tmg

c.sults o( th. g.n.r.l gov.cnm.nt

activiti.s o( citi.s
Pl^.s. (4miU.ciZ« yours«l( with th« itsm. b.(or« .n.w.cln, th« qu«stions.

You 4r« 4sk.d (or YOUR OPINION c.g.cdin, th« us.fuln.is o( th« It.ms

It.m t

1

Exe.ss o( c.vcnu.s and oth.c (in.ncln, souee.s ov«r .zp.ndltuc.s and othar us^s

It^n # 2

Exe.ss o( c«v«nu«s ov«r sxp^ndltur^s

tt«m • 3

N«t eh.n,« tn (und bal.nc.

It.m # »

N«t ch.ng« in (und bal.ne. b«(or. mt.cfund tc.nsf.cs

It.ffl # 5

N»t c h . n , «

In u n c . r v c d

Itcm # 6

N.t chan,«

i n u n r « s « c v « d and u n d « s l ( n a t « d

It.m # 7

Ending (und

b.lanc*

(und

b.l.ne*
(und b a l . n c *
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PART

III

Th. tn(orm.c,ion on this and th« (oLlowing p.,«s is n*«d«d to compL.t* PART Itl o( th. qu.stlonn.ir.

You .r. provid.d wit.h .ight tLlustcativ. op.c.tin, st.t.m^nt pc«s«ntation (ocmats (oc ih. G E N E R A L
GOVERNMENT ACTIVITItS o( citi.s

You w i U

cucc«ntly us«d by citi*. in pcassntmg

notie. th.t soffi* o( th«s« (ocm.ts .r. simiL.r lo thos.

th« opac.tin, c.ults o( th.ic ,«n«c.l gov.cnm^nt .ctiviti..

Th. oth«r (ormats may b« L*ss (.BlLi.c to you .nd som^ m.y b« consid.c^d •xp^rim^nt.L.
amounts ar« signidc.nt only in that th.y Indic.t. th.t . U

Th. d o U . r

•i ht stafm^nts rst^r to 'h^ op^r.tma

r»siilts o( th« S4m« •ntitY.

P1^4s« (amlliaciz* y o u r s a K wlth th« (orraats b«(or« sn.w.cin, th« qu«.tions.

You .r« .sk«d (or YOUR OPINION r.,acdln, th« us.(uln... o( th«s« pcassnt.tlon (ocmats m

.v.Lu.tm, th.

op.c.tin, c.sults oí th« GENERAL OQVERHMENT ACTIV TIES oí eitl.s.

Wh«n .v.luatin, th« ua«(uln«ss o( •ach (ocm.t. pl.... consid.c ..eh st.t.n.nt .. i( It w«c« THE opac.ting
st.t.m.nt (oc th. g.n.c.L govacnmant .ctiviti.s o( citl«s--00 NOT eonsidsr th« st.t.n.nt .. i( it w«r. .
supplaraantary raport.

FORMAT #1
Op.c.tm, St.t.m.nt
G«n«c.L Gov«cnm«nt A e t l v l t l . s
( m m i U i o n s oî d o U . c s )

:y.v.nu^s
Frop.cty Tax.s
I::tsc,ov«rnm«nt.I
Oth.r
Tot.L R«v«nu«s
Exp«nditur^s
Cjrr^nt Opar.tin,
Capital Outl.y
O.bt S ^ c v i c *
?r m c i p a l
Intar^st
Total Exp«nditur«s
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENOITURES
Othsr F m . n c i n , Sourc.s (Us«s)
Op.catin, Tc.ns(.rs Fcom Othar Funds
Op.r.tin, Tc.ns(«cs To 0th«r Funds
Bond Issus Proc««ds
Incc..s« tn Oth«r Lon,-t«rm Oblic.tions
N«t Oth^r Fin.ncin, Sourc.s (Us«s)
EXCESS OF REVEHUES AND OTHER FINA.'ÍCING SOURCES
ovER

;-:NOER) E X P E N D I T ' J R E S

Fvind S.l.ne. - S.ginnin,
F j m B.l.ne. - Endln,

AND OTHER

'JSES

GENEHAL
r'JMD

SPECIAL
REVENUE
FUMC5

DEBT
SERVIC!
F'-'NDS

310

S 2

S 1

»

»

313
U
»

7_

_i«

2

1»
10

12
1

_L1
»

(

2
5)

_i
_i

CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUNQS

7
1
8

(

l)

(

_2

»

2

2

2

0

_1

_L

3 3

3 »

S 1

i)

{

8
8)
6

H

7

_i

(

1

3)

<_i)

_ii

6)

5
(

TOTAL
(M.mor.ndum
CnLv)

(

1)

»
3

3

3
8
311
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'^OBWAT #2
O p . r . t m , St.t.nsnt
C.n.r.l Cov.rnnant Activiti^.
(in miLlions o( d o U . r s )
SPECIAL

R . v . n u ^ s . n d Othar F i n . n c m , S o u r c * .
R.v.nu.s
P r o p . r t y Tax^s
Intsrgov^rnm^nt.L
Oth.r
Tot.l R.v.nu*.
Oth«r F i n . n c i n g S o u r e a s
O p . c . t i n g T c 4 n s ( . c s Fcom O t h . c Funds
Bond I s s u . P c o e . a d s
I n c c . s * in O t h . c Long-T.cm O b l i g a t i o n s
Tot.l Oth.c Fln.ncing Souce.s
T o t . l R.v^nu^s . n d O t h . c F m . n e i n , S o u c e . s
E x p . n d i t u r ^ s . n d O t h . c Usas o ( F i n a n c l . l R . s o u c c . s
Exp.ndituc«s
Curcnt Op^c.tin,
C . p i t . l Outl.y
O.bt S . c v i : .
PcineipaL
[nt.cst
Tot.l Exp.ndit'jcs
Oth.c Us.s
O p t c . t m g T c a n s í . c s To C t h . c Funds
T o t . l Exp.nditur^s .nd Oth.c U s . s
EXCESS OF REVENUES AND OTHER FISANCING SOURCES
OVER (UNOER) EXPENOITURES ANO OTHER USES
Fj:-.d B í L a n c . - 3 a g i n n i n g
r j n d BaLanc" - Endmg

GENERAL

REVENUE

FUNO

FUNDS

SlO
»
3.
7

3

OEBT
SERVICE
FUNOS

CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUNOS

3 1

2

TOTAL
(M^morandu.

S13

u

3

»

Z

:8

1

8
8

»

_L
_Li

3.

_i2
12
l

1»
10
7

-i

32

13

8
»0

—i
2

(

_1

1)

»_

3
î

3 3

FORr'AT #3
Op^c.tirg Stat.m.nt
G . n . r . L Gov.cnm.nt A c t i v i t l . s
( m -n;LLions c ( J o U a c j )

GENERAL

rvo
Kiri ! a l . n e « - î . g i n n i n ,
R«v^nu^s
r^f-p^rtv Tax^s
:nl«r,ov^cnTi«-taL

SPECIAL
REVENUE
FUNOS

s_i

DEBT
SERVICE
"•^fOS

CAPITAL
PROJECTS
F'.'NOS

TOTAL
(M^moc.ndum
Only;

L_i

S i

3

13
11

3

_Li

1

»

8
6

5
12

51

10

»

Oth^r

To'.al R^v»nu^s
0'.h»c F i n . n e m g S o u c c . s
CF.r.tmg T:ans(»rs Fcom Oth.r Funds
9ond I J S U * P r o c . d s
I n c r ^ a s ^ in Oth«r Long-T^r-n O b l t g . t i o n s
T c l a i Oth*r F i r . n c i n g S o u r c « s
T : : A L "I.HANCIAL ?ESOURCES AVAILABLE
îrr»n'li^ur.s
C j c r . n t Oper.'. :ng
C a p : t a1 O u t l . y
j.n'. ô ^ r v i r .
Frinc1p.L
: r'. » r • s t
T'jial E x p ^ n d i ti r ' S
C'h.r Us*s o ( F t n a n c i a L R s j o u r c í s
O p » r . t t n g T r . n s í » r s * o C'.h»r F'jhds
T o t a i Exp.nrti'.'ir»s a n d O t h » r
jjís
F m d B.lanc.
Ending

_2
12
1

1»
10

2

32

13

9

_1
18
3 3

S *

9
3 3
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FORMAT #»
Op.r.tln, St.t.m.nt
G.n.r.l Gov.rnm.nt Activiti.s
( m mlLLlons o( JoU.rs)

Opcr.tlons
R«v«nu«s .nd Tc.n.í.cs Fcom Oth.c Funds
Pcop.cty T.x.s
Int.c,ov.cnn.nt.l
Oth.c R«v«nu«s
Opac.ting Tc.ns(.cs
Tot.l R.v«nu«s .nd Tc.ns(.cs
Exp.nditucs .nd Tr.n.í.cs To Oth.c Funds
C u r c n t Ezp«nditur..
Op.c.ting Tc.ns(«cs
Tot.l Exp«ndltuc«s .nd Tc.ns(.cs
NET FROM OPERATIONS
C.pit.l Tc.nsactions .nd Fln.ncin, Activitias
Bond Issu« Proc.ads
Incca.s* in Oth.r Lon,-T«co Obltg.tions
C.pitai Exp«ndituc«s
Dsbt Sacvic^ Costs
P c m c ipsl
Int«c«st
NET CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Inersas* (D^cc.s*) m Fund B.l.ne.
Fund B.L.nc. - B.ginnin,
Fund Bal.ne* - Endln,

GENERAL
FUND

SPECIAL
REVENUE
FUNOS

DEBT
SERVICE
FUNDS

310

S 2

S 1

»

»

3

1

»

19

7

8
36

12

2
3
5

_i

CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUNDS

TOTAL
(M.ffloc.ndun

S13
U

1»

_a
-ii

1
1)

(

(

(

_2
2
_i

_i

S 3

S »

2

L»
6
1
10)

9)

7)

)

<_1)
(_4)
0
_1
S

)
)

«_i)
3

(

1)
»
3 3

1

_1
Sll

FORMAT #5
Op.c.tln, St.t.mant
G.n.c.l Govscnm^nt Activiti^.
( m wilUons o( doLl.cs)
OPERATING
Sp.cisl

Rcv«nu*s
Pcopccty T4X4S
rnt4c,ov*rnm^ntaL
Othac

Tot.L R.v.nu^s
Exp.nd i t u c s
Cucc^nt O p ^ c . t i n ,
C.pitaL O u t L a y
D»bt
S.cvic.
PcineipaL
Int . c s t
Tot.L
Exp.ndituc^s
EXCESS OF R E V E N U E S OVER (UNOER)
EXPENDITURES
C'.h.c F i n « n c i n , Soucc^s
(Us^s)
O p » c 4 t m , Tr4ns(*cs Fcom Oth4c Funds
O p ^ r s t i n , T c « n s ( . c s To Oth.c Funds

C^n^csL

R«v^nu^

310

S 2

»

»

S^cvic.

S

Total

S13
8

1

_1

»

12
1

1»
1

_Li

_i
5

»
(

2
5)

•

2.

23

•_)

_i

5
(

(

3)
2

Scnd Issu* P r o c . d s
î n c r s . s . Ir Oth«c L o n , - T « c m
CbLig.tions
N»t Oth.c Ftn.ncing Soucc.s
(Us^s)
EXCESS OF R E V E N U E S AND OTHER FINANCING
SOURCES
C'.ER CJNOER) E X P E N D I T U R E S AND OTHER USES
F'ind S . L . n c . - B . g m n i n g
Fjhd B . L a n c . - Ending

FUNOS
040t

_1
(_i)

( h

2

2

_i

_i
s»

S 3

;
. 0

3
3

_i

»
S 8

TOTAL

S13
U

»
_i»

Z

1»
10

9

:

'

^)

(

:.)
0

7
8)
2
1

»
S 1

CAPITAL
PROJECTS
FUNOS

(

9)

6

_1
!

1 )

s~T

\
3

2,
->i 1
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FORMAT #9
O p . c t i n , St.t.m.nt
G.n.c.L Gov.cnm.nt A e t i v t t i . .
( m intLLtons o ( doLLacs)

R.v«nu.s
Pcop.cty T.x«s
Int«cgov«rnm«nt.1
Oth.r
Tot.l R.vanuas
Exp.nditur«s
Cucc.nt Opac.tin,
C.pit.l OutLay
Oabt S^rvic.
Pr ineipal
Int.rsst
Tot.L Expanditucs
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNOER) EXPENOITURES
Othac Fin.ncin, Soucc.s
Bond Issua Proc.cds
Inccsas^ In Oth^c Lon,-T^cm ObU,ations
Tot.l Othac Fin.nein, Souce.s
EXCESS OF REVENUES ANO OTHER FINANCING SOURCES OVER EXPENOITURES
Fund B.lanc* - B.gmnin,
Fund B.l.nc. - E n d m ,

313
11

*
_il
1»
10
S7

_a
_ii
<•)
7_

3
8
SU

fORM»T #7
Op.c.tm, St.t.mant
G.nac.L Govscnm.nt Aetiviti.s
(in miLL;ons o( dollaci)
Uj.s o( f;n.nei4l R»sou:-»s -- 9y Obi^ct Cl.ss
To F u t u c
Cucrsnt
0*bt
Cjpit.L
Y«ars
'
CperJttcr. s
S»rvi:«
-••-;«Y
S o j c c s o( ";7ancial Rtso'jre.s
Prop.cty T.x.s
I n t . c g o v ^ c n m . n t . L R«v»nu«
O t h . c R«v^nu«
Long-T^cm F m . n c m g
"rom P r i o r Y ^ . r s *

S13
U

»

»

2

7

l

—1
S 8

Sl»

Totsl
R.(»rs
R«(.cs

S 5

S 8

Tota L

t o b . g i n n i r . g (und b . l . n e * . . v . i l . b l . foc . x p . n d l t u c ^
'.3 . n d i n , (und b . L . n e . s . v . i l . b L . ( o c . x p a n d i t u c ^ m

SU

310

m :.h» c u c c ^ n t
í^: j r . y . a c s .

S»3

y^.c

FCRM.»T »8
Op4r4tm, St.t«n«nt
G.nac.L Gov.cnm.nt A c t i v i t c s
l i n wiLLtors o( doLlacs)
9y F i i n c t t o n
"j.s o( F : r a n c t . l R.sourC'S
S •. c • • t s
To F'j'.JC^
Public
PubL;c
Oth^c
Y^.rs
•
Educat ton Ass t J t a n r . S « ( . t y
Soucc.s o( F ; p . n e i . l
- «so'i r c »s
Frop.rty T.x.s
I n t . r g o v ^ r r . - ^ n t . l R.v^nu*
C'. íi • r R • V • r j •
Long-Ttr-i r m a n c i n g
F:o-i P r i c c i » 4 r s *
: 3'. j L
R.f.fj
p.;,rj

S 2
1

Z 3
2
l

31:
'.•) c . g m n i r « î nH b a ' . a n - . ^ ^ v a t L a b l ^ ( c r » x p ^ n d i ' . j r ^
-- •ndmg î r » l > - ' - ' v . . < i l i b . » f - r • » p » - H t t j r ^ :r

T o '. a L

3 1
1

313

3 2

r»3

m '.h^ c i r r ^ n t
í i f j r e v»ars

"t't
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BRVANT

COLLEGE

Hqr 7. 1986

Mr. John D(M:
Raa«arch Subjacc
Cicy. Scac« ZIP
DMT

Hr. Oo«:

A faw days ago. you racalvod • I«cc«r Invlclng you co partielpaca In • scudy of
financlal roporting for th* ganaral govwcmanc acclvlciaa of ciciaa. Aa Lndicacad In
cha •neioaad laccar, cha CavarrBaneai AccotaiClng Scandarda Board la incaraacad In cha
ramiies of chla scudy--and cha GASB ancouragaa your parcicipaCion.
I m acudylng cha affacc of oparacing scacaaanc praaancacion foraac on cha «valuacion
of oparacing raatiics for cha ganarai govartiBanc accivlciaa of ciciaa. Aiso, I wanc
co dacansina cha parcapciona of varioua usars of clcy financial raporcs ragarding cha
•aaning of cha cara "rasulcs of oparadona' or "oparacing raauics' for chasa
accivlclaa. FVir^ar, I a Incarascad In cha opinions of flnanclai raporc usars
ragarding cha usefuinass of various oparacing scaceaanc praaancacion fomacs.
Plaaaa Caka 30 mlnucas or so co raviaw cha anclosad Lnfonsaclon booklac. coaplaca cha
quaacionnaira, and racum lc co aa as soon as praccicabla Ln cha anvalopa providad.
All rasponsas vlll b« haid Ln scricc confidanca, and oniy suonary Lnformacion will b«
reporcad froa cha scudy.
If you hava any ciuasciona with regard co che scudy or have any difflculcy Ln
responding co che quescLonnaLre, pLeasa feel free co call laa, collecc, eLcher ac
Bryanc Collage (401-232-6136) or ac hoae (401-762-3398). Also. Lf for any reaaon,
you are vsnable co cooplece che encire quaacionnaLre, plaaaa respond co as oany of che
quasciona as you can and recum cha quascionnaLre--«ven chough Lc L» Lncoi^^lece.
Your Lnpuc Ls very Lnporcanc co chis scudy and Ls appreciacad.
for your assiscance.
SLncerely,

Harcel G. Heberc, CPA
AssocLace Professor of Aceouncing

Ehclosures

Thank you vecy auch
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GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANOAROS BOARO
High Ridge Par

PO Box 3821, Sia rtOfa. Connacticul Û690S'0821; 203^96a'7325

MatWi l>«t vic»Cnwi*wnO>wioí d a«««fen

The nature of the inrormation provided in financiai reports issued by state and local
governments and the manner in which this information is presented are topics of
interest to the Governmental Accounting Standards Board. These topics are important
components of the Financial Reporting Project, and the Board wishes lo consider any
information that might aid its inquiry into these issues.
The study being conducted by Professor Marcel G. Hebert or Bryant College addresses
issues of concern to the Board and we are interested in its results. Valid results
are possible only if a sufricient number of individuals carefully complete the
research instrument. Accordingly, the Board recommends your participation in this
study.
Sincerely,

Martin Ives
MI:mr
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RESPONDENT OEMOCRAPHIC INFORMATION

Bofor* eompUtiiic th« quMtioniiMra. pUaM pr««id« tlM ro(U*in| infonnotMn •bowi yowtMlf.
1.

IndicUo tho c»l«cory thM bmøt daacnbM th« UMT V***9 to whicll yo« bdong (Choch on«).
___

2.

Citir rinMtcc Oniecr • Inumst MMia<aiiMnl

_^_

Boa4 ratinf »c««l, SocuhtUo MiciyM, InvMtor, Croditor, .tc.

.^^

Mcmbor of OTcmghl body, LacialMivo ofllcial, atc.

.^__

Mcmbor ef eiiiMa •dvocAic or informatioa c'«up, Modio, ••«.

CireU iho numbor t h u bMt dc ribM Iho •xtani M vhich ro« UM cilf lUikacial rcportc for
••eh ef tho civan raaaen^:

mam

>

S

4

I

To mako votinc dMiwoM

3

s

4

•

To •MOHfiaancimlop«r%iion* and flnancial eendltien

1

3

4

I

Te dalarmin^ eempliance «ith tho budc^t

1

S

4

S

r
r
r
r

To aMaM muiac*nâi porformoneo

S

S

4

I

T

To m«ko dMÍMona r«cordinc tpMifle procrmm*

1

S

4

I

r

To mako i«TMtmont and erodit dMiaiona

•

Othar (PUMO ipMiiy)

3. Circla tho numbor that bMt dcMribM your (•«•1 of:

VERY

VtRY
HICH

LOW

Familiority «ith buainoM rinMiciol r«porta

l

3

S

4

S

«

T

PMniliarity with eity flnaneial r«port«

1

]

S

4

S

«

T

InvolvMnaal in tho analyaia ef eity
flnanciai r«p«rto

1

2

S

4

s

«

r

1

S

S

4

S

«

T

Invotvomoni in tho proparation ef eity
flnaiicial i

PUaM procood te tho quMtiona on tho feilovinc pafM. Yeu •ill ncod to rof^r te tho informatien
providad ta tho Infertriatien BeehlM la ordor t« rMpend t« mMl of tho ^UMiions.
Aftor y«« h«v« c«mpUt«d th« «w>ol>«nnairo. pUaM r«tum tho QUESTIONNAIRX ONLY
procticabU, in th« «1^1000^ Miv«l«p«, t«:
PROPCSSOR MARCCL G. HEBERT
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT
BRYANT COLLECE
SMITHPIELO, Ri OSVIT
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QUESTIONNAIRE • PART I
PLEASE REFER TO PART I OF YOUR INFORMATION 800KLET
You havo bMn pre«id«d ••th iho COMBINEO STATEMENT Of REVENUE3. EXPENDITURES, ANO
CHANCES IN rUNO BALANCES-ALL COVERNMENTAL fUND TYPES for .Mh ot f o citÍM-CITY X
and C I T Y Y-.for tho y^ar .ndad Juno 30. 10«S. Somo additional information hM bMn pr««id«d to
quaini yeu •ith th«M eitÍM and Mmo ef lh«ir Mceuntinc peliciM.
PlcoM familiariM yeurMÍf with th« ((ai.in«nti and th« additienal infermatien bafera anawvnnc
tho quMtien*.
THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS TO ANY Of THESE QUESTIONS.
Yeu ar« Mkad fer y o u r o p i n i o * •iih r«cMd le »h«th«r ih« oporMinc rMulU ef ihoM citiM for tho
ycar cndod Juno 30, IMS hav« had a nocativ* or a poMiivo •fÍMl on itMm ihal cenorally M« ef
eoncam lo uaar* of eity flnancial roport*.
Cirelo tho numbM thai boM dcMnbM y o u f o p i n i o n r^cardinc tho •ffMt of currMit y«M
oporatien* on • h of tho fetUwinc:
NEGATtVE
EPrECT

Tho abilily of CITY X t«

POSITIVB

ErrecT

mMt it( curroni oblication* M thoy coma duo

1 2

3

4

S

•

r

mMl !!• lonc-l«rm obiicationa M thoy coma duo

1 2

3

4

S

«

T

eontinu* to provid* tho ••••tinc Uv«l of
••nricM vitheul plMinc a tub^taniially
crcatar burd^n on laspayor*

1 2

3

4

s

«

T

Th« ovorall flnaneial eenditioa of C I T Y X

1 2

3

4

1

«

T

3. Tho ability of C I T Y Y 1«
mMt ii* eurront oMic«t>ono M th«y eomo du«
mMi ita long^i«rm oblicMiono M thoy como duo
eentinuo to prevido th« ouotinc l«v«l of
MrvicM wilÍMwl plMinc a •ubolantiaity
Cr«at«r burdoM o« tajipay«r«

2

3

4. Th« ovorall flnaAcial eonditio* ef C I T Y Y

2

3

QUESTIONNAIRE - PART II
Por oMh cevammonlal fUnd typo liotod bolow, eircU tho numbor that bMi d«MnbM y o u f o p i n i o n of tha
importaneo ef thal fund typo in •valuatinc tho oporatinc r««ulu of tho g « n c r a l g o v t r n m c n t actÍTÍIÍCS
Of CIIIM.

NOT
'MPQRTAr'T
CAPITAL PROJECTS fUNDS
OEBTSERVICEPUNOS
GENERAL PUNO
SPECIAL REVENUE PUNOS

VERY
IMPORTANT
3

T

3

T

3

T

S

T
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PLEASE REFER TO PART II OF YOUR INFORMATION BOOKLET
You havo bMn providad with MVMI information it.ma thal r«lal« to tho oporalinc r««ull^ of th« g c n c r a l
gOVCrnmcnt a c t i v i t i c s of CIIÍM. PI«aM ramiliant* yourMlf «rilh th« ittma b«ror« . n . v . n n f th«
quMiiona.
You .r« Mk«d for y o u r o p i n i o n r«cardinc th« u««fuln«M ef .Mh infermalion it«m.
l.

Por cMh informalion it«m, circU th« numb«r thal bMl roflMis y o u r o p i n i o n of tho u««fuln«M
of th«ii«min«valuatincth«op«r«tincrMulUof C A P I T A L P R O J E C T S F U N D S
NOT

VERY

USLZUL
ITEM #1

i

2

:1

4

S

ITEM #2

1

ITEM # 3

l

2

:1

4

S

2

31

4

S

ITEM #4

1

ITEM #S

1

2

i1

4

S

2

:1

4

S

ITEM #«
ITEM #T

1

2

1

4

S

1

2

1

4

S

OTHER(PUaM •PM tfy b«lo«')

1

2

1

4

S

•
«
«
«
«
«
«
«

r
r
T

r
r
r
r
r

Por «Mh informalien it«m. circU th^ numbor that bMt r«flMU y o u f o p i a i o a of tho uaafuln^M
of th« it«m in«valuatinc th« oporatinc rMutts of D E B T S E R V I C E F U N D S .
VERY
NOT
USEFUL

3.

4

9

6

T

S

4

1

«

T

3

4

!l

«

T

4 !(

«

T

«

T

ITEM #1

t

]

3

ITEM #2

1

1

ITEM # 3

1

i

ITEM # 4

1

]1 3

ITEM #S

1

i1

3

4

l

ITEM # «

1

1

3

4

t

ft

T

ITE.M #T

1

1

3

4

S

6

T

OTHER(PUaM *PM ify b«to*)

1

1

3

4

s

s

r

For .ach information it«m, eircU th« numb«r thal bMi rafl^ett y o u f o p i n i o n of th^ ut^futn^M
of th« it«m in •vaiuatinc ih« oporatinc r««utt« of ih« G E N E R A L F U N D .

VERY

NOT

vssrvL
ITEM #1

1

ITEM # 3

1

ITEM #S

1

ITEM # 4

1

ITEM #S

1

ITEM #fl

1

ITEM # r

1

OTHER (PUaM .pMify bolow)

1

vservL
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4.

Por •och lafarmaiion lUm. circU IIM numbar t h u b«M rafUcU yOMf o p i a l o a «f lh« u«oAiln«M
<d iho .t«M .« •••luatinc ih« ep«rau«c r«M.lu of S P E C I A L R E V E N U E F U N D S .
NOT

VERY
USEPUL

U22m
rrxM #t
rriM #s
rrcM # s
rrcM #4
rriM #s
rrxM #«
rrzM #r
OTHZR (PIoaM tpMÍfy b«i««)

QUESTIONNAIRE - PART III
PLEASE REFER TO PART III OF YOUR INFORMATION BOOKLET.
Yo« havo boo« piwidod with mcht tamplo oporvtinc *tat«m«at pr«iinlati«« f o m a u ÍM tho g « a « r a l
gOVCrOOiaaC aCtiritiCS ef eitia*. PUOM famUianM yowfwir «ith th« formau b«f«r« aM««fte« th«
^WMtÍ—•

Yow ar« Mkod (br y o u f O p i a i o a r«cwdinc <!>• ua«fuln«M of •Mh pfttiatation r«fma&.
Per •••Ji praMatadoN fofvat, eircla tlM •wmbM that bMt roflMU y o u r o p l a i o a ef th« IÍ««^II«^M dt
tho farmat ia •valwMiac tho oporatiac tmv^U of tho C E N E R A L G O V E R N M E N T A C T I V I T I E S o<eiti«
VERY
USEPUL

NOT
PORMAT #1

1

PORMAT #3

1

PORMAT #S

1

P0RMAT#4

1

PORMAT#S

1

PORMAT # •

I

PORMAT #r

i

PORMAT # •

1

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY
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INFORMATION

BOOKLET

You will nccd to rcfcr to thc inrormation containcd in this boolcict in ordcr to
complctc the qucstionnairc.

Although the booklct contains scveral pagcs of

inrormation, thc qucstions arc casy to answcr.
This is NOT 3 tcst of your ability to analyzc city financial rcports. Rathcr. it
provides you an opportunity to indicatc your opinion and pcrccptions rcgarding
ccrtain aspccts of financial rcporting for the "gcncral govcrnmcnt' activiiics of
citics.
In order to facilitate your rcsponses, thc booklct is organizcd to corrcspond wí(h
thc individuai parts of thc qucstionnairc. You may find ii convcnicnt to kccp the
bookict opcn to thc corrcsponding pagc(s) as you rcspond to thc qucstions.
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Th« >n(orm«tton on thii .nd th« (ollowln« p.«.s ts n««d«d to compL.t* PAHT tll o( th« qu.stlonnor«

You ar« provtdad -ith .>«ht >LLuitr.tiv. op«r«tin« ttat«a«nt pr«s«nt.tton (orm.ts (or th. CEWERAL
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Hay 28. 1986

Hr. John Do«
Flnanca Dlnecor
City. Scac* ZI?
Daar Mr. Do«:
S«v«ral M « k a ago. you should h c w racal'wd a lactar and • qiMsciomalrw p«ek*c
Invicing you co parcicipac* in « r M M r c h scudy of flnancial raporcing for ciciaa.
Th* scudy Is dasignad co dscsmins cha opinions of prsparars snd us«rs of cicy
financial rsporcs rsgarding cha rasulcs of oparaciona for ch« gsnsral gøvvcnHnc
acciviciaa of ciciaa. Thua far, aany rasponsaa hava b««n racai'vad; howawr, I hava
noc yac racaivad yours. If you hav« already racumsd your coo^ilacad quaacionnaira,
plaaaa accapc oy chanka and i ^ r a cha roaaindar of chis laCCar. On cha ochar hand.
if you hava noc raspondad, plaaaa raad on.
You wara salacced aa a pocancial parcicipanc in chis soidy bacsusa your posicion as a
Chiaf Financial Officer indicacas chac you have an Incareac in finaneial reporting
for ciciea. Alchough your accual ducias nomally nay noc iiwluda cha reviev of cicy
finaneial reporcs, ic is very likaly chac you are oore qualified chan onsc co provida
inpuc inco chis iaporcanc projecc. Therefore, I aa aaking you co parcicipaca in cha
scudy by coi^>Iecing cha enclosed quaaciomaire.
Ic is loporcanc chac as owny responses as posslble be received froa individuals such
aa you. Tharefore, I have •nclosed a cooplece replacaáanc packac for your uaa, in
cha evenc chac you nay hcve aisplaced che original. I hopa you can find ciaa in cha
nexc week or cwo co parcicipaca in cha scudy. Tha reaulcs should provida sooa
incarescing evidance for cha Govemaencal Accoincing Scandarda Board co conaidar as
parc of ics financial reporting projecc.
I assura you chac all responses vill b« held Ln scricc confidence and chac only
svaaary resulca will b« reporcad. However. if you prefer your response co ba
ananynous, feal frea co eraaa or whica*ouc cha Ldancifying m n b a r on cha
quaacionnaire and on che recum envelopa.
Thank you for your cooperacion.
Sineeroly.

Marcal C. Heberc. CPA
Aasociaca Professor of Accouncing
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Hay 28, 1986

Hr. John Doe
Overaighc CoBÍccae
Cicy. Scaca ZI?
Daar Mr. Doa

Several weka ago, ym should have received a laccar and a qiMscionnaire packac
invicing you co parcicipaca in a research scudy of financial reporcing for eiciea.
Tha scudy is designad co daceraina che opiniona of preparers and users of cicy
finaneial reporcs regarding che resulcs of operacions for cha genaral govecnasnc
accivicies of c i c i e s . Thua far, many responses have beon received; howa'ver, I have
noc yec recei'ved yours. If you hava already recumad your caapleced queacionnaire,
plaaaa accepc oy chanka and Ig^re che reaainder of chia laccar. On cha ocher hand.
if you hav« noc respondad. pleaae read on.
You were selecced as a pocencial parcicipanc in chis scudy becausa your coniccee
aa^ership indicaces chac you hava an incereac in financlal reporcing for scace and
local govacnsanc. Alchou^ your accual duciea noraally oay noc include cha review of
cicy financial reporcs, ic is vecy likaly chac you ara aore qualified chan aany co
provida Inpuc inco chis ioporcanc projecc. Therefore, I aa asking you co parcieipace
in cha scudy by coi^)Iecing che enclosed quascionnaira.
Ic i s io^rcanc Chac aa aany responses as possible ba received froa Indi'viduals sueh
aa you. Therefore, I have encloaed a coaq>Ieca replaceaanc packac for ydur usa, in
cha evenc chac you aay have aisplaced che original. I hopa you can find ciaa in cha
nexc week or cwo co parcicipaca In cha scudy. Tha resulcs should provida sooa
incarescing evidanca for cha Govemaancal AccmoiCing Scandarda Board co considar as
parc of ics financial raporting projecc.
I assure you chaC a l l responses %rill ba hald in sCricc confiderv:e and chac only
svsBary resulcs v i l l b« reporced. Howefver, Lf you prefer your resporue co be
anonyaous, feal frea co erasa or %fhica*ouc cha idencifying nuBber on cha
quaacionnaira and on cha recum envelopa.
Thank you for your cooparacion.
Sineeraly,

Marcel G. Heberc, CPA
Aasociaca Professor of Accouncing
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May 28, 198«

Mr. John Doa
Inwsaisnc Analyse
Cicy. Scaca ZIP
Dear Mr. Doa:

Savaral wMka ago, you should have received a laccar and a qxMaciotmaira p kac
Invicing ym co participaca in a reaearch scudy of flnancial reporcing fer eiciaa.
Tha scudy is dasigned co daceciiine cha opinions of preparers and uaars of cicy
financial reports regarding cha resulca of oparacions for cha gaiwral gøwmaanc
æciviciaa of eiciea. Thua far, aany responsas have been racaived; Iwwerver, I have
noc y«c received yours. If you have already recumad your cc^Ieced q«Macionnaire,
pleasa accepc ay chanka and Ignore cha reoaindar of chia leccer. On cha ochar hand,
i f you hanre noc respondad. pleaae read on.
You wera seleeced as a pocencial parcicipanc in chis scudy bacauaa, aa a asabar of
cha InvoaQBenc cciBunicy, you aay provida inforoacion co pocencial invaacors in
iaad.cipal sacuriciea. Alchough your accual (iicies noraally oay noc ineliala cha
raviaw of cicy financial reporcs, ic Is very likaly chac you are aore quaiified chan
aoac co provida inpuc inco chis ioporcanc projecc. Therefore, I ea aaking you co
partieipaca in cha scudy by co^Iacing cha enelosed quascionnaire.
Ic ia ia^rcanc chac aa oany reaponaea aa poaaibla ba recei'ved froa individuals such
MM you. Tharafore. I hav« enclosad a coapleca replaeeænc packac for your usa. in
cha evefnc chac you aay have aisplaced cha original. I hopa you can find cioa in che
next week or cwo co parcicipaca in cha scudy. Tha resulca should provida soaa
incarescing evidanca for che Covermencal Aecoiaicing SCandarda &oard co conaidar aa
parc of ica finaneial reporting projecc.
I assure you chac a l l rasponses will b« hald in scricc confidance and chac only
svsBary resulcs will b« reporced. Howaver. i f you prefer your response co be
anonyooua, feal frea co erasa or «A3Íca-ouc cha idancifying nvjibar on che
quascionnaire and on cha recvim envolopa.
Thank you for your eooparaclon.
Sincaraly.

Mareal C. Habart. CFA
Aaaociaca Profaaaor of Accouncing
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M«y 28. 198«

Mr. John Doo
NawB Baportar
Cicy. Scaca ZI?
Daar Hr. Doa

Servaral waeks ago. you ahould hcvo received a leccar and a quaaciomaira pækae
invlclng you co participaca In a reaaarch soaly of finaneial repercing for eieias.
Tha scudy i s daaipiad ce dacecaina che opinions of pceparers and viaars of eiey
finaneial reporta regarding cha reaulca of oparaciona for tha ganaral Bovemaane
accivlciaa of ciciea. Thua far. aany rasponses havo bean received; howwer. I have
noc yec received yours. If you havo already recvimad your coaplecad quaaciomaire,
plaaao accepc ay chanka and ignora cha reaaindar of chia laccar. On cha othar hand,
i f yøu hcvB noc respondad, plaaaa read on.
You wera salaccad as a pocancial parcicipanc in chis scudy becausa, M a osaber of
cha nawa oadia, you aay provida infomacion co cicizena conceming cha finaneial
affairs of cheir coaamicy. Alchovigh yovir accvial duciea noraally aay noc inclvjde dia
review of cicy finaneial reporca, ic is likaly chac you are aore qvialified chan aany
co prevlda inpuc inco chia is^rcanc prejecc. Therefore, I aa aaking you co
participaca in cha scvidy by coi^Iacing che eneloaad qviaacioravaira.
Ic ia ioportanc thac M aany reaponaM M peaaible ba recaived froa indiviAials such
M you. Therefore, I hawo eneloead a coaplaca replacaaanc packac for yovir uaa, In
cha avonc chac you ooy havo oisplaced cha original. I hope you ean find clae in cha
nexc woek or cwo co participaca in cha scudy. The raavilcs should provida aoaa
incaraacing cvidanea for cha Govamsancal Accovaicing Scandarda Board co conaidar M
part of i c j finaneial reporting preject.
I MSVira you chac a l l raaponsu will ba held in acricc confidanca and chac only
svsoary raaulca will bo rapercad. Ho«Mver, if you prefer your response co ba
anonyaoua. fMl frM co eraaa or whica-ouc cha idencifying nuaÉMr on cha
quMCionnaira snd on che rocum envolopo.
Thank you fer your ceoparacion.
Sinearaly.

Hareal C. Hebarc. CFA
Aasoeiaca ProfMaor of Accovatcing
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May 28, 1986

Ms. Jana Doe
MenÉMr LUV
Cicy, Scace ZIP
Dear Ms. Doa:

Sevoral weeks ago, you shovxld have received a leCCer and a qvjaacionnaira packaC
invicing you co parcicipace in a research scvjdy of flnancial reporcing for c i c i e s .
Tha scvjdy is designed co decernina che opinions of preparers and users of cicy
financial reporcs regarding che resulcs of operacions for che genaral govemcienc
accivicies of c i c i e s . Thus far, many responsea have been received; how«'v«c, I hav«
noc yec received yovirs. If you have alrMdy recvjinied yovir coopleced qvjaacioirtaire,
pleMe accepc oy cKanks and ignore che reoaindar of chis leccar. On cha ocher hand,
if you have noc responded, pleMe read on.
You were selecced M a pocencial parcicipanc in chis scudy because yovir acci've
æntMrship in che Leagua of UooBn Vocers indicaCM chac you have an Lnceresc in
financiâl reporcing for scace and local govemmenc. Alchovjigh yovir accual ducies
normally aay noc include che review of cicy financial reporcs, ic is likaly chac you
are nore qualified chan many co provlde inpuc inco chis iinporcanc projecc.
Therefore, I am asking you co parcicipace in che scudy by cooplecing che enclosed
qviMCÍonnaire.
Ic i s ijsporcanc chac M many responses M possible be received froa individuals such
ãs you. Therefore, I have enclosed a con^lece replacemenc packec for yovir use, in
che evenc chac you aay have aisplaced che original. I hop« you can flnd cia« Ln cha
nexc week or cwo co parcicipaca in che scvidy. The resvilcs shovild provida sooa
incerescing evidance for che Govemiiencal Accovncing SCandards Board co consider as
parc of ics flnanclal reporcing projecc.
I Msvire you ChaC a l l responses vLll be held in scricc confldervce and chac only
svjmnary resulcs will b« reporced. Howev«r. If you prefer yovir response co be
anonyoous, fMl frM Co ecMe or whice-ouc che idancifying nvnber on che
qviescionnaire and on cha recum envelopa.
Thank you for yovir cooperacion.
Sincerely,

Marcel G, HeberC, CPA
Associace Professor of Accouncing
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May 29, 1986

Mr. John Doe
Mei^r • Coooon Cavise
Cicy, Scaca ZIP

Oear Mr. Doe:
Several w«eks ago, you shovild have received a leccer and a qvjasciomaire packac
invicing you Co parcicipace in a research scvidy of financial reporcing for c i c i e s .
The scudy is designed co daCeciBÍna che opinions of preparers and users of cicy
financial reporcs regarding che resulcs of operacions for che general govemoenc
accivicies of c i c i e s . Thvis far, many responses have b««n received; howevec, I hav«
noC y«c received yovirs. If you have alrMdy recvimed yovir coapleced qvjascioTTud.re,
pleaae accepc ay chanks and ignore che reoainder of chis leccer. On che ocher hand,
if you have noc responded, pleMe read on.
You were selecced as a pocencial parcicipanc in chis scudy becausa yovir aeci've
oBobership in Coonon Cavise indicaces chac you ha've an inceresc in financial reporcing
for scace and local govemraenc. Alchovigh your accvial ducies nonnally may noc include
che review of cicy financial reporcs, ic is likely chac you are more qvjalified chan
many co provide inpuc inco chis Imporcanc projecc. Therefore, I aa Mking you co
parcicipace in che scv fy by conplecing che enclosed qviescionnaire.
Ic i s ÍJBportanc chac M many responses as possible be received froa indi'viduals svich
M you. Therefore. I have enclosed a cooplece replacemenc packac for yovir use, in
che evenc chac you may have misplaced che original. I hope you can find C1JB« in cha
nexC we«k or cwo co parcicipace in che scvidy. The resvilcs should provida sooe
Incerescing evidence for Cha GovemuenCal Accovmcing Scandards Board co consider as
part of lcs flnancial reporcing projecc.
I Msvire you chac a l l responses wlll be held in scricc confidence and chac only
svsBBary resulcs *d.II b« r«porced. Howover. If you prefer yovir response co be
anonymous, fMl fcM co ecMe or whice-ouc che Idencifytng nvnber on che
qviascionnaire and on cha recvim envelop*.
Thank you for yovir cooperacion.
Sincerely,

Marcel G. Heberc, CPA
Associace Professor of Accouncing
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May 28, 1986

Mr. John Ooe
Meidier • CiCizens Grovip
Cicy, Scace ZIP
Dear Mr. Doe

Several weeks ago, you shovild have received a leccer and a qviaacionnaire packec
invicing you Co parcicipaca in a research scvjdy of financial reporclng for c i c i e s .
The scvjtly is designed co dececoina Che opinions of preparers and users of cicy
financial reporcs regarding che resulcs of operacions for che general govecnaenc
accivicies of c i c i e s . Thvis far, many responses have been received; howwec, I have
noc y«c received yovirs. If you have already recvimed yovir caaq>Ieced qviascionnaire.
pleMe accepc my chanks and ignore che renainder of chis leccer. On cha ochar hand,
i f you have noc respondad, pleMe read on.
You wece selecced as a poCencial parcicipanc in chis scvidy because yovir accive
parcicipacion in an organizacion chac provides infocaacion co concemed cicizens
indicaces chac you have an incecesc in financial repoccing foc scace and local
govecnBenc. Alchovjgh yovir accual ducies normally may noc includa che review of cicy
financial reporcs. ic is likely chac you are more qvialified chan oany co provida
inpuC inco chis Imporcanc projecc Therefore, I am Mking you co parcicipace in che
scudy by ccoplecing che enclosed quescionnaire.
Ic i s imporcanc chac M many responses as possible be received froa indi'viduals svich
M you. Therefore, I have enclosed a cou^Iece replaceænc packec for yovir use. in
cha evenc chac you may have aisplaced che original. I hop« you can find cims in ch«
t»xc w«ek or cwo co parcicipace In che scudy. The resvilcs shovild provide some
incerescing evidence for Cha Govermencal Accovmcing Scandards Board co consider as
part of ics financial reporcing projecc.
I usvire you chac a l l responses will be held in scricc confidence and chac only
svsnBary resulcs wLll be reporcad. However, if you prefer your response co b«
anonyoous, feel frM co ecMe or whica-ouc che idencifying nvsnber on che
qviMCÍonnaire and on che recvim envelope.
Thank you for yovir cooperacion.
Sincerely,

Marcel G. Heberc, CPA
Associace Professor of Accouncing

